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Genetic analysis of the previously derived hyper-UV-
sensitive US$-6 strain led to the isolation of the uxs6 imitation, 
a mutation conferring enhanced sensitivity to UV and ionising 
radiation. The extreme sensitivity of the 085-6 strain was 
shown to result from a synergistic interaction between the rad11 
and uxs6 alleles. Some theoretical aapeàte of interacting, 
repair mechanisms were considered using a •simple algebraic 
analysis. 	. 	. 
The effects b! liquid holding treatments on cell 
viability, photoreactivability and sensitivity to subsequent. 
U7-irradiation were investigated using: wild-type and radiation-
sensitive strains 	Data were presented which siggest that the 
photoreactivability of fl-irradiated yeast cells may be lost 
during liquid holding by a process unrelated to repair. 
Consideration of the relationship between liquid holding recovery 
and 'repair-resistaflee' led to the conclusion that these two 
phenomena were not in fact different aspects of the same repair 
process, as has been proposed. These observations were. 
discussed in the light of current models for the repair of UV 
induced damage in SaccbarcvoOs cerevisiae. 
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The role of genetically controlled DNA repair mechanisms 
in determining the radiation sensitivity of micro-orga.Lsms is well 
established (HAYZUB, 196). The details of these systems have been 
elucidated almost entirely from prokaryotes and as such are not 
necessarily applicable to eukaryotes • Nevertheless they serve as a 
useful conceptual model on which experimental data derived from 
higher organisms may be interpreted. Only the framework of 
bacterial models need be repeated here, the experimental details 
having been reviewed elsewhere. (HCMARD-FW4DHtS, 1968). Two 
basic mechanisms have been described which enable a bacterium to 
produce from irradiated DNA an intact DNA molecule capable of 
carrflng out its normal role in the cell. The first of these 
systems is the excision-repair process which involves the removal 
from the DMA. of oligonucleotidea containing damaged bases, followed 
by resynthesis using the intact strand as a template. A second 
mechanism, poet,replicative repair, is believed to involve 
recombination between fragmented daughter strands produced by the 
replication of DNA containing unexoised damage (111W?, WtWE, RENO 
and HOWARD-FLANDw, 1971). Mutations affecting this repair 
mechanism were Initially selected on the basis of their inability to 
undergo genetic recombination, and subsequently found to be sensitive 
to the effects of IN, (CLARK and MABOULIK$, 1965). Mutants 
selected on the basis of X-ray sensitivity were found in addition 
to be both 1W-sensitive and recombination deficient tHaWW-FTANDBRS 
and THERIOT# 1966). Thus mutations affecting the post-replicative 
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repair system confer enhnnned UV and X-ray sensitivity and lead to 
a couplets or partial reduction in recombination ability. It is 
because. of the historical importance of the recombination-defioient 
phentype that mutations affecting the post-replicative repair 
system are referred to as rec. In contrast, mutations affecting 
excision-repair are not sensitive to ionising radiation (H(MARD. 
FLA1W1S, SOltE and TEfltIO]?, 1966) and are not recombination-
deficient (RCMABD-YLRIDPBS and BOIVE, 1966). 
Excision and post-repltcative repair are frequently 
referred to as 'dark-repair', to dissociate them from a third 
maphcant am which is dependent on light of visible or near-visible 
wavelengths. fltW (1949) observed that after bn4 1 tioa of 
8trepttes griseña with far-IN (251mm) subsequent irradiation 
with light of longer wavelengths reversed a proportion of the IN 
inactivation. This phenomenon, termed photoreactivation has been 
observed in a wide variety of organisms Including Escherichia 4J 
Sacchanivtes cerevisiae and Neurospora crassa • The action 
spectrum for photoreactivation varies between organisms but in 
E. con and S • cerevisiae efficient photoreactivation is observed 
In the range 320-440 urn, with a peak activity around 385 nm 
(JAGGER, .TMCPSE and 811CM9 1970). It is now clear that photo-
reactivation is an enzymatic process which specifically monomerises 
CiTLdianers in situ. (SErLW, 1966.). This 'enzymatic 
photoreactivation' twist be distinguished from 'indirect photoreactivation' 
often referred to as photoprotection. Photoprotection does not 
split thynine diners, and does not even act directly on DNA. its 
effect however is almilar to enzymatic photoreactintion in enhancing 
the viability of UV irradiated cells. Although photOprotection 
can readily be distinguished from photoreactivation on the basis of 
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kinetics, teriperature dependence and wavelength dependence, the most 
obvious difference between the two processes is that photoprotecting 
light has the same effect given before or after UV irradiation while 
photoreactivation only occurs when visible light is given after 
irradiation (anoat, WISE and STAFFORD, 1964). The major effect 
of photoprotecting light appears to be the induction of a growth 
delay resulting from disruption of the cells respiratory syStem. 
Although easily detected in E. coflj, the existence of 
photoprotection in other organisms is less certain. In 
S. •cerevieiae BOXING and SLTLW (1967) observed it in log phase 
..diploid cello but not in stationary phase cultures. 
• 	In S. con the elucidation of dark repair mechanisms 
has been greatly facilitated by the use of radioactively labelled 
nucleotides • For example s, cells grown in a medium contafnThg. 
labelled tlqmidine incorporate the label into their DNA • It is 
then a relatively simple matter, to study the fate of the DU after 
Irradiation by transferring irradiated cells in to non-labelled 
growth medium and determining in which sub-cellular fraction the.. 
label is found after various periods of incubation. In this way 
it was shown that in wild-type cells, following irradiation a 
proportion of the DNA. is removed into the trichloracetic.acid 
soluble fraction (low molecular weight nucleic acid) while in those 
radiation sensitive mutants which are now known as excision-
deficient no such removal occurred, the label remaining in the 
acid insoluble fraction (high molecular weight nucleic acid) 
(SgrXW and CABEDE, 19641 BOYZE and H(YAARD-8IANDB2W 0 1964). 
Precisely the seas methodology can be applied using heavy rather 
than radioactive isotopes. DNA. containing the heavy isotope can 
is. 
than be detected in a buoyant density gradient. It was a 
combination of both these techniques which allowed the elegant 
demonstration of post-replioative repair (au, WITDE, RSiO and 
liWABD-EUI4DJBS, 1971) • In bacterial systems then, the approach 
which has yielded most Information on repair mehantszns has been 
the study of irradiated DNA. in wild-type and radiation sensitive 
mutant strains. 
- 	In the yeast S. cerevisia., there is no shortage at 
sensitive mutants (NAZAT and NATSUMOTO, 1967; SNOW, 1967 Cot 
and PIER!, 1968; RESNICK, 1969 AVaL3tK, LASXCMSKI, *KA31YP 
M L3MAZ4N-DRAUNS, 1970). However, until recently,, a method 
for the specific lab& 11 "ig of DNk has been missing. This 
difference between Ph eelS and S. cereviaiae is thought to result 
from the absence in yeast of the enzyme t&qmtdine kinaee which in 
E. eo4,  and In the presence of ATP and magnesium ions catalyses 
the phosphorylation of tk'midine to thymidine - 5! e phosphate 
(GRIVELL and JALMCSON, 1968)0 The mechanisms of repair in yeast 
have therefore remained the .irn{n of the radiation biologist 
rather than the nucleic-acid biochemist, with the emphasis being 
placed on those factors, genetic and physiological, which influence 
the survival of irradiated cell populations. Particular emphasis 
has been placed on the phenomenon Irnown as Liquid Holding Recovery 
(LUR). PATRICK, HAINFS and tflfl, (1964) demonstrated that U 
liv irradiated suspensions of #34-type haploid or diploid yeast 
were incubated in buffer or saline for a period of up to two das, 
when the calls were subsequently plated on nutrient medium a 
higher viability was observed compared with plating immediately 
after irradiation. The increased viability observed after 
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delayed plating is called liquid holding recovery. £ 1m11at 
phenomenon occurs if irradiated suspensions are plated on a 
minimal medium rather than on a highly nutritive complex medium. 
It would seem reasonable to suppose that recovery of this nature 
is sisç]; an extension of the repair processes which reduce the 
amount of damage expressed in cells plated immediately after 
irradiation. It is therefore of interest to determine which 
processes are involved in Tim. In E. ccli the relationship 
between L}IR and the dark repair meahanisns has been examined by 
aMIFSLN and SMITH, (19681 19693 1970 and 1971). They found 
relative]; little recovery in wild-type strains of E • aol K-12. 
However, several strains carrying a mutation in the post-
replicative repair system (reC) showed a marked increase in 
survival during liquid holding and a concomitant decline in 
photoreactivability. This rather unexpected result they explained 
on the basis of the rec 
+ genes controlling a repair process 
different from and more efficient than the process involved in 
TSR. According to this hypothesis, WE could not be observed 
in the presence of the more efficient system and therefore 
depended for its detection on the inactivation of the other 
system by particular reC alleles. If post-replicative repair 
is not responsible for fuR it is logical to ask if excision repair, 
controlled by the uvr loci, is. GA1II&N and SMITH (1969) 
demonstrated that strains of E. colt fl2 carrying uvrk mutations 
together with a reck allele necessary for the expression of WE 
did not in fact show any recovery even after prolonged incubation 
under the conditions favouring TilE in reCuvr strains, During 
this period the capacity for photoreactivation was retained. The 
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data therefore led to the conclusion that LUR reflected excision-
repair of wrimidine diners. HARZ'Z (1968) obtained similar results 
using B. colt Wr and its UV sensitive derivatives and caste to a 
similar conclusion • This conclusion has gained almost universal 
acceptance together with the assumption that the period of liquid 
holding increases the time available for excision-repair before the 
process is Inhibited by the onset of growth after plating. It has 
been demonstrated that U the ingredients of complex medium are 
added in wU amounts to a liquid holding buffer LHR is reduced or 
abolished, hence the conclusion that complex medium inhibits 
excision-repair. It is clear however that this inhibition must 
be far from immediate and absolute • If it were so, no difference 
in sensitivity would be expected between wilt-type and excision-
deficient strains. 
GMPAN and SMITH (1968, 1969) found that both izvrreC 
and 	strains showed minimal medium recovery, i.e • when 
irradiated suspensions were plated on a medium contain 4 ng only the 
bare essentials for growth (e.g. salts + amino acids + glucose) 
the level of survival obtained was increased compared with plating 
on a highly nutritive complex medium (e.g. a medium based on yeast 
extract). No such recovery occurred in uvfreC double mutant 
strain .(GM1M and SMITH., 1970). However, uvfrec ' strains. 
showed no recovery in minimal medium lacking amino-acids. They 
therefore concluded that dark recovery in these strains required 
conditions which allowed DN& synthesis, and hence the further 
conclusion that minimal medium recovery in u',? strain represented 
Increased post-replicative repair.. Evidence to Substantiate this 
conclusion came from a Study ..the time course of dark recovery . and 
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DNA repair in uvf cells • It was shown that during the period of 
dark recovery the capacity for photoreactivation declined and the 
pattern of DNA synthesis chAnged such that more intact noleoulci 
and relatively fewer discontinuous fragments were synthesised 
(GMThSAN and SCTB, 1971). It is important. 	to note that the 
above nodal for Wit requires that irradiated cells mast be able to 
excise pyrimidine dimars or at the very least initiate the repair 
during incubation in non-nutrient medium (e.g. buffer or saline). 
While this may be true in some strains of E. colt (aFflAl and 
CAERIUt, l961 BWUE and flTAEDJIflIDaW, 2964.) no evidence 'as yet 
exists of a similar situation in yeast or fungal system. The 
generality of the (3anesan and Smith model has also been questioned by 
HARM and HA$PNPB (1968) on the grouzds that wild-type strains of 
E. colt C and Scbizosaccbaroaoea pe show a. decline in viability 
during liquid holding treatment, while UT sensitive mutants of each 
of these two strains show pronounced LEt. In S. pote there is 
also evidence that genetic background can influence the extent to 
which a liquid holding response occurs and can even alter the 
direction of the effect (HARM and H&EPN&t, 1968). 
As has already been pointed out, in Saccharcxzrces 
cerevieiae a large collection of UT sensitive mutants has existed for 
a long tine, but no biochemical, method of observing repair has been 
available • The response of mutant Øtfljfl$ to liquid holding  
treatment has therefore been adapted as an indicator of dark 
repair capacity. The effect of liquid holding on 
photoreactivability has also been examined in fl3fl7 cases in an 
attempt to implicate particular loot in the repair of ctThiflO 
timers • PARRY and PARRY (1969) examined the effects of liquid 
holding and photoreactivation in the series of mutants at twenty-
one loci isolated by COK and PARRY (1968). They found that these 
mutants could be classified into four groups;- 
Survival increases during liquid hoIt! 4 1g, photoreactivation 
has no further effect. 
Survival increases during ]Squid holding s pbotoreactivatio* 
leads to a further increase in survival. 
Survival decreases during liquid ho'4-g, photoreactivation 
has no further effect 
Survival decreases during liquid .hoidtng, phetoreactivation 
leads to an increase in survival. 
These results were interpreted on the bacterial iibdel proposed by 
GAN?FSN and 8)CTH (1968, 1969) and HM (1968). Group a) 
comprised a large number of mutants none of which was particularly 
sensitive to IN irradiation. The complete loss of .photoreactiv-
ability was taken to indicate the removal of all thymine dissrs in 
these strains. The increased IN sensitivity of group a) mutantS 
was therefore considered to arise through a limitation in a later 
stage of repair, after diner removal., 
Group b) mutants did show a: further increase in survival 
with pizotoreactivation even after La had occurred. The authors 
took this to indicate that, in these strains, not all diners were 
removed during the liquid holding period, and therefore concluded 
that some limitation occurred in an early stage of repair. 
However, the fact that LAIR was observed indicated tiat some repair 
did occur. 
Groups c) and d) showed a decline in viability during 
liquid holding, a phenomenon which the authors suggested might 
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arise through excessive DNA degradation following the excision of 
lesions. The difference between groups c) an 4) in their 
response to photoreactivation alter liquid holding was taken to 
indicate that in group ci mutants tlqmine diners were removed 
and hence photoreactivability was lost, while in group d) mutants 
tliymlne d4mcn',a remained in the DNA but other non-photoreactivable 
lesions were removed, with subsequent localised degradation. 
An the above conclusions were of course extremely 
tentative, a precaution which was very wise in flew of the fact 
that ew combination of liquid holding and pbàtoreaOtivation 
responses could be obtained, and that on the bacterialmodel any 
response could cattily be explained- The situation became even 
more confused when . PARRY, PARRY and WAflBB (1972) found that 
completely different responses to liquid holding and photoreactivation 
could be shown by different alleles at the same locus. To overcome 
some of these problems a new model was put forward. In essence 
it was proposed that there existed in yeast two repair mechanisms 
which could be considered analagous to excision and post-replicative 
repair in B. coiL It was further proposed that post-réplicative 
repair in yeast was error-prone, i.es that occasionUy, potentially 
lethal damage is rendered lethal by an abortive attempt at repair 
rather than being rendered non-lethal. LER was then considered to 
result from a decline in the poet-replicative repair system during 
the liquid holding period. Hence, after plating, an lesions 
were removed by the excision-repair mech ant mit with a subsequent 
increase in the fidelity of repair • A decline in viability 
during 'liquid holding was considered . to Occur in strains blocked 
in the, excision process, where compensation for the reduction in the 
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postareplicative repair system could not occur. A. notewortIq 
feature of this model is that it transfers the time at which repair 
OCCUrS from pre-plating to post-plating, thereby abolishing the 
need, to make unjustifiable assumptions concerning the extent to 
which excision-repair can occur In non-nutrient medium. However, 
the lose of photoreactivability unaccompanied by LUR poses something 
of a problem for this modal, since if no damage is removed during 
liquid holding, photoreactinb" 4t7 should be retained. Even the 
decline in photoreactiv 	ty aeon in wild-type strains poses a 
problem which neither this nor any other model attempts to explsan. 
Photoreactivaticn in wild-type haploid strains given immediately 
after irradiation may for example increase survival tenfold. 
Liquid holding however will only increase viability five-fold, and 
subsequent photoreactivation will have no further effect. Thus, 
the net effect of both treatments is lees than the effect of 
pbotoreáctivation itself given Immediately after irradiation. This 
observation aetna to force two conclusions:. a) that photoreactivable 
lesions are removed from the DNA during liquid holding, and b) the 
repair of the resulting gaps is frequently abortive. No evidence to 
support either conclusion has ever been tot in yeast. Thus at 
present, the relationship between excision-repair., liquid holding 
recovery and lose of photoreactivability is . far from clear. 
When the work of which this thesis forms a part was 
started (as an undergraduate thesis) no biochemical method of 
measuring .d"r excision existed. However, in a stwl3' of the 
Ue. strain first isolated by NAt! and MA!SUMOO (1967) and 
subsequently renamed 1*3(111  (GAME and COt, 1971) a ..4t1nrity to 
excision-deficient strains of E. coli was observed . (ElIDE! and SETH, 
U. 
1969).. With a view to obtaining mutants in zne&'"4 mRS of repair 
unrelated to that in which the red 1 locus was involved, the red11 
strain was zmztagenised with N ethylN itro_Nanitrsogt1swF 4lc2 and 
clones showing increased sensitivity to UT were selected. (WN 
and flTfl, 1970). The rationale behind the use of the 
strain rather than wild-tps In which to Induce mutations was  
that mutations affecting unrelated repair, pathways would at least 
be additive in their effects on radiation sensitivity, whereas 
mutants in the sans pathway would be more likely to show opistasis, 
i.e • the double mutant strain would have the same sensitivity as 
the more sensitive single mutant strain. Thus  in using the 
strain in which to induce further mutations,, the chance of obtaining 
mutants which produced a further genetic alteration in the excision 
process was very low, particularly Since the rad allele confers 
greater UT sensitivity than almost any other single mutation. It 
was considered very likely that epistasis would be found amongst 
maw of the red alleles obtained by CC& and PARRY (1968) in their 
extensive investigation. This approach was therefore considered 
an easier method of obtaining information on the number and 
nature of repair system existing in yeast than was a method based 
on the construction of innumerable double mutant strains from the 
large collection of IN sensitive mutants available* 
Two strains, U8S-1 and U8S-6, showing extreme sensitivity 
to the effects of DV were obta 'ed. In addition to the increased 
UT sensitivity, both strains were sensitive to ionising radiation. 
These phenotfles have previously been described (SWN and flRfl1 
1970) but at that time no information regarding the genetic basis 
for increased sensitivity existed. The work to be described in 
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this thesis therefore starts with the genetic analysis of the 
1188-1 and 1138-6 strains. 
• it will be demonstrated that in the case of the USS-6 
straSsi, the extreme sensitivity to UV arises through a smer4stic 
interaction between the rad1 1 allele and a new mutation produced 
by NTG mutagenesis. This new mutation will be referred to as uxs6. 
bcperivnta will be described In which the responses of Single and 
double mutant Strains S various UV post-treatments were examined 
in an attempt to relate the effects of such treatments to particular 
repair processes. 
The reader is referred to Appendix Two where, for his 
convenience, the preliminary report of the isolation of strains 
with extreme UV sensitivity (BROW and KILBZY, 1970) is included. 
This does not however represent any part of the work to be discussed 




Strains of Saccharces cerevisiae 
oK rad • ;- a UV sensitive strain first isolated by NAAT and 
NATSUMOTO (1967) and previously known as UV. 
Super sensitive strains were previously derived from 
this prototrophic strain (BROW and fltRfl 19701 
See Appendix 2). Stock strains carrying the rad11 
allele in an auxotrophic genetic background were 
also used. These strains were previously derived 
In this laboratory from a cross between the 
•prototrophic rad1 j strain and the multiply 
auxotrophic strain .fl687-160 9  fr4nIy  supplied by 
Dr. R.K. Mortimer. 
Z119-10 s- a triple awcotroph strain carrying a mutation at the 
Idl locus, the ochre-suppressible arg4 17 allele, and 
the missence 1eu, 12  allele. This strain is of 
mating-type 2,p and was also :supplied by Dr • Mortimer,. 
Culture media 
Glucose Nutrient froth (0148) was routinely used for 
shaking liiid cultures. It comprised 0.3% bacto-peptone, 
0.1% ammonium sulphate, 0.4% potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate, 
0.1$ magnesium sulphate, 0.4% yeast extract and 1.0% glucose. 
Adenine sulphate was added at a concentration of 20 mg/litre. 
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Yeast Extract Peptone Dextrose (YEPD) Stock cultures 
were maintained at VC on slants of IEPD. It consisted of 0.5% 
yeast extract, 2.0% bacto-peptone and 2.0% glucose solidified with 
2.0% agar. Adenlna sulphate at a concentration of 20 mg/litre was 
also Included. 
Yeast Extract Agar (YEA.) was used as a routine -complete 
solid medium. It consisted of 2.3% Yeast extract agar (Oxoid), 
1.5% glucose, and 20 mg/litre adenine sulphate. 
Glucose nutrient agar (GM) was utilised as a pre-
spond.ation medium. It comprised 5.0% glucose, 1.0% yeast extract 
and 1.3% nutrient broth solidified with 1.5% agar. The 
eporulation medium used was one based on Potassium Acetate (PA). 
It contained 1.0% potassium acetate, 0.25% yeast extract and 3.0% 
ages'. 
M4ntrnnT medium consisted of 0.67% Difco Yeast Nitrogen 
Base w/o amino acids, 4.0% glucose and 2.0% ages'. Supplements 
where required were administered as follows:- . adenine sulphate - 
- 20 mg/litre L-Argln4ne mono hydrochloride a 20 mg/litre and 
IJb-Leucthe - 60 mg/litre. 
Determination of respiratory coaetence 
Two methods have been used to distinguish between 'grande' 
and 'petite' clones.. The first of these Involved the use of a 
medium containing a non-fermentable carbon source, on which 'petite' 
clones. should not grow. The carbon source used was glycerol, the 
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• composition of the medium being;- 1.0% Yeast .E]ctract, 2.0% Bacto-
peptone, 0.025% glucose and 3.0% glycerol, solidified with 2.0% 
agar. 
The second method utilised the colour change associated 
with a redox reaction between a tetrazolium salt and respiratory 
cefla. The method described below is an adaptation of that 
described by OGUR at al. (1957). The composition of the 
tetrazoliuin solution was as follows:- 
Glucose 05 gin 
Tetrazolium salt .. 	05 gin 
KH 2F0 
1.8 was 
N&2 HPO4  .2H20 
3.6 gins 
Water 	 .. . 	 500 min  
The dilqdraté form of disodiuin hydrogen phosphate may be replaced 
with the dodecahydrate, in which case 7.3 gins rather than 3.6 gins 
are required. After filter sterilisation the tetrazolium solution 
is ready for use 4 itttediately' or it may be stored at low temperature 
for long periods and used as required. Clones to be. tested were 
.previously grown on the, surface of YM plates. To perform the 
test 2-3 mis of the tetrazolium solution were gently poured over 
the surface . of the agar on which the colonies to be tested were 
growing j, and the plates incubated at 3200..  'Grande' colonies 
develop a red colour while 'petite B' retwTh white • The time taken 
for colour to develop was not measured. Instead, a: known 'grande, 
strain was included' in the, test as a control. 
iii) UV Irradiation . 
Prior, to radiation or chemical treatments where full 
survival curves were necessary, stationary phase cells were 
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harvested from GNB by centrifugation, washed twice in 0.067 KH2P%, 
and resuspended in fresh KH 2P% to give a can density of 2-3 a 10 7 
cefla/ni. With a little practice this can readily be done by eye. 
For determining 117 survival, characteristics, 23 mis of washed 
suspension were irradiated in a plastic petri-dish, the suspension 
being stirred continuously by leans of a magnetic stirrer. 2 nil 
samples were extracted at intervals and held in bottles at 0°C 
before dilution and plating. 2 ml untreated control 'samples were 
als .taken. Al]. piatings were performed in triplicate. 
The DV source for all treatments was a Phillips TUV 15 
low pressure mercury-vapour lamp giving about 90% of its output at 
254 mm. Incident DV doses were measured using a Jagger rf+èP 
•(JAGCThR, 1961). The dose rate used for wild-type strains was 
4$ ergs/um 2/secj, for a.ingle mutant sensitive strains 2.8 ergs/rma2/0e0 
and for superséñaitive double mutant strains a dose rate of 
effectively 0.28 ergs/nmt2/sec was achieved by irradiating suspensions 
I a petri-dish covered by an a]-"n'in4urn lid from which a 360 sector 
had been cut. 
For rapid testing of strains with unknown UV-sensitivity 
a spot test method was routinely used. For example, to test the 
segregation of DV sensitive markers in an ascus, ascospore clones 
derived by iscus dissection were streaked on Yfl plates. After 
3.44 days of growth, a loopful of each streak was suspended in 1.0 
nl of buffer. Using a metal rod of about ,1/4H diameter a drop of 
each suspension was placed on each of. several plates of lEt. A 
series of UV doses was then given to the plates, and these together 
with an unirradiated control subsequently incubated for 24.48 hours - 
at 320C. DV doses were chosen to give zero survival of each of the 
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expected sensitive classes. From the pattern of growth/non-growth 
observed on the plates, the genotypes of ascospore clones could 
easily be deduced. 
Photoreactivation 
Photoreactivation was performed in glass, bottles held at 
32°C in a glass water bath directly above a medium pressure 
mercury-vapour lamp in a glass envelope. The three layers of glass 
between the source and the suspension should eliminate any wave-
length shorter than 300 mm. UV-treated samples and the untreated 
control were diluted tenfold into 	 PO. and the diluted suspension 
split Into two halves, one of which was photoreactivated for 60 
minutes while the other was incubated in the 'dark at 320C for the 
same length of tine • Previous exper{nnnts had shown that this 
period of illumination is more than enough to allow maximal 
photoreactivation. After incubation samples were diluted and 
plated on fl& in the normal way. 
Liquid holding recovery 
Stationary phase cultures were washed twice and resuspended 
in 0.0671! X02PO to tihich had been added :1% glucose. Irradiated 
•suspensions were halt at 32 0C in the dark for up to 6 hours, unless 
otherwise stated. Samples were removed at intervals for dilution 
and plating. It liquid held samples were to be photoreactiiated, 
the procedure was exactly as described above. 
Inactivation with methyl methane sulphonate 
Where fun survival curves were required, a 10 ml cell 
suspension to which had been added 0.05 ml 1414$ (Eastman Kodak) was 
incubated in a 100 ml flask at 320C. At five minute intervals. 
0.1 ml of suspension was removed and Immediately diluted one hundred 
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fold into ZH2P%. The assumption is made that this dilution. 
effectively terminates the treatment • BR1Dfl, KHAN and 
B& 	(1970) have suggested that this is indeed the case • They 
have also shown the existence of a fixed thus-concentration reciprocity 
for 14MB treatments, i.e. there is no dose-rate, effect. This method is 
therefore simpler but as accurate as a method employing thiosulphate 
to ,terminate treatment and using several different lIMB concentrations 
for a fiied.time. 	 . 	 . 
To distinguish between MC resistant and  MM sensitive 
strains, a spot-test method was employed. As in the liv spot-test, 
1,3 ml suspensions of the strains to be tested were .obtained. 
0.5 mi of these was added to 2.5 miS of YEA. containing 0.6% agar 
kept molten in a 45c water bath. . After gentle n14r4ng, the 
suspensions were overlaid on hard YEA plates. Coe the overlays. 
had hardened, 3. micro-litre of pure lIMB was added to the centre of 
each plate and the plates incubated overnight. Using this sytem. 
wild-type stains were characterised by a circular region of non. 
growth of about) cm dlsunater, whereas for sensitive strains growth 
was only observed round the extreme edge of a 9 cm. petri-plate. 
vii) Genetic analysis 
A genetic analysis in S. oerevisiae consists of several 
steps:- 	. a) diploid formation . 	. 
. sporulation of diploid 
Ascus dissection or random spore production 
Tetrad analysis or random spore analysis 
a) Diploid formation 
Diploid clones were produced by cross-streaking haploid 
strains of opposite mating-types and differing auxotrophic requirements. 
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on appropriate omission media. Mates were Incubated for up to 
7 days at 320C at which time diploids formed in the region of cell 
Inter' 4ng' 1 "c were restreaked on the sane omission medium to isolate 
single ecU clones • On occasions where it was necessary to form 
diploids between strains which were respectively prototrophic UV. 
sensitive and auxotrophic UV-resistant, strains were cross-streaked. 
on  ,a medium incapable of supporting the growth of the atvcotrophic 
parent, and incubated for 12'houzs at 32 0C. At this, time, plates 
were Irradiated with a UV dose calculated to give zero survival of 
the sensitive parent. My diploids formed prior to irradiation 
will survive the treatment and -will be capable of growth on the 
omission medium and can therefore be selected. Diploids formed in 
this way were then restreaked to select single cell cces. In 
an cases, presumptive diploids were tested for the ability to 
sporulate before. further use. 	H 
b) 	Spàrulation Procedure :. . 	 ,• 	
. '. 
Single cell clones of diploid strains were streaked as a 
single broad band on 011k and incubated at 320C for 3 dares at tdch 
time cell growth was entirely confluent aid of a rather 'cheesy'., 
consistency. ,A loopful of cells was then, spread over the entire 
surface of a PA plate and incubated at $90 for 2-3 days. The 
eporulating culture was then checked for the presence of asci by 
suspending a rnfl inoculum from the PA plate in water and 
arnin(n(ng under the microscope at 200 x magnification. 
a) Aseus dissection and random spore production 
Prior to the isolation of , meiotic products the ascus 
wall of mature asci must be [partially or completely digested. This 
Is achieved by the use of a crude enzyme preparation In this case 
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obtained from the digestive juices of the nnnil Helix 
(Koch-Light Laboratories). To obtain S a suspension of digested 
asci a loopful of sporulating diploid was transferred from PA into 
1,0 ml of 0.06$? • 1W2P% containing 0.01 ml of enzyme preparation. 
The suspension was then incubated at 32°C for 30-40 minutes if a 
partially digested suspension was required, or 60-90 minutes for 
complete diäestion. If the analysis wkd.ch.was to follow eras of. 
random ascospores & completeIv digested suspension was diluted and 
plated on 7CEPD (YEA was used in some later class). For ascus 
dissectio; plates of zu or YEA were poured very thickly (about 
50 mis/plate) and before use were oven dried until the surface of 
the agar became slightly wrinkled. This greatly facilitated 
micromanipulation. Along one side of the plate $asstreáked a 
loopful of partially digested suspension. Mci at a suitable 
stage of digestion were picked out from the streak by 
mtcromanipulation and the four spores Isolated at U nun intervals 
in a line at right angles to the streak. Plates were then 
incubated at 32°C unless otherwise stated. Microinanipulation 
was performed using a Singer Mic omaflipulator fitted with a 
dissecting loop of 15 micron diameter made from Pyre* g)Aas tubing 
in a di Fcflbrune )toroforge • The optical arrangement was a 
Bausch and Lomb Dynazoom Laboratory Research Microscope fitted 
with a lthc objective, l(bc eyepieces (wide field) and x2 setting 
of the 'Zoom' lens. 
4) Tetrad and random spore analysis 
From the ascus dissection plates, full tetrads, i.e, anaL 
from which all U ascospores had gerdnated, were streaked on YEA, 
one tetrad per plate, and incubated for 2-3 days. L From each streak 
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1.0 ml eell suspensions in KH 2P% were obtained and UV and 
spot-tests performed. Auxotrophie requirements were also tested 
by spotting the suspensions onto appropriate omission media. 
Thus the canpiete analysis of an ascoapore clone was performed 
on a single suspension. In the ease of randnni spore analyses 
where the diploid was Segregating for an adl or ad2 allele, 
haploid progeny could be selected visually on the basis of the 
pink pigment accmnnbat4:in clones carrying a rmitant allele at 
either of these 1o4. Clones thus selected were picked onto lEt,. 
plates by means of sterile cocktail sticks, Incubated overnight 
and tested for their biochemical requirements by the Lederberg 
(velvet) pad replica plating technique. Where sensitivity 
mutants were involved, clones were restreaked on YEt and spot-. 
tests performed as previously described. 
In instances where no method of visually selecting 
haploid, ascospore clones was available,. and where sporulation 
frequency was low or spore inviability was high, a procedure 
Intermediate between tetrad analysis and random spore analysis 
was eqled. A completely digested sporu]ating culture was 
streaked on flwP or MA as for ascus dissection, and by micro. 
manipulation random ascospores were picked and isolated as 
described above. Astosp ores were easily distinguished from diploid 
cone under the microscope by their smaller size, their extremely 
regular shape, and by their light refraction characteristics. 
Under the lighting conditions which were routinely used the 
ascospore wan appeared as a thick intensely black line, quite 
unlike vegetative cell walls. The terminology used to define 




In a preliminary report, the isolation of haploid strains 
of Saosbaro  mea cerevisiae showing extreme sensitivity to ultra-
violet irradiation has been described (WtU4N and M 	1970). 
These strains were derived by mutagenesis with NTO of a UV-sensitive 
strain first isolated by Nakai and Matsumoto (NkflT and MATSUMCRO, 
1967) and now designated rad11 (GAME and CCX, 1971). The report 
of their isolation left unanswered the question of the genetic basis 
for liv and Y -radiation sensitivity in the two strains 1188-1 and 
1188-6. The genetic analysis of these strains was therefore US first 
step in the work to be reported here. 
i) Analysis of 1158-1 
Contrary to our earlier report, the increased sensitivity 
of USS-1 is not the result of a single second imitation. Haploid 
progeny derived from a cross between 1158-1 and a strain bearing the 
r4d1  allele failed to show any regular pattern of segregation. 
Rather, a, continuous spectrum of sensitivities between the two 
parental phenotwpes was observed in spot-tests for UT-sensitivity. 
Among the F1 progeny, the frequency of clones having the UT-
sensitivity of the parental 1188-1 strain was 34%. In backoro sees 
to red1 strains, the most sensitive F1 clones behaved in the same 
way as the original. 1188-1 strain, yielding the sane spectrum of 
1W-sensitivities. 
These results would seem to suggest a. cytoplasmic origin 
for the increased sensitivity of 1188-1. No efforts were made to 
test this hypothesis, the strain being &scarded as unsuitable for 
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further study. 
ii) Analysis of 055-6 
Diploid 7001 was obtained from a cross between 058-6 and 
the multiply auxotropizic strain Z149-15D. The prototrophy of 
055-6 required that the diploid be formed using the UT-sensitivity 
of the prototrophic parent as a forcing marker - See Materials and 
Methods. A single zygote clone was picked, recloned and sporulated 
as describe4 in Materials and Methods and an ascus dissection 
performed. The frequency of sporulation was very low, being very 
much less than 1%. Spore viability was also found to be very poor, 
to the extent that from three separate ascus dissections involving 
50-60 asci each, a total of only U fun tetrads was obtained. 
Analysis of the segregation of auxotrophic markers in these 
tetrads is shown in Table I. It is Snuediate]y apparent from ,the 
data that segregation in these tetrads does not conform to Mendelian 
principles. The problems raised by this observation will form the 
basis of a separate investigation to be reported in a later chapter. 
However, if the data are analysed as though they had been deriieod from 
a random-spore analysis, some useful information can be obtained. 
Al]. 44 ascoipore clones were tested for their UT-sensitivity Sn a 
spot-test. Previous experience with the parental 055-6 strain, 
z'a411, and strains with wild-type UT-sensitivity had shown that 
their three phenotypes could easily be distinguished in spot-tests, 
and the appropriate UT doses were known. Accordingly, these doses 
(14, 56 0 168, 672 and 1,344 erg a/=2) together with doses picked to 
show up the existence of clones having a UT-sensitivity either 
between that of the parental 058-6 and r&d11 (28 and 42 ergs/nn2 ) 
or,  between rw1 and wild-type strains (84, 112, 140, 24 and 448 
TABLEt 
TETRAD No. AD AltO LW TETRAD No. AD AltO LW 
1-1 + .+ - 7-1 - - - 
1-2 - - 7-2  
1-3 - - + 7-3 + + + 
1-4 	. - - + 7-14 - - 
8 - 1 - - 
2-2 - - - 8-2 + 4 - 
• 	. 	2-3 	•.+ - 8-3  
2-4 - - + 8-4  
3-1 + - -- 9-1 -" 
3-2 + .. 9-2  
3 .3 - - . 	+ 9-3  
3 - 4 - •- -. 9-4 + + +_ 
141 a - •,+ 10-1  
4-2 - + - 10-2, - .+ 
14-3 - -. :+ 10-3 - - - 
4-4 - - + 10-4. + - 
flj,  
5 -2 + - . 	+ - 	3.1-2 - + - 
- - • 	11 3 	- + + + 
54 - + - n  + - - 
6-1  
• 	6-2 - + - + 
6-3 + + • 
6-4 + •• - 
Anzotroph marker segregation from Diploid 7001 (1188-6 x Z1149-I0) 
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ergs/11n2) were used to test the Ljh clones • It was found that the 
clones ten into font' distinct groups; See Plate I s the data in 
which actually refers to a subsequent tetrad analysis to be 
described in section IV of this chapter. 
Clones with wild-type UT-sensitivity. 
Clones with n1 1 IN-sensitivity. 
Clones with parental uSS-6 1W-sensitivity. 
S previously unobserved phenotype s being more sensitive 
to U! than wilt-type straini, but lee sensitive than 
rad11. 
It was also noted that classes a) and d) were slow growing, a 
phenotype also shown by the parental IJSS-6 strain. However, 
whereas U8S-6 had been shown to be a 'petite' strain by its 
inability to ut1-1-tse glycerol as a carbon source, and by the... 
Tetrazolium Overlay technique, the F 1 clones in classes c) and 4) 
were 'grande' by the same criteria. Thus there seems evidence to 
suggest that the slow growth of uss-6 was not solely due to its 
'petite' . nature. 
The parental 1788-6 strain was shown to be sensitive to 
y' 
 
-irradiation (atwzi and nTflMY, 1970). SInS many X-ray  and 
y'-ray sensitive mutants have , 	found to be cross-sensitive 
to the action of the alkylating agent methyl methane sulphonate 
(lIMB), (azNDn, KUAN and WtY)R% 1970) the parental 1788-6 strain 
was tested for )MB-sensitivity In a covwarison with ra& 1 and wilt-
type strains, both of which are resistant to  and 4rays. In a 
crude pilot. experiment, suspensions of the three strains were spread 
undiluted on plates of YEA. 0.01 mis of a 10% v/v solution of 14MB 
PLATE I. 	Analysis of the segregation ' of UV-sensitive 
markers in 6 tetrads derived from diploid ion. 
Plates were irradiated with 14 $6 or 168 ergs/zrmt 2 . 
114 ergs/nmt2 kills only rad1 1uxsó strains. 
56 ergs/m2 in addition Td11s rad1  strains. 
168 ergs/xJ in addition kills uxs6 strains. 
Mild-type strains survive the highest dose. 
Tetrads are order consecutively from left to 
right, and isolates within tetrads ordered from 
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in 0.06714 K1i2P% was added to the centre of the plates, and the 
plates incubated at 32°C for 2 days. Fortunately, this 
concentration of NMS proved to be ideal. Wfld-te and rid 1,1 
strains showed a small but irregular area of killing in the centre 
of the plates, while plates on which the US&-6 strain had been 
spread showed significant signs of growth only round the edges of 
the plate. Again there was irregularity In the shape of the area 
of Tc11ling. This was probably due to irregularity in the ecU 
density over the area of the plates, and a tendency for the MMS  
solution to flow in an irregular fashion over the central area of 
the plates. An initial improvement was therefore made by the use 
of a soft-agar overlay containing the cell,  suspension. This overcame 
the first problem. Further improvement in the technique came with 
the use of a 10 micro-litre syringe with which 1.0 micro-litres of 
undiluted M)&S could be placed in the centre Of the plates on top of 
the overlay. For fun details of the tIME spot-test technique see 
Materials and Methods. 
Testing the Zih ascospore clones derived from diploid 
7001 revealed the foflowth p..ttexa. Classes e) zuid d) were both 
sensitive to TINS, i.tithd i) were ecw±Ly resistant. See 
2 	 -•• 	 1:. 	- 	 - 
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pheflOtyPesi e.g. Resnick's wcs-1, now classified as & railS 
allele. (RESNICK, 19691 GAME and CDI, 1971). The fun . 
genotypes of the a ascospore clones are given in Table II. 
iii) Afleflem tests between class b P, clones and tad11.. 
Class b F1 clones were defined as having the same 
1W-sensitivity as rad. strains • This similarity is perhaps 
not sufficient evidence, to allow their classification as tad 11. 
Two obvious ways exist of verifying this point - by complementation 
or by recombination. AccordizzgZy, diploids were formed between 
stock tad1 1 isolates and class b F1 clones, and the IN-sensitivity 
of these diploids compared with that of a. homozygous rad 1,1 
diploid. The following diploids were produced by cross-streaking 
on niln4wal rnediwt in the norma]. way:- 
Diploid Number Parents 
7012 ad21 red11 x 7001-1-44 
• 	
ed21  tAd]Ll x 70013 
7014 ad2.1 radl., x 7001-8-1 









7018 ad 	1 nd1,1 it 7001-2-4 
ad21 rad 1 it 
When tested in a spot-test, all these diploids appeared 
identical in their Sensitivity towards ultra-violet. The fun 
survival curves for four of the diploids were also compared with 
that for the homozous rad. 1 diploid. See Figure I. The 
conclusion is quite clear • The diploids tested show survival 
1-1 + + - - + 1-1 - - - - - 
1-2 - - - + - 7-2 + • - + + 
1-3 - - + + - 73 + + .+ - + 
1-4 - - + - + 744 - - + + - 
2-1 + + - + + 8-1 - - + - + 
2-2 - -. - + - 8-2 + + -. + - 
2-3 + - + - - 8-3. + +. - - - 
2-4 -. - + - •+ .544  
3-1 + - - + + 9-1. - • - - + 
3-2 +• - + - - 9-2 - + + .+ - 
3-3 . - - + + + 9-3 - - . 	+ - + 
344 - - - + + 9.4 + + + - + 
Is-i  
4-2 - +. - + 10-2 a + + 
4-3 - - + - - 10-3 - - - - - 
h-li - - + - .+ 10-4 + + - 
5-1 -. + - + fl..j + 
5-2 + - + + - .11-2 - + ... + +. 
5-3 - - .. 	- - + 11-3. + + .+..+ 
5-4 - + - - +. fl..4 + - - - - 
6-1  
6-2 .+ -. + - - 
6-3 + + - + + 
6-4 + + - + + 
TABLE II • Marker segregation from Diploid 7001 including. 
autotrophic and UT-sensitive markers. 
Figure 1. 	Inactivation with ti! of presumptive rad11 
homozygous diploids. 
Qe Diploid 7013 
Al- Diploid 7031* 
0'- Diploid 701$. 
a. . Diploid 7016 
•i- Stock rad, .1 homozygous diploid 
Figure 1. 
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characteristics idntical to those shown by the hntiinzygou 
ct1 diploi4. There is therefore no reason to doubt that they 
are anything other than homozygous at the red 1 locus • The class 
b F1 clones can therefore be considered to carry the rail,.,  allele. 




rail 	x rail uxa 
Confirmation of the conclusion reached in section IT of 
this chapter regarding the genetic basis for sup ersansitivity would 
come from a successful attempt to resynthesise a supersensitive 
strain from a. cross between a rad,,1 1 strain and an isolate designated 
uxe6 Accordingly, diploid 7011 was produced from the cross 
7001-5-2 	°'84.l? uxs6) x oca423 rail11. This diploid was 
sporulated and ascus dissection performed in the usual way • In 
contrast to diploid 7001, the sporulation frequency of diploid 7011 
was reasonably high, but spore viability, as in diploid 7001, was 
low.. From a asci dissected, 6 fun tetrads were obtained, the 
analysis of which is given in Table III and Plates I and II. awe 
again, the sensitivity of ascospore clones could readily be classified 
into one of the four phenotypes previously observed. In other words, 
apart from clones having the parental phenotypes, additional 
phenotypes corresponding to the recombinant genotypes were detected. 
The phenotypes of these recomb4nts were wild-type IN-sensitivity 
coupled with resistance to N), and suparsensitivity- to ultra-violet 
coupled with sensitivity to MMS. The conclusion that the 
supersensitive phenotype arises as a. result of two freely 
recombining imitations is confirmed. It should be noted that the 
segregation pattern shown in Table III is normal, except for the 
failure of the arg11 	marker to segregate from the diploid.. 
TgI'RAD No. AD ABO RiD UZS 
1-]. + + + - 
1-2 NO + + + 
1-3 + + - - 
i-li e + - + 
2-1  
2-2 - +. + + 
2-3 + + - + 
2 + + - 
3-1 - + - - 	- 
3-2 + + + + 
3.03 + + + + 
3-4. + - - 
41 - + + - 
4 - 2 - +• - + 
4-3 + + - - 
14-14 + + + + 
5-1 - + - + 
5-2 + + - + 
5-3 - + + - 
5-14 + + + - 
6-1 + + - + 
6-2 No + a + 
6 -3 .+ + - 
6-li + + + 
TABLE In Marker segregation from Diploid 7011. 
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presumably as a result of a mitotic exchange at some stage after 
zygote formation eliminating this marker from the diploid analysed. 
.v) Linkage relationships Involving ra4 1 and uzs6 
Two further questions were considered concerning the 
linkage relationships of ra& 1 ad txsó;- 
is either radl.l or us6 oentrcmeresflntced. 
is rà411 1inTe4 to uxs6. 
Linkage of a marker to its centromereis determined bV measurement of 
its second-division segregation frequency during meiosis. Take the 
general case of a diploid segregating for mutants a and b, where 
mutant ,a is very tightly linked to its centronere and the position of 
mutant b is irnknj • For the sake of the argument, during meiosis 
mutant a will always segregate at the first divisions 	In those 
meioses where mutant b also segregates at the first division a 
ditype ascus will result, parental and non-parental ditpee being 
equally frequent if mutants a and b are on different chromosome. 
However, if a recombination event involving two chromatids occurs 
between mutant b and its centroxssre, second division segregation 
occurs, and a tetrat*'pe ascue results. The frequency of meioses 
resulting in tetratvpe asci is therefore a measure of the frequency 
of recombination between mutant b and its centroaerè, With 
multiple exchanges possible, the tetratype frequency rises to a 
maximum of two-thirds. Since the let 1 locus is very tightly 
1ink"' to its centroinere, the analysis of diploid 7001 should 
contain the relevant information on centrcaere linkage of rad11 
and uxs6. Taking only those tetrads in which 1ew. 12 and tad 11 
segregate in a Ifmiainlian manner (tetrads 1, 2 2 7 0 8, 10 and fl) 
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it can be seen from Table II that tetrad no. 2 is derived from a 
parental ditype acus, while the remaining S tetrads represent 
tetratype aeci. The tow numbers Involved render statistical 
treatment irrelevant, but the conclusion can be drawn that there is 
no evidence for a strong degree of centromere linkage for the rid 1 
locus. From the six tetrads in which leu, 	and uxeó segregate12 
normally (again tetrads. 1, 2, 7, 8, 10 and U) there are two non-
parental ditype asci and four tetratypes • Therefore, as in the 
case of rad1 , there is no evidence for centromere-1 4nTage of 
ux.s6. Obviously, for both loci, the possibility of loose linkage 
to the centromere cannot be ruled out, the number of tetrads analysed 
being so very low. 
Turning to the question of linkage between rid 11 and tucs6, 
relevant information can be obtained from the analysis of both 
diploids 700]. and 7011. Apart from the six tetrads derived from 
diploid ion shrn'rn In Table flI, this diploid has been analysed on 
subsequent occasions for other purposes to be discussed In a later 
chapter. . The data derived on these occasions is however eqmclly 
relevant here and so it will be Included. Table IV shows the 
cumulative tetrad data referring to recombination between rid 1 1 and 
uxs6. 
Diploid Number Mans type 
Number of tetrads P.D. T.T. NJ.!). 
7001 .6. 0 5 1 
7011(A) 6 2 . 	 3 1. 
ton(s) 20 2 16 2 
7011(0) . 	 •13 3 , 
Total 45 7 . 	 33 5 
Table IV Cumulative data relating to recombination between 
rid1,1 and uxs6. 
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If r&d11 and uxs6 are unlinked, we have the expectation that 
parental ditype asci are as frequent as non-parental ditjpes. 
Also, since tad11 and uxs6 both show at best very loose centroinere-
linkage s we would predict the frequency of tetratype asci to be 
two-thirds • Therefore, if rad,,i and uzs6 are isni Intred, the 
predicted ratio of ascus types is IPDz4TT1NPD. The sunned 
data In Table IV clearly Sit this prediction. A chi-square 
analysis on the data yields a probability value p , 0.50. 
) 5t?7 
It has been demonstrated by genetic analysis that the 
UT-sensitivity of 055-6 is a result of the interaction between 
two mutant alleles; r&d.1 .1  and a new upstatjon which will be 
referred to as uxs6. The UT-sensitivity of uxs6 strains is 
intermediate between that of wild-type and r&d1 .1  strains. 
The uxe6 allele, in addition to conferring UT-sensitivity, also 
increases sensitivity to inactivation by M. The genetic 
data indicates that rad, .1  and uxs6 are genetically unhinired. 
There is also hini(ta&d data to suggest that neither r&d1 1 nor 
uxs6 is centromere hinired; 
32. 
I) Inactivation with ultra-violet light 
Isolates showing wild-tpe, single mutant and double 
mutant phenotypes derived from diploids 7001 and 7911, and originally 
characterised by the spot-teat methods, have been subjected to a. 
• more rigorous analysis. Strains were grown to stationary phase 
in liquid medium as described In Materials and Methods, and 
irradiated with UT doses appropriate to the isolate under 
examination. Pun survival curves for each of the four genotypes 
are given in Figures 2-U. 
In Figure 2 1 four rad1 1  uxe6 isolates derived by random. 
spore analysis from diploid 703.1 are compared with the parental 
TJSS-6 strain. In this, and all other oases where comparisons 
between isolates were tinde, unless otherwise stated, care was 
taken to eliminate environmental variation as far as possible. 
To this end, strains to be compared were grown in flasks of 
liquid medium belonging to the same batch for 4$ days to ensure 
their being well into stationary phase. Irradiations were 
performed consecutively on the same day without aw adjustments 
being made to the liv source between irradiations. Irradiated 
suspensions were diluted using the same buffer and plated on YEA. 
plates belonging to the same batch. 
Two observations can be made concerning the data shown 
in Figure 2. Pint, the four ràd1 uxe6 isolates show very 
little variability in their responses to UT irradiation, and 
second, the response of all four is essentially the same as that 
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previously observed for the parental 1188-6 strain. Figure 3 
shows a very different picture. The data in Figure 3 represents 
a case where uxs6 isolates were compared without precautions 
being taken to control possible environmental effects on radiation 
responses. It was in fact these results Which prompted efforts 
being made to control such effects as described above. Figures 
4 and S represent repeat experiments where the same isolates 
were compared under controlled onñMtions • Several points 
emerge from Figures 3 - 5. In the first place, Figure 3 shows 
an ezceptitnaI degree of variability between isolates which 
clearly cannot be explained solely by . experimental error. 
Variation exists both in the width of the shoulder and in the 
slope of the exponential portion of the survival curves • A 
similar degree of variability is apparent in Figure 14, and it .  is 
noticeable that the rank order of UV sensitivities at a given dose 
has changed caupared with that in Figure 3. Does the existence 
of the variation seen in Figure 14 lnMcate that the measures 
taken to ml 4vrd-ee environmental variation have been inadequate? 
To answer this question information is needed on variation 
between replicates of the same isolate under controlled conditions.. 
A comparison of the data shown in Figures 14 and 5, which represent 
replicate experiments both done under controlled conditions, 
should yield this information, and indeed it does. Virtually no 
variation is found between replicates within isolates. The rank 
order remains the same, as do the fina' slopes and the breadth of 
the shoulders. Absolute survival levels do change slightly 
between . replicates, but no morethan can easily• be accounted for 
by experimental error (more particularly by slight error in the 
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measurement of the dose-rate for irradiation). Clearly then, the 
variation found between isolates under controlled conditions is no. 
the result of environmental influences; rather it reflects 
background genetic variation. Zqual]y clearly, environmental 
influences are capable of producing variability in the response 
of uxs6 strains to ra4iation as shown by the comparison between 
Figures 3aM 14, 
Figure 6 represents the sensitivities towards UV of six 
isolates derived from diploid 7001 classified as wild-type. 
Perhaps surprisingly they show a considerable degree of variability 
under controlled conditions. Again, as in uxe6 isolates, both 
the shoulder and exponential portions of the survival curve are 
subject to variation. 
Turning now to the rad,1 1  strain, evidence on the 
variation between isolates comes from three sources. . Firstly, 
going back to Figure 1 in the previous chapter where red, 1-like 
isolates from diploid 703.1 were shown to carry the r&d 11 allele, 
very little variation in UV-sensitivity was Sound between the 
different diploid clones examined. If the sensitivities of the 
racL1 isolates from diploid 7001 were as diverse as wild-type 
isolates or uxs6 isolates from diploid yOU, it would be surprising 
to find no evidence for such diversity in homozygous diploids of 
the type tested, particularly in view of the apparent multi. 
factorial nature of the variability seen in wild-type and 'as6 
strains. The failure to find variation in homozygous diploids 
could be explained by assmnlng that both stock radt i strains 
used in the construction of diploids lay at the same extreme of the 
variability scale, and carried modifiers of sensitivity whose 
Figure 6. 	Inactivation with UV of wild-type haploid strains. 
Es-  7001-10-2 
0*- 7001-3-1 
o- 7001-2-1 
• $- 7001-8-4 
AS.  7001-3-4 
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effects were dominant over modifying alleles present in the 
radii  isolates derived from diploid 7001. Such a situation is 
80 nnl lien 17 as to render more acceptable the alternative 
hypothesis, i.e. that the radt isolates in question are 
intrinsically invariate in their radiation response • Obviously 
the answer would have been to test this directly by obtaining 
survival curves for each rad1 i isolate • However, this was not 
done at. the time, and these isolates are no longer available. 
The second flfla of evidence involves two separate 
experiments, in the first of which a stock r&d1 1  culture was 
compared with the rad1i isolate 7001-9-1, while in the second, 
7001-9-1 was compared with another red11 isolate 7001-10-3. 
The results of these two experiments are shown in Figures 7 and 
8. It will be noted that the survival levels for 7001-9-1 at 
particular doses differ considerably between Figures 7 and S. 
?4r interpretation of this anomaly would simply be that the dose-
rates in the two experiments were not quite equal. Were this the 
case s and the 7001-9-1 strain was in fact showing an identical 
response to UT irradiation in the two experiments, it should be 
possible, by the use of the appropriate dose-reduction factor, to 
superimpose the data shown in Figure 8 upon that shown in Figure 
7. This has been done and the result is shown in Figure 9. 
The conclusion is quite clearj there is very little variation in 
UT-sensitivity between the stock r&d11 isolate and those obtained 
from diploid 7001. 
The third line of evidence is in fact of the same type 
an that described above • However, certain differences exist 
between it and the above case which warrant its separate treatment. 
Figure 7. 
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Figure 9. 	Inactivation with UV of rad. .1  haploid strains. 
0:- 7001-9-1 	Data as in Figure 7. 
0:- stock rad11 Data as in Figure 7. 
• :- 7001-9-1 	fliP of 1.14 applied to 
the data in Figure B. 
•a- 7001-10-3 	fliP of iJ applied to 
the data in Figure 8. 
Figure 9. 
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Four r&d1 strains have recently been isolated by random-spore 
analysis from diploid 70211 and their 1W-sensitivities conçared; 
See Figure 10. Once again very little variation between strains 
is observed, However, a very obvious difference exists between 
these four strains and all tad11  isolates tested previously. 
The rad1  strain as isolated by IZAKAT  and M&TSIJMOTO (1967) was 
shown by them to be characterised by a survival curve displaying 
a fairly pronounced shoulder and an exponential portion. This 
feature was also found by tILDE! and SMITH (2969) and by myself, 
both in the early published material (BRaIN and flTflV, 1970) and 
in the earlier stages of this work; See Figure 9. The data 
shown in Figure 10 clearly deviates considerably from this normal 
situation, to such an extent in fact that there are two questions 
which should be answered. First, are we still dealing with the 
radi allele, and second, whatever the cause of the difference 
between this and previous experience, whether it be genetic or 
environmentalcould it conceivably also suppress the expression 
of background genetic variation? The first question can be 
tackled in two . ways. The most direct method would be to perform 
allelism tests between the four tad11 isolates derived from 
diploid 7011 and rat1,1 isolates taken from stock. Alternatively, 
the survival curve of stock Sd13, isolates could be determined. 
Stock isolates of ra 1 were obtained four years ago, at which 
time they showed the characteristic survival curve with a 
shoulder at low 1W doses followed by an exponential portion. 
These isolates have since been maintained on &'te of xv medium 
at 140C. One can therefore, ask the question .s do these isolates 
still show the same UT response after this extended period of 
Figure 10. 	Inactivation with UT of rad.,11 haploid strainS 
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storage, and if not, do they show a similar response to that 
observed for the tour isolates newly derived from diploid 7021? 
These two approaches are in tact conlementary rather 
than alternatives. If the difference between UT responses is 
due to environmental effects, the second approach reveals this 
iimaediately, the stock red1 isolates now showing the new 
response to UT irradiation. It however the difference is 
genetic, the second approach also reveals this, the stock 
strains retaining their original UT response, but no infoznation 
is obtained on the nature of the genetic alteration involved. 
This information would be obtained by the a11 n1 ian test and 
subsequent analysia of the diploids formed. Accordingly, four 
independent genuine rad 1 strains were reisolated from stock 
cultures by reetreale4ng on TEA. plates. All four were chosen. 
to be suitable for diploid formation with the sole auxotroph, 
amongst the four rad1  strains displaying the uncharacteristic 
response to UT irradiation, Cross-streaking with a view to 
diploid formation was perfornd on minim' medium. At the same 
time, one of the stock red 1.1 strains was Inoculated into liquid 
growth medium and grown to stationary phase in order that its 
response to UT could be established. Unfortunately, no diploid 
clones were obtained from the above cross-streaks, presumably 
due to the accidental choosing of strains alt with the sane 
mating-type.. However, the information obtained from the UT 
response of the stock tad1 strain removed the necessity for 
aflelism tests. The response of the genuine rad11  strain, 
reisolated from stock after four years of storage was qualitatively 
and quantitatively the same as that shown by the four rad11 stralno 
38. 
isolated from diploid 703.1 - See Figure U, of. Figure 10, There 
is therefore no reason to doubt the authenticity of these raç,. 
strains, and it is clear that since the observed deviation from 
expectation is not the result of a genetic alteration s it is 
presumably due to environmental influences. The nature and 
origin of such influences is at the moment obscure. I would, 
however, consider a medium effect to be the most likely cause, 
If any change of experimental design or technique has taken place, 
it has been iiierceptible, and for this reason such an 
explanation is unlikely to be true. Even if it were true, the 
observation of a new phenotype for the rad. .1  strain would be no 
less interesting, and indeed no less disturbing. Although a 
change in survival characteristics alone can be talented, if 
this results in correlated changes in other aspects of the 
allele's phenotype, then there is cause for concern • Evidence 
will be produced In later chapters to show that for the rad 11 
allele this is indeed the ease, and that in particular the 
responses of strains carrying this allele to liquid holding post-
treatments do deviate from those responses reported in the 
literature. To return to the original point, which was the lack 
of variation between different rad isolates, as Chown in 
Figures 7 - 10, two questions were asked concerning the four 
strains whose response to 1W irradiation is shown in Figure 10. 
The first of these - do these strains in fact carry the red11 
allele - has been answered in the affintative. The second 
question - whether or not the cause of the change in IN response 
could also suress the expression of background genetic 
variation - is not so easily answered. It is certainly possible 
Figure 11. 
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to produce theoretical arguments to explain why such suppression 
night occur. However, these arguments would tend towards the 
contrived, and would depend for their acceptance on good evidence 
for an expectation of variability. I hope I have been able to 
show that in fact the evidence points towards, the opposite 
expectation, and for this reason I would conclude that the data 
in Figure 10 is evidence A n for the inherent phenotypic non-
variability of the rad1 strain despite the presence of back-
ground genetic variation. 	 . 	. 
The change observed in the type of UV response shown 
by ra41 strains may at first sight seem to be completely 
contradictory to this com1usion. This is not in fact the case. 
On the one hand we have background genetic variation, which in the 
excision-sufficient uxs6 strains . results in enormous variation 
between isolates, but in the excision-deficient 1a41 and rá411 
uxsó strains tails to produce s(gr4t1cant variation. On the 
other Kw,wI we have an environmental difference, as yet unspecified, 
generating a complete change in the response at rad1 1  strains to 
UV irradiation, presumably by producing a gross alteration in the 
physiological state of the cell at the time of irradiation and 
plating.. This alteration would appear to produce a change in 
the competence of the non-excision system, a system which both 
before and after the change in environmental conditions is 
insensitive to modification by background genetic influences. 
Since considerable time has been spent on the question 
of strain variability, it is perhaps time to point out its real 
significance. Variation between the responses to .UV irradiation 
of different alleles at the seas locus is well established (PARRY, 
140. 
PARRY and WATERS, 3972) and can at least to some extent be 
accounted for on the basis of differing degrees of malfunction 
on the part of enzymes involved in the recovery from ultra-
violet irradiation. Bat perhaps more interesting is the 
existence of variability between different. isolates . of the same 
allele. This phenomenon has been observed and discussed by 
GAME and caz, (1972) and attributed to background genetic 
variation • In the case where a mutant strain shove variability 
between isolates, a genuine difficulty exists In that one.does 
not know whether to attribute the triable phenotype to an 
effect of background variation on the mutant or non-mutant 
recovery mehnnl sm(s). It is here that the results I have 
described for the rad],1 allele are of special importance. 
The j1içttrg of any . mutant allele showing little or no 
variability in UV response indicates a that neither mutant nor 
non-mutant pathway is subject to background variation, at least 
at the UT doses used. Thus since 5lnflái' doses are admWstered 
to both raç 1 and uxs6 strains, it is perhaps reasonable to 
ascribe the variability seen in uxsó strains to an effect of 
background genetic variation on the system in which the rad 1 
locus has been implicated. This argument involves the 
assumption that since the functioning uzee pathway is non. 
variable in rad1  strains, the mutant uxs6 pathway will also be 
non-variable. This assumption would appear to be valid in this 
case since very little variation is observed in the double 
mutant red1 1  waS strains. The results of the series Of 
expertmrnfls in which variation has been examined are 
If 
141. 
itt locus 	uxa6 Locus 	Variation 
+ 	 + 	. 	Present 
+ . 	 e 	 Present 
Absent 
- 	 - 	 Absent 
TANX V. Re]atieanhip between genotype and the expression of 
background genetic variation. 
It is clear that variability is correlated with the 
red 1 locus. Wherever the excision system is functioning, 
background genetic variation is expressed, and In the absence 
of excision repair no strain variability is observed • With this 
interpretation of strain variability, two points can be made 
concerning the red 1 locus. First, the rad 1 allele must be a 
mutant with zero or almost zero enzyme activity. This conclusion 
is substantiated by the fact that this allele appears to be among 
the most sensitive of the many red 1 alleles isolated by various 
workers. Secondly, the red 1 locus would seem to control an ear],y 
step in the excision process, or at least a step whose substrata 
is equally amenable to repair by other mechanisms. If this were 
not so, genetic variation acting on earlier stages of excision 
repair would change the . proportion of Initial damage rendered non. 
repairable and thus would produce phenotypic variation between 
rad11 isolates. A similar conclusion has been reached by other 
authors on the basis of the synngistic interaction found between 
red 1 alleles and alleles at certain other loci (XAN, MMEL and 
EKZNES, 1970; MWEL and HAINPS, 1973). 
Before leaving this section on the responses to ultra - 
La. 
violet Irradiation displayed by the mutants involved in this study, 
one further conclusion can be drawn. I have already suggested 
that the excision system is inherently more sensitive to the effects 
of background genetic variation than are the non-excising systems of 
repair. Since at the molecular level no distinction can be made 
between genetic variation and variation of environmental origin, 
I would further conclude that the excision repair system in yeast 
is also inherently sensitive to modification by environmental 
influences • Evidence in support of this conclusion cornea from 
the comparison between Figures 3 and k, where the rank order of 
sensitivities to ultra-violet shown by ivc86 strains is observed 
to change under environmental influence. 
one final point which should be made before leaving this 
section is ,that the existence of variation in the UV, sensitivity of 
uxsó and wild-type isolates in no way affects the ease with which they 
may be classified. Rrcantnation of Figures 2 - 9 indicates that the 
dose-ranges used for each genotype rarely overlap. For exavolev  
the dose ranges tab give 1% survival ares- 10 - 15 ergs/11n 2 for 
the nui 1ux86 strain; 50-100 ergs/u02 for the rada1 strain; 
100-500 ergo/ nnn2 for the uxs6 strain; and 1500-2500 ergs/mm 2 for 
the wilt-type strain • Thus the only confusion which is likely. to 
arise is between the radi strain and 'a sensitive isolate of the 
uxs6 strain. £ distinction can however easily be made on the 
basis of growth rate and MRS sensitivity. When the new radj 1 
phenotype was found, confusion did arise between it and the 
red3 1wcs6 strain. However, once its genotype had been verified, 
the new rad11 strain could readily be distinguished from the 
double mutant again on the basis of growth rate and MRS sensitivity. 
43. 
Inactivation with methyl methane sulphsnate 
In the previous chapter, strains carrying the us6 
mutant allele, were shown by the spot-test method to be sensitive to the 
action of metbyl methane sulphonate. Couplets inactivation curves 
have been obtained for each at the mutants involved in this study 
and for the double mutant strain. Representative survival 
curves are shoà in Figure 12, There is very little to say about 
them at this point except that the data bears out . the conclusion 
reached from the spot-tests that tad11 strains are not significantly 
more sensitive to Z*C than are wild-type strains, and that the 
uzs6. and rad ,,1 , ux66 strains also show a etlenular response to ?*k5, 
at least for survival levels above 1%.  Variation between the 
responses of different uxs6 isolates to N)W treatment was not 
n'run4ned, but replicate experiments using the same isolate showed 
very good agreement. 
Other ztálogioal effects of the usó allele 
At various stages of the work, pleiotrcpic effects of 
the mutant aL1e carried by uxs6 and rad1 uxs6 strains have 
been detected. For the sake of convenience X shall discuss these 
aspects of the uxu6 phenotype at this point, rather than introduce 
them one by one in the relevant chapters. 
a) The slow-growth phenotype 
Zn the previous chapter, it was noted that ascospore 
clones with the genotype uzs6 or rad1 uzs6 were slow growing on 
complete medium.. This characteristic had been shown by the 
parental U8S-6 strain. However, whereas the 1138-6 strain was 
found to be 'petite' as determined by the Tetraza].tia overlay 
Figure 12. 	Inactivation of UV-sensitive haploid strains with 
methyl methane suiphonate. 
•:- radLl 
•:- radj 1uzs6 
n 
Figure 12 
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technique and growth tests on medium containing glycerol as the 
sole carbon source (See Materials and Methods), the uzsó and 
rad1 :LUZS6  isolates were found to be 'grande' in phenotype. The 
conclusion was therefore drawn that the slow-growth phenotype 
shown by these isolates was a pleiotropio effect of the mutant 
uxs6 allele. This phenotype has consistently been observed, and 
in all eases is associated with MO sensitivity and the UV-
sensitivity of either uxs6 or rad11uxs6 stralwo 
b) Mcospore inviability and its relation to the uxs6 allele 
In the previous chapter it was also noted that in the 
meiotic products of diploids 7001 and 7011 asco spore viability was 
Low. In no case were asci found containing lees than four asco-
spores, but in many cases either one or two spores tailed to form 
colonies on  cnmipl nt,e medium. Inviability takes a variety of 
forms as observed microscopically. While many spores completely 
fail to germinate others give. rise to microcolonies whose growth 
ceases at some stage before macrocolony size is achieved. 
Recic' 1 qg of visible miorocolonies fails to yield further growth. 
The obvious question one can Sensibly ask is whether or not spore 
inviability is restricted to particular aseospore genotypes. 
There is no real data available on this point, but casual 
observations made an several occasions point to inviability in 
fact being restricted to ascospores bearing the ueó allele. 
Among incomplete tetrads  derived from 70fl, and all other diploids 
carrying the uxs6 allele in the heterozygous state, a deficiency 
of slow growing clones in consistently found, i.e. Vinoonplete 
tetrads invariably consist of two fast growing clones and either 
16. 
one slow grower or none at all. Using the stow-growth phenote'pe 
as a visual, marker for the uxs6 allele, the conclusion can 
therefore be drawn that spore inviability is restricted to those 
aecospores bearing the uxs6 mutant. Haploid vegetative cells 
carrying the uxs6 allele also show reduced viability. This can 
be detected in untreated cultures as reduced colony formation at 
complete medium compared with that expected on the basis of a 
haemocytomster count. It can also be seen in the inability of 
uxg6 strains to survive storage at low ,temperature on agar plates 
for longer than 3 1 weeks. Viability of untreated cells also 
declines very rapidly during storage at 32C in buffer or saline 
solutions. 
a) Cefl morpbnioy in uxs6 strains 
Microscopic observation of aicrccolonies derived from 
ascosporee carrying the uxa6 mutant yielded the information that 
can morphology, is aberrant in these strains. This observation 
applied equally to those clones which would form macrocolonies 
and those that would not • The morphology found is shown in 
Kate  M. In place of bud formation being followed by 
cytolcinesis, in the uxs6 strain the cytoplasm tails to divide, 
the bud continuing to grow and itself producing new buds which 
again fail to separate from the mother cell, In this way a 
multinucleate cell with a filamentous morphology is produced. 
No information has been obtained regarding the cause of this 
aberrant morphology. However, the obvious suggestion would be 
that in this mutant strain protein synthesis has been uncoupled 
from cytold.neata. This pleiotropic effect of the mutant uxs6 
allele appears to be restricted to growth on solid medium, since 
PLATE III. 	Aberrant colony norpholo. shown by 
• 	 ascoapores bearing the uxs6. allele. 
Wild-type morphology is shown for 
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no evidence for it could be found in nhr4ng liquid cultures. 
Stationary phase liquid cultures of the uxs6 strain were found to 
have the cefl morphology characteristic of wild-type strains of 
Saccharo3trces cerevisiae. When such cultures were plated on 
m plates, subsequent growth did display the aberrant phenotype. 
This feature is therefore retained but not expressed during 
growth in liquid medium. 
In view of the Involvement of the bacterial UV-sensitive 
Rec genes in genetic recoabination, it is of interest to examine the 
effects of W.senMtive mutants of yeast on both mitotic and 
meiotic recombination. Accordingly, atterpts were made to form a 
diploid carrying the ux86 allele in the homozygous state. Strains 
carrying forcing autotrophic markers and opposite mating-types were 
croSs-Streaked on i$nieal medium as described in Materials and 
Methods. Several such attempts involving various uxa6 strains 
failed to yield any diploid clones.. Two possible eaqñanations 
of this failure 4nmndiately come to nlnA • The possibility exists 
that the rinitant uxs6 allele is involved In a process whose normal 
function is necessary for zygote formation. Alternatively, 
zygotes may be totted In these crosses, Che failure to obtain 
diploid clones being due to lethality of the uxs6 allele in the 
homozygous state. No attezçt has been made to determine which of 
these possibilities is in fact the case for uxa6 strains. 
One special instance exists where homozygous ww6 diploids 
were successfully formed. On this occasion strains were cross-
streaked as before, but in place of incubation at 320C, plates were 
placed in an incubator at 25*C, the temperature routinely used for 
( 
47. 
eporulaUng cultures • The use of 25 0C rather than 3200 in this 
instance was rather more than just a happy accident • A tendency 
had been detected for ascospores bearing the uxs6 allele to 
survive marginally better when ascus dissection was performed on 
Ut rather than on i&v. This tendency, if real, is very slight 
and has not been quantified. However, an the basis of this 
• tentative observation, and on the simple lqpothesis that spores 
bearing the uxs6 mutant night survive better under poorer growth 
conditions or at lower growth rates, subsequent dissected asci 
were incubated on Ut at 2500.  In one or two-cases these 
conditions did appear to give slightly higher ascospore survival 
than one might have expected, although once again the effect was 
very marg nn1 	These observations were the basis for the attempt 
being made to form uxs6 homozygous  diploids at 25°C rather than at 
32°C; Predictably, the diploid formed was very short-lived, and 
survived just long enough to sporulate it and perform an asous 
dissection. The results of this tetrad analysis win be dealt 
with in Appendix I • For unknown reasons, subsequent attempts to 
form .other uxs6 homozygous diploids at 25°0 did not meet with asw 
success, and for this reason no other data on such diploids is 
avail Able. 
5) Tepratzr,4&ts1 of the - !1IIstPt allele 
The observations referred to In the previous section 
raise the question - is the uxa6 strain timperature-sensitive? 
Temperature sensitivity of an enzyme results from an amino-acid 
substitution producing a decrease in the at 	of the protein 
at the normal incubation temperature, and hence a mutant phenotype. 
At lower temperatures, stability together with at least partial 
48. 
enzyme activity is regained and the mutant phenotype is lost • To 
test whether or not this was the case for the uxa6 allele, a 
radiuxs6 double mutant strain was inoculated into each of two 
flasks of liquid growth medium which were then shaken for four days 
at 250C and 32°C respectively. These stationary phase cultures were 
washed and fl4'4jaed as previously described and plated at 
appropriate dilutions on YEA. Plates* six plates per dilution-  
For each of the series of six plates, three were incubated at 
25°C and three at 320C. The results from this experiment, shown 
in Figure 33, indicate that as far as the UV sensitive phenotype 
is concerned, the uxsó allele is not in fact temperature-sensitive.. 
The double mutant strain was chosen for this experiment in preference 
to a strain carrying only the asó mutant in flew of the variability 
shown by uxs6 strains under different environmental conditions. 
It will be recalled that while the sensitivity of a particular 
uxs6 isolate was invariate under constant environmental conditions, 
changing those conditions could lead to a. change in sensitivity. 
Therefore, on the assumption that the absence of variation in 
double mutant strains is due to a block in the variable excision 
pathway rather than due to suppression of variation in the uxsó 
pathway, arr change in UV response at the lower temperature would 
be significant, Had such a clà been found, it would then of 
course have been necessary to determine whether or not the rad1,1 
allele was itself temperature - sensitive before drawing any 
definite conclusions, 
I) Aflelisa tests between uxs6 and radj2 
RbHICX (2969) has described the properties of a mutant of 
Fig*we 13. 	Effect of incubation temperature on the 
UV-sensitivity of a r&d1 1yxs6 haploid 
strain. 
•s- Pre- and post-irradiation incubation 
at 32°C. 
us- Pro- and post-irradiation incubation 
at 25°C. 
Figure 13. 
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$acohartes cerevisiae which is sensitive to both ultra-violet 
and Z-irradiation. This mutant, originally referred to 33 UXS1 
has now been designated rad, 2 (GAME and ca, 19Th). The rad. 2 
allele has also been shown to confer sensitivity to 2'2I8 (M].DEL, 
KIWi and uims, 1970). HMEL and HAT. (1973) have also 
reported other properties of the tad18 2 strain. These Include 
30% inviability of stationary phase cells, tow sporulation frequency 
ofradX6.2 hcmozygous 4h1Pl01t15, and 
 t°' ascospore rnwflval, such at 
only 20% of asci derived from homozygous diploids yield four viable 
spores. Clearly there is considerable similarity between the 
effects of the uxs6 and rad15 2  mutations • Although BEWfl-. and 
H&ThS (1973) found the rat18 2  strain to have w±ld-te growth 
rate in liquid and solid medium, an isolate of this strain Heidi7 
donated by Dr • Tinmiable from the Oxford collection was tot to have 
a reduced growth rate under rq camlitions.. Therefore, at least in 
this laboratory the s1en4 Inity between . rad1 .2 and ins6 is extended 
to an effect on growth rats. The obvious question - is uxs6 
allelic with rad 82 must therefore be asked. Unfortunately, no 
conclusive answer has been obtained. All attempts to form diploids 
between uzs6 and "t18.2  failed, irrespective of whether crosses 
were lactated at 250 or at 320C. This by itself could be taken 
as an indication of afleliam, but it is not necessarily 00. If the 
p].eiotropic effect of the uxs6 all 1 e is to interfere with zygote 
formation, and if "t18.2 similarly affected but to a lesser 
extent, through mutation at another locus, the possibility exists 
that diploids might not form between these two strains, since. 
complementation could not occur until after zygote formation. 
Without more knowledge concerning, the map location of these two 
o. 
unitants, we are therefore left in the unsatisfactory position of 
not being able to establish the correct relationship between them* 
IV) am= 
The fun survival characteristics of single and double 
mutant strains wan established. Attention was drawn to the extreme 
variation, between different isolates of the same genotype, shown by 
excision s sufficient stralm s which contrasted with the lack of 
variability shown by rad, .1  and tadj 1
uxs6 strains. The conclusion 
was drawn that much of the variation was genetic in origin, and 
that the excision-repair system was particularly sensitive to 
modification by background genetic influences • It was also 
concluded that environmental influences should be equally effective 
in modifying the excision process, Some evidence to substantiate 
this conclusion was presented. 
£ new characteristic response to iN-irradiation was found 
for the rad1 strain, which conflicted with earlier published data 
and with previous findings in this laboratory. The cause of this 
change in survival characteristics was tot not to be genetic. 
Several pleiotropic effects of the n.s6 allele were 
described, and the comparison was mde between the uxs6 allele and 
Rom' 'a rad
8 2 • No definite conclusion regarding afleliem 
between these two afleles could be drawn on account of the inability 
to produce diploids carrying both • mutants. 
51. 
CH&Pt FIVE 
INTERACTIONS AMONG SENSITIVE MUTANTS 
I) The nature of the interaction between radA i and uxs6 
a) Inactivation with UT 
It is clear from the analysis of diploid iOn described 
in chapter three that the supersensitive phenotype found in the 
4 
parental USS-6 strain and .subsequently reisolated from diploid 
ion i8 not the result of an epistatic interaction, i.e. of the 
two mutants under consideration, ra& 1 and uxs6, neither by itself 
is as sensitive to UT irradiation as is the double mutant strain. 
Our rationale was chosen to increase the chance of obtidning 
mutants whose interactions with radi were not epistat.ic, but it 
did not preclude the finding of mutants whose UV-sensitivity by 
themselves was greater than that of rad,1 .1 but whose interaction 
with radl.  was epistatic. Such a situation would have been 
detected in a cross to wild-type strains, where with no linkage 
between mutants the pattern of segregation would have been 
2 supersensitive: 1 iad11s 1 414-tjpe. 
Given then that rad 1 and wcsó interact to give an 
increase, in UV-sensitivity it is of some interest to determine the 
• nature of the interaction involved. The two possibilities which 
immediately come to mind are i) an additive interaction, and ii) a 
synergistic interaction. These two possibilities have been 
examined in some detail by HUMEL and HA.XNFS (1973).. They define 
an additive interaction as being the. case where the killing in lethal 





to the sum of the lrti'Iing in one of the. single mutants plus the 
extent to which Idiling in the other mutant strain exceeds that 
observed in the wild-type. One can +Mlnfr of the expected klfllng 
in the additive case as the sum of the degrees to which Hfltng in 
the single mutant exceeds that of the wild-type. This .defines 
the expected survival level in the double mutant relative to the 
wild-type. To obtain the absolute survival level the killing 
observed. in the wild-type must be included. 	Where the degree of 
killing in the double mutant is greater than this sum, the two 
mutant alleles interact synergistically (See Figure 114). Brothel 
and Haynes state that the existence of a shoulder in survival curves 
does not affect the generality of their . arguments regarding. d4itiv$y• 
and synergism. However, it teems clear that if the wild-type and 
both single mutants possess .shouldered survival curves while the 
double mutant strain is k"1ed exponentially., . than when the four 
strains are compared as in Figure 14, comparison being made in a 
dose range determined by the most sensitive strain,, distances 
SB, AC and AD are considerably smaller than if no Shoulder had 
existed in any of the survival curves and there is a possible 
danger of vastly overestimating the extent of synergism or . even 
mistaking for synergism what may bT other criteria be additivity. 
For this reason it is perhaps safer to compare only the 
exponential . portions of survival curves when determining whether a 
particular interaction is additive or synergistic. The . wildutype 
and mutant strains involved in this study have been compared in 
each of the above two ways. The data is presented in Figures 
15 and 16..- Particular Arampins of survival curves for each 
genotype were chosen to marl ndse the chance of - not finding 
01 
F, 
Figure 114. 	Schematic representation of epistatic, additive 
and synergistic interactions between mutants. 
A double mutant strain shoving an epi static 
interaction would be no more sensitive than its 
more sensitive parent, N An additive 
Interaction would be one In which point E on 
the double mutant survival curve was such 
that LE - AC + 3D • AD + BC.: A synergistic 
interaction is seen when the observed AZ' 
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Figure 15. 	Comparative UV-sensitivities of wild-type, 
r&d11, uxs6 and rad1 -uxs6 haploid strains. 
Representative strains are compared within the 
dose range 0-112 ergs/mm2 . The position of 
the wild-type is interpolated. The double 
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Figure 16. 	Comparative UV-sensitivities of wild-type, 
rad119 uxs6 and rad. 1uxs6 haploid strains. 
Comparison is made on the basis of the 
exponential portion of the respective 
representatives' survival curves • The double 
mutant and uxs6 curves represent absolute survival 
levels corresponding to particular doses, while 
wild-type and rad. 1 curves represent the extent 
of killing in the exponential region of their 
survival curves associated with particular dose 
increments. The double mutant strain displays 
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synergism. As was preflousiy pointed out, variation in UV-
sensitivity exists between different isolates of particular geno-
types. Even with rad1 and rad1 . 1uxs6 strains varying degrees 
of killing associated with the sane apparent doss have been 
observed when replicate experiments were performed on different 
days. This variation was almost. certainly apparent rather than 
real, arising from the difficulty in measuring the UV dose-rate 
to a sufficiently accurate degree. Whatever the cause, for each 
.gàotype there exists among the accumulated data a. variety of 
responses to particular doses. It might therefore be possible by 
careful selection Of data to obtain an atypical relationship 
between the four strains under consideration. It was for this 
reason that when a synergistic interaction in the double mutant 
strain was suspected, data was deliberately chosen to inar4m4 
the chance of not finding ft0 In practice this was achieved by 
selecting the most resistant examples of wild-type and double 
mutant survival. curves and the most sensitive. single mutant 
examples. Despite this, as can easily be seen in Figures 15 and 
16, a: synergistic, interaction was in fact observed in. the 
.rad11uze6 strain. 	. 	. 	 .. 	. 
b) Inactivation with MetIwlMethane Sulphonate. 	: 
In the previous chapter data was presented. in Figure 12 
representing. the inactivation of rad111 uxs6; and rad,11uxs6 
strains with' ?4M8. This data is repeated here as Figure 17 in 
order that the interaction between rad1 and uxs6 !fl4' be 
examined, Unfortunately no data on the inactivation of wilt-type 
strains was obtained. However, some authors have demonstrated 
that excision-deficient mutants are not cross-sensitive to 
Figure 17. 	Inactivation of UV-sensitive haploid strains 
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• except at low survival levels (atENDEL and HAINFB, 19733 
ZD*UUNAN, 1968). 
The survival characteristics of the raç 1 strain can 
therefore be taken in addition to be very approximately that of the 
wild-type 	it will be recalled that in 1*18 spot-tests, wild-type 
and rad, 1 sensitivities to 1I1W were Indistinguishable. It can be 
seen in Figure 17 that the sensitivity of the double =tact and 
uxs6 strains are comparable down to survival levels of about U. 
At lower levels of survival the double instant strain is seen to be 
substantial)y more sensitive. This observation is completely 
consistent with the reported cross-sensitivity at law survival of 
excision-deficient mutants. The nature of the Interaction cannot 
however be accurately determined in the absence of survival data 
on both wild-type and red11 etraina extending to low levels of 
survival. 
ii) Theoretical analysis of interacting my -stems. 
BRENDfl and H&YNES (1973) have annlysed in a simple 
algebraic manner the types of biological interactions which would 
result In epistasis, additivity and .synergism respectively. It 
Is uq intention In this section to expand their analysis to cover 
possibilities not discussed by them but which may be relevant. 
In their node], radiation or chemically induced lethality 
is considered to be governed by Poisson statistics. Considering 
a population of irradiated cells with a mean number of lethal hits 
per cell, i, the probability, p, of a particular cell in the 
population having x lethal hits is given by;. 
,A&.taehã..i, 6za 	...t.tA-w-° L-44t-Z7 
V1tot (&) t4aaL.ni4Raid 







For a cell to suSive, the value of x must be zero, in which case 
the probability, p, is equivalent to the surviving fraction.' 
Ii . 6 
Then  
It therefore follows that -In p a 
i.e. -in (Surviving fraction) mean flutter of lethal hits per àefl. 
If, as ¶Pp8 like].)', we can think of unrepaired potential lethal 
damage as being equivalent to lethal damage, than -in (Surviving 
fraction) - Mean nutter of unrepaired potential lethal hits per cell. 
In the model proposed by Brendel and Haynes, the number of potential 
lethal hits formed by a. treatment of done x is F(x). The ààse is 
also considered where potential lethal damage falls into two I 
components, F , and F2 (F -F1 + F) in order that the case of two 
repair mea)uiinisma acting independently on the two substrates may 
be ana3yeed. Any number of components of damage can of course be 
visualised, the choice of two in this instance merely simplifying 
the algebra. Potential lethal damage is removed by repair 
processes capable of removing a fraction of the initial hits prior 
to colony formation. The fraction removed by individual repair 
Processes functioning in isolation is r(x), where the value of r(x) 
is a characteristic of the particular repair process. The model 
contains certain assumptions not discussed by the authorS which are 
perhaps worthy of mention. Of particular importance are the 
biological factors which restrict the values of r(x) to below unity. 
It would seem reasonable to consider a strain's radftion response as 
resulting from a conflict between growth and cell division on the one 
56.. 
hand and the removal of potentially lethal .!siinnge on the other. 
The use of the term 'conflict' implies that to some extent these 
two processes are incompatible. It appears for axmple that once 
a can is committed to post-irradiation multiplication, excision- 
- . 	
repair is tnhtbited (PATRICK. and 	19641 AIpgj and QTTLTFS, 
1958).. It is also true to say that, while post-replicative 
repair requires the conditions which also allow growth, the 
survival of uvil'reC strains after UVairradation is higher under" 
poor growth conditions than on complex media-ihere rapid. growth 
can occur (GARmAN and Siflil, 1976). Perhaps the most useful 
point that emerges from a consideration of radiation responses in 
this way is that a particular value of r(x) or a particular 
radiation response is not necessarily' solely defined by the 
genotype s but rather. that it may be the result of a genotype-
environmental interaction, in which case 'environmental effects 
on radiation response will be observed. - 
In their rnathm.atical analysis, Brendel and Haynes 
consider the following two situations; - 
two lpdepondent repair processes with efficiencies 
r1'(x) and r 2 working in total isolation on separate components 
of damage, P , and F2, respectively, Cfl' md. 
two röaii processes with efficiencies r1(x) and 
r2(x) competing for a. single substrate, F. 	., 
They have demonstrated that in the first case, a double 
mutant strain blocked in both processes shows an aAelitdve 
Interaction when compared with the single mutant strains, while in 
the second case, the double mutant displays a synergistic 
interaction. One question they have not explioit4 answered 
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concerns the comparative effectiveness of the above two situations 
in the removal of potentially lethal damage. Their algebra is in 
tact rather misleading as regards this point. They derive the 
net outcome of the competitive situation to be;- 
-inS - F(x) - R1 (x) - R2 (x) + I%(x)R2 (x)fl(x) 	Equation 5! 
and the net effect of independent action to be:- 
aliaS - P(x) - R1(x) - R2 (x) 	 Equation 7 
( 11(x) ' r(x)F(x)) . 	. 	. 
Since positive terms on the right-hand side.  of an equation leads to 
DRRARWfl survival, one might be forgiven for tMnfring that the 
competitive situation is actually less efficient in the removal of 
potentially lethal damage than is the situation where two processes. 
act independently on different components of the damage. . This 
conclusion would however be incorrect. 
Equation 7 should in fact reads- 
-inS - P1(x) + 	- r1(x)R1(x) - r2 (x)F2 (x) 
We now need to know whether the right-hand side of equation 7 in its 
revised form is greater or less than the right-hand side of Equation 
Substituting in-Eq. 5 F(x) F1(x) + 
and 1t,jx)R2(x)fl(x) rlr/(x) + r1r2F2(x) 
we;can rewrite Eq. 5 in the expanded form:- 
-inS - 71 (x) + F2 (x) - r11 (xW1(x) - r1(x)!20è) - r2 (x)P1(x) - r2  (x)
F2 (x) + r1(x)r2 (x)P1(x) +r1(x)r2(±)F2 (x). 
Revised Eq. 7 now reads:- 
-inS W F1(x) + P2 (x) - r1(x)F1(x) - 
Subtracting the right-hand side of Eq. 5 from the right-hand side of 
Eq. 7, we haves- 
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r1(x)F2(x)+r2(x)F1(x) - r1(x)r2(x)F1(x) - 
Since r1 (x) and r2 (x) are both fractions of unity, they are both 
numerically greater than the sum r1(x)r2(x).• The above term, 
which represents the difference in net efficiencies of the competitive 
and non-competitive cases, must therefore be positive in sign 
Hence the right-hand side of equation 5 is smaller than the right-bed 
side of equation 7, i.e. Eq. 5 represents a HIGHER survival than 
does Eq. 7. The competitive situation is therefore more 
efficient in the removal of potentially lethal damage than is the 
independent action of two repair processes on separate components of 
initial damage. 
One could perhaps argue intuitively from the above result 
that since the net effect of two competing processes on the number 
of lesions removed is greater than  for the additive case, it must 
therefore be true that the sensitivity of a double mutant strain; 
relative to wild-type, will be greater.. if the mutational events 
block two competing processes than if they block two non-competing 
systems. This in fact is the conclusion finally reached by 
Brendel and Esynes. They have suggested a possible analogy between 
post-replicative repair in E. coil and the process in Saceharontyces 
in which the rad 18 locus has been implicated, their reasoning being 
that Un loci in E. coli interact synergistically with the reeL 
locus, while In Saccharoces they have observed a synergistic 
interaction between loci shown to control an excision-like process 
and the rad 18 locus. We have seen that where the wild-type level 
of sensitivity is the result of two competing repair pathways, the 
double mutant displays a synergistic . interaction. It could 
perhaps be argued that in E. colj, excision and post-replicativ 
.4 
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repair cannot be considered to compete in the •uaual sense of the 
word, Since they are separated temporally and while excision-repair 
acts on Initial Amage,  the substrate :foz' post-replicative repair 
Is considered to be gaps produced in newly ynthedsed Dlii when 
DNA containing unexcised damage is replicated. An Important point 
to note however, is that the lesions with which excision-repair are 
involved are converted etotchanetrically by . the process of DNA 
replication into those on which post-replicative repair. ace. 
(RUPPStal,1971). 	. .. . 
fl 
 
IN L Uct absolutely clear that Breadel, and Haynes intend 
their aathnmatical analysis of the competitive L "So to Include a 
situation such as exists 
in 
 E. COIL. For example s , they say 
(ina and H&INJ, 1973, rage 2114, lines 22-23).. 	. 
'The positive term R, 	
F(Z) Indicates that the 
total capacity of the two repair processes is not fully utilised 
under competition.' Althout their precise meaning is unclear, 
this could be Interpreted as manning that t. term.R1(x)E2(x)/flx) 
In some way reflects interference between. the: two repair system 
at the molecular level. In Order to clarify the. position I sha.11 
therefore analyse the . excision - post-replioative situation using 
the sam'model. Agñ, the starting point is the induction by 
a. treatment at dose x, of a .number of potentially.l4hsl events., H 
F(x). . The actionof the first repair qstem renders non-lethal 
a fraction r3 (x). In the absence of a second repair system, this 
would therefore result in a survival curve given 'ays.. 
F(x) - r1(X)F(X) . 	 . 
which is equivalent to that obtained for a single mutant strain 
by Brendel and Haynes, in their competitive situation. : U repaired 
H 
lesions are then converted stoichonetricacL3y into lesions suitable 
Là repair by the second nechanitha which is capable of removing 
a traction r2(4. The substrate for this second system is no4. 
no longer F(x) tiut iSflx)- r1(x)F(x).. The number of lesions 
removed by the second system is therefore:- 
r2(x).LF(x) - r1(x)F(z) 
a r2(x)F(x) -. r1(x)r2(x)F(x). 
• 	The total number of lesions removed by both systems acting 
H consecutively is therefore:- 
r1(x)F(x) ' +rt)F(x) - r1(x)r2(x)F(x), • 
• and the number of lesions left unreaired is 
• 	
a F(x) - .r1(x)F(x) -.r 2(x)F(x) + rl(x)r2(x)F.(x), 
i.e. 	-inS F(x) - r1(x)flx) - r2 (x)r(x) + r1(x)r2(x)F(9. 
The above equation being identical to that derived by Brendel and 
Haynes for their competitive case, it will be seen that in the two 
situations described( (i) where two systems are in direct 
• 
	
	competition, and (U) where, two systoms act consecutively) the net' 
effect on survival is precisely the same, and that in both cares 
• the double mutant displays a synergistic interaction. 	I .. 
The situations so far described in this section have been 
restricted to partiàular pales where mutational bloèke occur in the 
• 	initial steps of repair mrhAnl ems. Since not all mutants can be 
of this type, it is perhaps of interest to consider the situation 
in which blocks exist at later stages in repair. The imortant 
feature of the cases discribed above is that in the pi'esence of a 
mutational block in one repair system, all the induced damage..' 
remains available to the other. It this is not so;  our 
expectations regarding additivity and synergism are changedb ' 
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has been discussed by GAME . and COK (1973) • They have pointed 
out that mutants which do not result in an increase In the 
proportion of damage made available to other repair pathways 	- 
wilt not show a synergistic interaction, but will have an additive 
effect on sensitivity. Put in the simplest way, before two 
mutants will show a synergistic interaction, they must share a 
cannon substrate. The special relationship that exists between 
the substrates for excision and post-repUcative repair in E. 
has already been ment.ioed. 
It is perhaps relevant at this point to ask whether or 
not there is any evidence that the non-excising pathway(s) in 
yeast act on gaps in newly synthedsed DNA after the fashion of the 
E. ccli system. Were the non-excision pathways in yeast to have 
initial 1W-induced damage as their substrate, than it would be 
expected that the interaction between mutants blocked In the later 
stages at excision and mutants in other repair pathways would be 
foinxi to be additive. From the available data relating to the 
interaction between the 1W-sensit4ve excision-deficient mutants 
and those mutants conferring both DV and X-ray sensitivity, this 
expectation is not fulfilled. .41l such double mutant strains 
show a synergistic interaction (tzma and RAXNPS, 19731 GAME and 
• COX, 19731 SEtflON 1 of this chapter). Since relatively few 
• strains of this type have been nrr.tIned, a general conclusion 
regarding the substrate for the non-excision pathways cannot be 
made. However, it seems evident that at least the early stages 
of excision-repair do not render UV-induced damage non-available 
to the other repair systems. This might therefore be taken as 
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• evidence in favour of the bypothesie that the non-excision pathways 
in yeast act on a substrate other than the initial UV-induced 
lesions • The finding by various authors of a role for repair in 
the induction of intergenic recombination in diploid yeast by 
ultra-violet lends support to the view that a recombination 
mediated repair process exists in yeast. (HUNXUBLE and COt, 1971; 
• 	..... 
 
PARRY and PARRY, 1972)e There is therefore is certain amount of 
circumstantial evidence to suggest that there does exist in yeast 
a process analogous to the post-replicative repair system in 
E. ecU 1 as suggested by MWEL and MYNYS, (1973). 
• - 	iii) The number of mechanisms involved in the recovery of 
1W-irradiated haploidyeast. 
• 	 Up until this point I have not specified the number of. 
mechanism in Saccharomyces capable of rendering UV-induced damage 
non-lethal. So far, only mutants having the uvs and as 
phenotypes have been discussed. However, mutants belonging to a. 
third class exist; which appear to have some influence on 
sensitivity to ultra-violet light. These are the X-ray sensitive 
(Xs) mutants. Although they are primari4 sensitive to ionieing 
radiation, some authors have reported a slight effect on UV- 
sensitivity. For example, strains bearing the,X , mutation differ 
from wild-type strains in having a UV-survival curve with a., 
narrower shoulder and a slightly steeper exponential portion 
(gAni and x4kTSUTO, 1967). It is interesting to note that 
ERENDU. 'et &l failed to detect any effect of this allele on, 
1W-sensitivity under their conditions. . • 	j{j and 
HkTNIZ, 1970; BR4DE and R&YNFS, 1973). These two groçs of 
workers also cams to different conclusions regarding the interaction 
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between the X allele And excision-deficient mutants. While 
)IAKA.T and X4ATSUMOTO (1967) found a synergistic interaction 
between X and racL., MWEL and HA,IN)S (1973) failed to find 
any evidence for a synergistic interaction between the q allele 
and the rad118 or red 2 6  alleles. Although it is possible to 
Interpret these differences in terms of allele-specific 
interactions, it is not necessary in this instance, since each 
group's findings are in fact internally consistent. Since the 
strain in the hands or Brendel at al is not measurably 
sensitive to UV, no interaction of .any nature can be expected. 
What does require interpretation is the difference between these 
two laboratories findings as. regards the UV-sensitivity of strains 
bearing the XG aflele • A trivial explanation might be that DV 
sources vary in the range of photoproducts they produce in Dfl. 
If the system in which the mutation is involved were 
specifically to repair a particular photoproduct, there is a 
possibility, tht in Brendel 8 case no substrate for this repair 
mechanism existed. Such an explanation seems rather unlikely 
although it would be important if it were true. Failing this, 
one is again forced to invoke either background genetic or 
environmental influences to account for the observed difference. 
It must be. noted that whatever the cause, its effect is to render 
the IS system non-functional with respect to DV induced damage 
wider Brendel's conditions, not merely to increase the efficiency 
of other repair mechanisms. Were the later to be the case, an 
affect of the .X mutation on DVsnnsdtivity would be detectable. 
The precise nature of an environmental change capable of 
producing such an effect is not easy to envisage, but one can 
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perhaps Imagine that fairly subtle changes in the balance between 
growth and repair might change the way in which the cell responds 
to IN irradiation so as to nullity what was at most a very 
limited capacity. 
A general point worth miilr4ng briefly at this stage 
concerns the use of multiply mutant strains to uncover interactions 
not otherwise detectable. The use of repair-deficient mutants to 
• investigate the pathways of repair is based on the successful 
dissection of many metabolic interactions by the same technique. 
However., instead of having the possibility of investigating 
consecutive steps by means of the accumulation of intermediates, 
all one has in the case of repair is a change in sensitivity.. 
This single criterion must obscure for example changes in the 
quantitative relationships between enzyme levels which must take 
place when a black is introduced Into the network, non-specificity 
of enzyme-substrate interactions and the unknown changes in 
enzyme levels or activities which may occur because the protein 
nthesising machinery is impeded by the treatment producing 
the substrate for the repair enzymes. This is particularly 
important if a) the enzymes are unstable or b) if they become 
saturated by the accumulation of substrate. In view of these 
considerations, the use of this method of approach may be of 
severely limited value.. 
IV) Summary 
In the early part of the chapter, the rad1 and uxsG 
alleles were found to interact synergistically in the double 
M+ ..ant producing a strain with extreme sensitivity to 
IN irradiation. The double mutant strain was also shown to be 
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more sensitive than either single mutant to inactivation with 
NMS. This increased sensitivity to lOIS was restricted to the 
highest doses used. At lower doses, the double mutant 
displayed inactivation characteristics niTnllnr to those of the 
uxs6 strain. There followed a theoretical analysis of those 
situations capable of producing synergistic interactions between 
mutants • This analysis was intended to clarify and extend the 
3e1 and Haynes model on which it was based. Particular 
emphasis was placed on the expected interaction between mutants 
affecting repair mechanisms analagous to the excision and 
post-replicative repair systems in E. coli. The mathematical 
analysis indicated that no difference existed between the 
situations where a) repair mechanisms were in direct competition 
and b) repair mechanisms acted consecutively. It was therefore 
not possible to inter the degree of homology between the non-. 
excision pathway. in yeast controlled by the uxs loci and the post-
replicative repair system in E. coli solely on the basis of the 
interaction between mutants. However, some circumstantial 
evidence favouring the idea of a recombination mediated process 
was noted. Finally, the involvement in recovery from DV. 
Inactivation of a third repair mechanism, primarily concerned 
with the genetic damage produced by ionising radiation, was discussed. 
The conclusion was drawn that It was involved to .a, very limited 
extent, and in some conditions even this modest involvement was 
absent. 
[*fl4r)fl 
PHCYrOREACTIVAflON MW ITS DPZLINE DURING LIQUID HOLDING 
In the introductory chapter of this thesis the rationale 
behind experiments involving post-irradiation incubation in non-
nutrient media was discussed, together with the results derived 
from such experiments in E. colt and the conclusions drawn from 
them. The general conclusions drawn were that Liquid folding 
Recovery (WR) is a reflection of increased excision repair, and 
that the loss of photoreactivability observed in excision 
sufficient strains could be accounted for by this increased 
capacity. Similar 1 ar interpretations have been placed upon the 
results obtained by various authors in S. cerevisiae. In thefl 
first part of this chapter, it is n' intention to examine the 
responses of wild-type and 1W-sensitive strains to photoreactivation 
given immediately after irradiation. Following this, the effect 
of liquid holding treatment on photoreactivability in these strains 
will be investigated. Finally, the data which 1 will present 
together with data taken from the literature will be used in an 
attempt to answer the questions.- Is there in fact a causal 
relationship between the increase in viability obtained after delayed 
plating and the loss of jthotoreactivability during the liquid. 
holding period? 
I • The effect of photoreactivation treatment given Immediately 
after irradiation of wild-type and 1W-sensitive strains. 
a) Wild-type strains. 
The response of wild-type haploid yeast to 
photoreactivation has previously been described (KILBEX, 1969). 
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The effect of photoreactivation is to increase the width of the 
shoulder portion of the inactivation curve and to decrease its 
final slope. Thus, at survival levels below about 10%, where the 
inactivation curves with and without photoreactivation have become, 
linear, these curves are seen to diverge. In this situation a 
measure of the degree of photoreactivability can be determined by 
comparing the doses required to produce a particular survival 
level with and without photoreactivation. The measurement 
routinely used is the Photoreictivable . Sector (PBS) which is 
defined as PBS l-DMF, where the dose modifying factor S (Die) is 
given bys - 	. . 	. 
the dose required to produce a given survival level in the absence 
of photoreactivation 
the dose required to produce the same Survival level . in the presence 
of photoreactivation. . 	. 	. 	. . . 
The PBS may therefore take any value between zero and one, being 
zero in the complete absence of photoreactivation and one where 
after any UT dose, photoreactivation treatment restores 100% 
viability. It should be noted that where divergent inactivation 
curves are compared, the Die and hence the PBS remain constant at 
all levels of survival. A constant DMF is to be expected for any 
treatment which alters the probability that any 11W induced photo-
product will become a lethal event. In this respect the observed 
effects of photóreactivation are in agreement with those expected 
on the basis of 
its 
 suggested mode of action. . In E. coli and 
S. cerevisise aPRS of 1.0 has never been observed for 
photoreactivation following irradiation with 254 .n ultraviolet. 
The usual interpretation of this observation is that not all UT 
66. 
induced photoproducts are thyvd.ne diners • MEVNIGMANN and WACXflt 
(1970) have produced indirect evidence in favour of this 
interpretation: After inactivation of S. -coil. B with 313 mm 
radiation in the presence of acetone, photoreactivation 
restored 100 viability. This particular irradiation system 
was chosen for its theoretical ability to produce only t)qmine 
diners. It therefore seems likely that at least in this strain Of 
E. ccli the photoreactivation system is capable of eliminating all 
the thyndne diners with which it is presented. 
In wild-type S. cerevisiae fIBS! (1969)  obtained a value 
for the PItS of 0.5. It is Important to realise the meaning of 
such a figure. In wild-type strains the PItS gives no information 
on the proportion of tlqmine diners amongst the total UV-induced 
photoproducts. Thus it is not true to say that only $0% of 	- - 
photoproducts produced by 1W in yeast DNA are tlqndne diners. - 
The figure- of 0.5 means that of the UV induced, lesions which would 
not have been ellndnated by the dark repair mechanisms, 	are 
photoreativable. 	(HAHN, 1968).. - 	 - 
b) Strains carrying the radt allele 
The photoreactivability of r&d11 strains has also 
previously been examined, and a value of 0.68 - 0.70 obtained for 
the ins. (rnu!v- and SMITH, 1969). Nr own findings, an example 
of which is shown in Figure 18 are in agreement. A similar 
increase in the PItS associated with the transition from excision - 
sufficient to excision - deficient has been observed in E. ccii, 
the interpretation being that excision-repair preferentially 
removes photoreact4vable lesions. (HARM, 1968, XMBEr and SCTH, 
igure 18. 
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a) Strains carrying the uxs6 allele. 
It will be remembered that the 1W survival characteristics 
of strains carrying the uxs6 allele varied considerably between 
isolates • In chapter four this was Interpreted as an effect of 
background genetic variation on the capacity of excision-repair. 
On the basis of. this interpretation, and if the conclusion that 
excision-repair preferentially removes photoreactivable lesions is 
accepted, it would be predicted that the most sensitive uxaG 
isolates would show a higher photoreactivability than the most 
resistant. The strains whose survival on plating immediately 
after 1W-irradiation was shown in Figure 3 were also subjected to 
photoreactivation treatment. The PBS values obtained In this 
experiment for each isolate are shown in Table VI where the ttxs6 
isolates are arranged in order of increasing 1W-sensitivity. 
ISOLATE 	 pus 
7011-8-3 	.0.62 





TABLE VI 	Photoreactivability of un6 isolates. 
It would appear from Table VI that this expectation is not fulfilled,, 
it anything the reverse being the case. The responses to 
photoreactivation observed for 7011 - 8 - 3 and 7011 - 7 - lj, are 
shown in Figures 19 and 20. In both these instances, the survival 
curves with and without photoreactivation cannot be superimposed by 
Figure 19. 	The effect of photoreactivation on survival 
• in the uxa6 strain 7011-5-3. 
To obtain a constant value for the PES, 
survival curves are extrapolated to point A 
on the line BC • BC is then used as the 
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the use of constant DMF since their shapes. differ at low doses. 
In order to obtain a constant PBS measurement; defining the 
extent to which survival curves with and without .photoreactivation 
diverge; this difficulty must be overcome. In practice this is 
achieved by redefining the position of the vertical axis by 
extrapolation of the exponential portions of survival curves. 
(See Figure 19). Why photoreactivation in some cases fails to act 
in a true dose-modifying nnner is unclear • If photoreactivation 
invariably removes an thyrdne dimars, then factors must exist 
which influence the capacity for dark repair of non-photoreactivable 
lesions. Alternatively factors may exist which lrdt the extent 
to which tlqndne dime  may be pbotoreactivated. The variation in 
photoreactivability of uxs6 isolates points to a similar 
conclusion. 
d). Strains bearing the rad1  and uia6 alleles. 
In a strain complóte2y incapable of recovery from UT 
induced genetic damage, the jtotoreactivable sector would be 
predicted to be equal to the proportion of photoreactivable 
lesions induced by the irradiation. Thus the B51 strain in 
E. colt shows a very high photorectivability. (HAM, 1968), 
While the red,. iuxs6 strain may still possess a limited dark repair 
capacity, it seem clear that a PBS as high as that found for the 
raç 1 strain is to be expected.. In practice the PBS was found 
to be variable, but never particularly high, u$uaL]y lying between 
0.50 and 0.60.; A. typical example is shown in Figure 21. 
The extent of variation found in the PBS contrasts with 
relative non-variability found for survival of the double mutant 
strain after DV irradiation, as discussed in chapter four. This 
Figure 21.: 	The effect of photoreactivation on survival in 
the rad11uxa6 strain. 
Figure 21. 
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might therefore be taken as an indication that factors other than 
repair are important in determining the degree of photoreactivability. 
The low value obtained for the P1W leads to a similar conclusion. 
If one assumes that the proportion of tb'iaine diners induced in the 
rad11uxe6 strain is the same as in other strains, and that the 
photoreactivating enzyme system is equally efficient, one must 
conclude that in this strain a proportion of thyndne diners are not 
in fact photoreactivable. At present no satisfactory explanation 
to account for this observation can be put forward. 
It is clear from the above results that photoreactivability 
may be modified to an unknown.. extent by unknown cellular conditions. 
Measurement of the PItS is therefore of doubtful value in estimating 
the extent to which dark repair is operational in any particular 
case. 
II. The effect of ljcajsid holMrig treatment on photoreactivability 
In wild-type and UV-sensitive strains. 
a) Wild-type strains. 
As discussed In the introductory chapter wild-type strains 
of S. cerevisiae show liquid holding recovery accompanied by a 
decline in photoreacttvability. (PATRICK, B&ThES and UR12Z, 1964; 
KILBEZ and SMITh, 1969). It was pointed out earlier that. the. 
total effect on survival of liquid holding followed by photoreactivation 
is consistently found to be less than the effect of photoreactivation 
alone, given immediately after irradiation. This observation has 
never adequately been explained. While most authors in the past 
have used a buffer or salts solution as a liquid holding medium, in 
this laboratory it has become the custom to use 0.067M 
containing 1$ glucose. Previous results indicate that in haploid 
12. 
strains of yeast the addition of $ glucose speeds up the effects 
of liquid holding without altering the nature of the response 
(KZLBEZ, PZS1AL CONMUNICflIOIfl. With glucose present, maximal 
liquid holding effects are observed within 1r6 hours incubation at 
3200. This compares with several days in the absence of glucose. 
The response of & wild-type strain to liquid holding and 
photoreactivation performed under these conditions is given in 
Figure 22. The data displays all the characteristics normally 
associated with a haploid wild-type strain. The extent of recovery 
Is very snail, photoreactivability is progressively lost daring the 
liquid holding period, and the net effect of n,nrinal liquid holding 
recovery followed by nn1.nini photoreactivation is markedly lees than 
the effect of . photoreactivation given bnmediately after UV 
irradiation. The response shown in Figure 22 could be called 
typical, but to do so would deny the existence of considerable 
variability. . Occasions have been encountered where liquid holding 
treatment has, failed to produce any significant reóovery or has even 
produced a slight reduction in survival on subsequent plating. 
Similar variation has been observed by other workers in this 
laboratory. The . existence of àuoh variability is perhaps hardly 
surprising when one considers what a marginal reponse liquid 
holding recovery, is when it äøøà occur. 
b) The variation in responses to liquid holding treatment. 
shown by UV sensitive mutants In general. 
The variation in the type of response to liquid holding. 
and photoreactivability shown by different afleles at the same or 
different loci was discussed in the introductory chapter (PARR! and 
PARRY, 1969 PARRY, PARR! and WATERS, 1972). To summarise it was 
Figure 22. 	The effect of liquid holding on photoreactivability 
In a wild-type strain. 
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can be reached concerning the effect of liquid holding on 
photoreactivability. In the first experiment shown in Figure 24 
there is a suggestion that it may in fact decline. However, with 
such a amen initial degree of photoreactivation, any change is 
well within experimental, error. The failure to obtain significant 
photoreactivation in these experiments is in marked contrast to 
the situation previously described where the same rad1]yxa6 
isolate was found to show a PBS of between 0.50 and 0.60. The 
photoreactivation procedure in these two situations was identical 
except that for the purposes of obtaining a measurement of the P1W 
cells were washed, irradiated, photoreactivated and diluted in 
0.067 N KH2PO4 j,while for cultures to be liquid held these 
manipulations were performed using 0.067 .14 KH2P% + 2$ glucose. 
The reduction in initial photoreactivability tlwefore probably-
results from the presence of glucose at the time of irradiation 
and/or photoreactivation. The survival characteristics, with and 
without photareactivation, following irradiation in the presence 
of glucose are shown in Figure 25 c.f. Figure 21. The data shown 
In Figure 25 confirms the suggestion that the presence of glucose 
at the time of irradiation and photoreactivation reduces the 
degree of photoreactivabilttyi In the particular experiment 
shown, cells irradiated in phosphate + glutose were in fact 
diluted ten-fold into phosphate prior to photoreactivation. 
However, since presumably the intracellular level of glucose at 
the time of photoreactivation under these conditions is comparable 
with that when calls are suspended in a medium containing glucose, 
the observed reduction in photoreactivability seen in Figure 25 
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photoreactivability. The other two, the UV-sensitive uvs 
allele and a red 15 allele show a decline In viability during. 
liquid holding accompanied by a complete loss of photoreactivabilit*r. 
Clearly, from the literature there can be no expectation regarding 
the response to liquid holding shown by strains carrying the uzs6 
allele. Theoretically however, there is an expectation. If 
liquid holding recovery requires excision-repair for its 
expression, since on the basis of the arguments presented in 
Chapter Four the uxs6 strain does possess excision capacity, then 
liquid holding recovery is. expected. The response of one 
particular uxs6 isolate is shown. in Figure 23, where it can be seen 
that this expectation is ful.fifled. }krinl recovery is achieved 
within about four hours incubation in buffer + 1% glucose, at which 
time photoreactivation has no further effect on survival • As in 
the case of wild-type strains, the survival level achieved after the 
double treatment is significantly less than that obtained by 
photoreactivation alone. 
d) Strains carrying the ra&1  and uxs6 alleles. 
On the basis of the responses to liquid holding treatment 
shown by rad 1 and uxs6 strains, there is a clear prediction for the 
response of the double mutant strain. It is expected that such 
strains will show a decline in viability during liquid holding with 
photoreactivabiJ.ity being retained. The results of four replicate 
experiments where this prediction was tested are shown in Figure 24. 
Two points emerge from the data. Firstly, the degree of 
photoreactivability is very low indeed, In one instance being 
completely absent. Secondly, the response to liquid holding is 
consistently a slight decline in viability. However, no conclusion 
Vs. 
This is not the interpretation placed upon these results by the 
authors. They prefer to conclude that the mutant concerned 
possesses limited excision capacity, an interpretation which 
reflects the widely held view that loss of photoreactivability 
is due to excision-repair. 
The rad1  allele used in the present study has also 
been examined with respect to its response to UT post-treatments 
(Kiln! and SMITE, 1969). Strains carrying this susie were 
found to decline in viability during liquid hold1vc treatment and 
to retain photoreactivabilitq. On this and other characteristics 
of the rad 1 strain the authors tentatively proposed it to be 
deficient in a process "n'agous to excision-repair. Subsequent 
biochemical evidence indicates that in tact strains carzflng this 
allele do lack the ability to remove pyrimidine diners during poet-
UT incubation in growth medium. (UNRLU, WHE&TCEOFT and COX, 1971). 
c) Strains carrying the tcsó allele. 
Very little information is available concerning the 
responses to UT post-treatments of strains showing sensitivity to 
icuising radiation. Mutants at fin loci tested by PARRY and 
PARRY (1969) are sensitive to f-irradiation. However, it is not 
absolutely clear whether these alleles should properly be 
classified as U or VU mutants (assuming such a distinction does 
exist). GAME and Ca. (1973) consider the uvs5 mutation to be 
primarily X-ray sensitive on the basis of the survival data 
published by COX and PARRY (1968). However, PARRY and PARRY (1969) 
present data indicating that another uvs5 allele is distinctly 
sensitive to UT irradiation. Three of the )/-sensitive mutants 
tested by PARR! and PARRY (1969) show tIER associated with loss of 
13. 
found that all four combinations of responses to liquid holding and 
to subsequent photoreactivation were possible. At this point I 
should like to expand upon the second of these investigations in 
which several alleles at the tad 1 and tad 3 loci were examined. 
Rad 1 strains which showed ZIIR lost photoreactivabil.ity, 
while in those tad 1. strains where liquid holding resulted either 
in no change or a decline in viability, photoreactivabj1jt- was 
retained. At the rad 3 locus, photoreactivation was retained in 
strains carrying any of the mutant alleles, irrespective of the 
response to liquid holding. No consistent pattern emerges until 
the response to post-treatments is correlated with VV-sensitivity. 
When this is done, it emerges that the most emotive alleles at 
both loci retain the capacity for photoreactivation after maximal 
liquid holding, and the most resistant alleles show liquid holding 
recovery. However it is not true that all mutants which show LEE 
lose photoreactivabilsty. This correlation does exist for rad 1 
alleles 9  but as has just been pointed out, strains carrying any of 
the tad 3 alleles retain photoreactivabiujtey. The response of the 
rad 3 allele e  34 (PARRY, PAM! and WATERS, 1972 Figure ).tb) is of 
particular interest in view of the fact that the liquid holding 
response of this allele, as judged by the DNF for liquid holding 
recovery, is as great as that seen in the tad 1 alleles where LHR  
is accompanied by loss of photoreactivability, and indeed is as 
great as that seen in wild-te strains* In the absence of the 
necessary data no definite conclusion regarding this mutant can be 
made, but what data is available strongly suggests that the general 
"rule" that the net effect of La followed by photoreactivatjon is 
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Irradiation. and at the time of photoreactivation. It does 
however rule out the trivial and uallkel,y explanation that glucose 
absorbs light of photoreactivating wavelengths. In an attempt to 
make the above distinction, samples of cells irradiated in the 
absence of glucose were diluted tenfold In both phosphate and 
pbosphte + glucose and liquid held for upto 48 hours at 32°C. 
After 1, 24 and 48 hours, samples were plated with and without 
photoreacttvation. The results of this experiment are shown in 
Figures 26 and 27 • It is seen that in contrast to Figure 25 
photoreactivation following irradiation In the absence of glucose 
is effective when given lnnnndjateiy after irradiation, in agreement 
with the earlier findings described above (See Figure 21). It is 
also clear from Figure 26 that post-irradiation incubation for 
one hour in medium containine glucose does not affect the degree 
Of photoreacttvaMlity. However after 24 hours, and 48 hours 
Incubation in phosphate t glucose, the degree of photoreactivability 
is greatly reduced, as shown in Figure 27, except for cefla 
irradiated with the lowest doss. , During Incubation in phosphate, 
little or no decline in photoreactivability occurred over the 
same period. The effct of 48 hours Incubation in the presence of 
glucose can be made more striking by plotting the data as in 
Figure 28, where survival curves with and without photoreaótivation 
after 48 hours Incubation are shown. Comparison of Figures 26 
and 28 clearly indicates a considerable reduction in 
photoreactivability. In addition, this comparison illustrates 
the way IA which the liquid holding period results in a considerable 
decline In óell survival, and the change in shape. of the survival 
curve associated with this decline. These findings present 
1 ' 
Figure 26. 	The effect of photoreactivation on survival 
in the rad, 1u.xs6 strain after irradiation 
in the absence of glucose. 
0:-  Photoreactivation immediately after 
se Photoreactivation after 1 hour 
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Figure 27. 	The effect of liquid holding on phbtoreactic-abiltty 
in the rat1 1uxs6 strain after irradiation in the 
absence of glucose. 
Liquid holding in phosphate + glucose. 
Liquid holding in phosphate. 
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something of a problem. On the one band. the presence of glucose 
at the time of irradiation, and hence its presence during 
photoreactivation treatment given inznediately after irradiation, 
results in very low levels of photoreactivation. On the other 
hand, exogenous glucose supplied immediately after irradiation 
does not affect photoriactivation immediately, but only after 
prolonged incubation. This difference in the time required for 
glucose to exert its effect raises the question - is . the effect 
of glucose the sane in each instance? This is a question which 
cannot easily be 'answered. What would be required is information 
concerning the rate of glucose Aptake and utilisation in 
rad, 1uxs6 strains both before and after irradiation. This 
information is not available. If the effect is not the same in 
each case, one is then obliged to ask whether or not the decline 
in pbotoreaàtivability during prolonged storage is in any way 
equivalent to the loss of photoreactivability observed during 
liquid holding in wild-t*'pe atra1nc. it will be recalled that 
the rad1 1 
 strain was shown to retain pbotoreactivability during 
liquid holding treatment, (flTflfl and SMITH, 1969) and that 
biochemical evidence, supports the flew that strains carrying the 
allele are Incapable of excision-repair. (UNRAn, WHE&TORT 
and COX, 1971). These authors have shown that following high 
doses of UV irradiation cells of the rad 1 strain fail to remove 
significant amounts of photoproducts from their . DNA during 24 hours 
incubation in growth ifladin. Therefore, if loss of photâreactivability 
reflects excision-repair, no loss can be 'expected in any strain 
bearing the rad allele. Any explanation of the observed loss 
of photoreactivability in rad, 1uxs6 strains based on leakiness 
79. 
of the rad11 allele is therefore unacceptable. Arguments against 
the existence of residual excision capacity in rad 1 strains have 
also been reported in Chapter Four of this thesis. One therefore 
seems bound to draw the conclusion that loss of photoreactivability 
is not necessarily a consequence of excision-repair. UENICK and 
SflLW (1972) have reported a situation which is simila .r in some 
respects. They found that irradiated stationary phase wild-type 
cells incubated in growth medium for up to four hours progressively 
lost photoreactivability. During this period no removal of UV 
induced damage occurred. Furthermore, wrimidine diners which had 
become non-photoreaótivable in vivo after DNA extraction were found 
to be photoreactivable in vitro. 
To summaries briefly the results this far, strains bearing 
the uxs6 allele have been found to show LHR accompanied by a 
decline in photoreactivability during 46 hours liquid holding in 
phosphate + glucose. This response is identical to that shown by 
wild-type strains and is consistent with the view that excision-
repair is required for the expression of Lila. The predicted 
response of rad11uxs6 strains to liquid holding treatments is a 
decline in viability but retention of photoreactivability during 
liquid holding in either phosphate or phosphate + glucose. The 
observed results for up to 2 days post-irradiation incubation in 
phosphate are in agreement with this prediction. However, the 
double mutant strain irradiated in the presence of glucose fails to 
photoreaotivate immediately .after irradiation. Furthermore, 
Incubation for . up to hO hours in phosphate + glucose after 
irradiation in the absence of glucose leads to a decline in 
photoreactivability. No WE occurs during this period. 
RUN 
Since loss of photoreactivattlity has never previously 
been observed it strains , carrying the rad1 allele under any 
liquid holding conditiona l both these observations are unexpected, 
particularly if loss of photoreactivability requires excision. 
repair, a capacity known to be absent in strains carrying the 
rad11 allele. These results, together with those reported by 
RISNIOK and SRILW (1972). are strong evidence in support of the 
hypothesis that loss of photoreactivability is not causally 
related to excision-repair. The results I have presented for the, 
raç 1uzs6 strain indicate that excision need not be the cause of 
the decline, while the results reported by RESNICK and SEIW 
(1972) suggest that in wild-type strains, loss of photoreactivability 
is not a consequence of excision-repair. 
III. The effect of Prolonged liquid holding on 
photoreactivahility of radlL 
If the decline in photoreactivability observed in 
rad 1uxs6 strains during prolonged incubation in phosphate + 
glucose could be accounted for by processes other than excision-
repair, it would be interesting to know whether or not prolonged 
incubation of rad11 strains produced a sirdl ar effect. 
&perimsnts have therefore been performed in an attempt to answer 
this question. A complication arose from the long period of time 
separating the experiments involving the radj 1uxs6 strain and those 
involving the raç 1 straits. During this period, the new 
characteristic response to liv shown by red.j 1 strains discussed in 
Chapter Four arose. Since in Chapter Four the conclusion was 
reached that the new response to UV irradiation was not due to any 
genetic alteration, I shall refer to the strains used in the 
81. 
following experiments as redj 1 . 
Let us be quite clear what our expectations are. The 
original rad 1 strain was found to decline in viability but retain 
photoreactivability during several days liquid holding in the 
absence of glucose (KILBEY and SMITH, 1969) or 4 - 6 hours in the 
presence of glucose. For longer periods of liquid holding we 
have no real expectation, but at the same time it would be 
surprising if any other picture emerged. Any effect on liquid 
holding response arising as a consequence of the change in the 
racL 1 characteristic UV response is however entirely unpredictable. 
In the first Of a series of experiments, cells of the 
rad1 strain were irradiated in phosphate ,+ glucose, diluted ten-
fold into the same medium and liquid held for up to 48 hours. At 
0, 24 and 48 hours samples were plated with and without 
photoreactivation. After 48 hours liquid holding, a further UV 
dose was given to the irradiated and liquid held suspension. This 
doubly irradiated suspension was then plated with and without 
photoreactivation. Appropriate controls were also performed. 
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 29. It is 
inimediately obvious that photoreactivability was almost completely 
lost within the first 24 hours of liquid holding. This is in 
complete contradiction to the previous findings tr the rad 1  strain 
(ICLBEY and StCTH, 1969). It is also apparent that very little 
decline in viability occurred in liquid held cefla, again in 
contrast to previous experience. Thirdly, there is an increase 
in viability during the second day of liquid holding. This was 
found in an experiments involving liquid holding periods in excess 
of .24 hours • The effect, although ainsfl, would therefore appear to 
Figure 29a. 	The effect of prolonged liquid holding on 
photoreactivability in the rad1 1  strain. 
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be genuine. The second liv dose was found to be photoreactivable. 
The experiment therefore Indicates that during 21 hours liquid 
holding in phosphate + glucose, lesions which initially were 
photoreactivable lose, this property. This is not, due to a reduction 
in the amátmt of photoràactivating enzyme present since the second 
liv dose Is photoreactivable. . Were the second liv doss to induce the 
photoreactivating enzyme, then one would expect the total, UV 
induced damage to be photoreactivablo. The data however indicates 
that only the lesions induced by the second UV dose are in tact 
photoreactivated. In order that any comparison could be made 
between results involving rad11 and rad1 1uxsó strAlnQ, further 
experiments were performed where cells irradiated in phosphate 
were liquid held for up to 214 hours in either phosphate or phosphate 
+ glucose. A preliminary experiment of this type is shown in 
Figure 30, where it can be seen that in both situations 
photoreactivability to reduced during the incubation period. The 
decline in photoreactivability seen in cello irradiated and liquid 
held in the absence of glucose is also in complete contradiction to 
the results reported by KTtRRV and SMITH (1969) who found complete 
retention of photoreactivability, during liquid holding in phosphate 
for the same and longer periods. It therefore seems likely that 
the change in characteristic liv response of the rad1 strain, has 
resulted In a change of liquid holding characteristics. It should 
also be noted that with the r&d1 1uxsó strain photoreactivability 
was retained during 148 hours liquid holding in the absence of 
glucose. 
In the case of post-irradiation incubation in phosphate + 
glucose LHR was observed, while when incubation was in phosphate a 
Figure 30, 	The effect of prolonged liquid holding on 
photoreactivability in the ra& ,1 strain. 
• 0:- Irradiation and liquid holding 
in phosphate • glucose. 














decline in viability occurred. £ small degree of photoreactivability 
was retained in cells incubated in the absence of glucpse. If one 
were to interpret the retention of a small degree of 
photoreactivability in cells incubated in phosphate as only 
quantitatively different from the complete loss shown by cells 
Incubated In phosphate + glucose, it would be of interest to 
determine the rates, at which photoreactivability was lost under these 
different.: conditions. 
In a series of experiments, cells of the rad1 1 strain' 
were'- 
Irradiated and liquid held in phosphate +. glucose. 
Irradiated and liquid ' held in phosphate. 
C) 	 Irradiated in phosphate, liquid held in phosphate .+' 
glucose. 	 . 
lwere removed .for plating with or without photoreactivation 
at regular intervals during the first twelve hours of liquid holding 
and after .24 hours.. See Figures 31, 32 and 33. In Figure 31 it 
is seen that the liquid holding treatment results in no significant 
change in viability. This is a 'similar finding to that shown in 
Figure 29, but differs from the result shown in Figure 30. . .. 
Obviously variation in liquid .hol4ing response can occur. As in 
Figure 299 photoreactivaW.lity is rapidly lost during the first 24 
hours of liquid holding. In fact, after twelve hours very little 
remains.. In. Figure 32 It is . seen that liquid holding In phosphate 
results in a slight decline in viability, as previously observed in 
Figure 30. Photoreactivability is lost, but at a greatly reduced 
rate compared with that seen in Figure 31. . The data suggest that 
longer periods of incubation In phosphate would have resulted in a 
Figure 31. 	The effect of prolonged liquid holding on 
photoreáàtivability in the ra&,1 strain. 
Irradiation and liquid holding in 
phosphate .+ glucose. 
Figure 31. 
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Figure 33. 	The effect of prolonged liquid holding on 
photoreactivability in the rad1  strain. 
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further decline in photoreactivability. In Figure 33, the decline 
in photoreactivability. during liquid holding in the presence of 
glucose, alter irradiation in its absence, is seen to progress at a 
rate similar to that seen in Figure 31, where both irradiation and 
liquid holding were performed in phosphate + glucose. The effect 
of liquid holding treatment on survival is a slight increase. A 
similar response was found in Figure 30.. In a final experiment, 
a rad1 isolate. tèken from stock and Shown to possess the new 
response to UV irradiation (See Figure fl, . Chapter 4) was examined 
for its response to prolonged liquid holding treatments. 
Stationary phase .cells were irradiated and liquid held either in 
phosphate or phosphate + glucose. The results of this experiment 
are shown in Figure 34. It is again seen that cells irradiated. 
and liquid held in the presence of glucose rapidly lose 
photoreactivability. Liquid holding in this instance led to a 
alight decline in viability. Cells irradiated and liquid held 
in the absence of glucose show a similar decline in viability 
during incubation. . Photoreactivability declines, but at a bar 
rate than in the presence of glucose. The results of all the 
experiments reported in this section are summarised in TABLE flU - 
Figure 34. 	The effect of prolonged liquid holding an 
phot . oreactiability in a raç 1 strain 
taken from stock. 
A A:- Irradiation and liquid holding In 
phosphate. 
- . Irradiation and liquid holding In 
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Irradiation liquid holding Effect of Effect of 
medium  liquid liquid 
holding on holding on 
survival photoreactivability 
With glucose With glucose No effect Rapid decline 
With glucose With glucose No effect Rapid decline 
With glucose With glucose Decline Rapid decline 
With glucose With glucose Decline Rapid decline 
No glucose With glucose Recovery Rapid decline 
No glucose With glucose Recovery Rapid decline 
No glucose No glucose Decline Decline 
No glucose No glucose Decline Decline  
TABLE VIII 	Summary of eight independent experiments in which 
the effect of prolonged liquid holding on 
photoreactivabi3ity was examined. 
Sufficient data is now available from this and other 
sources to warrant a re-examination, of photoreactivability and its 
loss during liquid holding post-treatments. That a lesion remain  
photoreactivable until physically .removed from the DNA is a view 
which has achieved general acceptance • However, the data which 
have been presented do not support this yew. In the first place 
RV?1110K and SflLCM (1972) have shown that in vivo photoreactivation 
may be lost without the removal of thymine diners from the DNA. 
Second]7, the rad1 strain which UNRAU.. WHE&TCRT and 001 (1971) 
found not to excise tby*dne diners in growth mediwit, has been 
found to lose photoreactivability during twelve hours incubation in 
phosphate + glucose. Thirdly, the photoreactivability of the 
rad11tns6 stnSn has been shown to be considerably influenced by 
the presence of glucose at the time of irradiation and 
photoreactivation. Lastly, the response of the wild-type strain 
to liquid holding, where the net effect of liquid holding 
followed by photoreactivation is less than the effect of 
phatoreactivation alone points to a loss of photoreactivability 
unrelated to repair, especially in view of the  complete lack of 
a2r evidence favouring diner removal in non-nutrient medium. 
Clearly, on the basis of these observations, lose of photoreactiv-
abilit1y does not reflect excision-repair of thyzdne dimes's. 
In the experiments of BESNIOL and SE?LW (1972) it has 
been stated that thyxidne diners while :non"photoreactivable in vivo, 
were pbotoreactivabls in vitro. The is in fact not strictly 
correct. The only in vitro measurement made in these experiments 
was the ability of irradiated yeast PItt to bind photoreactivating 
enzyme. Whetir or. not nonomerisation of dither occurred was not 
established. The authors therefore proposed that loss of 
photoreactivability might reflect the early stages in repairs for 
example an incision step which rendered the lesion less 
susceptible to photoreactivation while leaving it capable of 
binding the photoreactivating enzyme. If this were to be the case, 
in the situation where liquid holding is interspersed between two 
UV treatments1 the rate of pbotoreaotivation for. the second dose 
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should be decreased as a result of cov,etitive inhibition) by the 
nonephotoreactivable thymine diners from the first dose • This 
situation was encountered in the series of experiments involving 
the rad. 1 strain, and the results were shown in Figure 29. It 
will be recalled that after liquid holding following the initial 
117 dose, a subsequent U? dose was photoreactivable. The rate of 
photoreactivation was not measured, however it wü observed that 
the extent of pbotoreactivatl.on was of the expected maitu4e.. 
There is therefore. no evidence from this particular experiment that 
the rate of photoreactivation was reduced. However, since the 
standard conditions in this laboratory are such as to allow a 
2-3 fold decrease in the rate • of photoreactivation to go unnoticed, 
no definite conclusion regarding this point can be made without. 
further experimental data. The extent to Which inhibition should 
occur.. will of course depend upon the rate-constants for enzyme-
substrate association and dissociation. 
Clearly, during incubation in non-nutrient medium, 
photoreactivability is lost without the removal of tbyndne diners 
from the DNA. The question one nnwt ask is whether the events 
which lead to the decline in photoreactivability are directly 
related to repair or merely correlated with repair. For nanle, 
any change in the state of the chromosomal material prior to 
diner excision could be considered as a step in repair. The 
objection to doing so however is perhaps that one is tempted to 
consider a recognition Or incision step to be the earliest possible 
stage in repair. It does however seem possible that changes in a 
lesion's. microaenvirnnisnt may change its accessibility to 
WE 
WX 
photoreactivating enzyme. Such changes need not in any way be 
associated with repair, but may dmp)y be part of the normal cell 
division a DNA replication cycle. For example,' an obvious change 
of state occurs in regions of the DNA being transcribed, and it is 
Interesting to note that in E. colt the photoreaotivability of 
UV induced damage at specific loci differs in the induced and 
uninduced states .(x&.ScH and STAELINGER, 196). It may be that 
In the eukeryote chromosome, far more subtle changes can take 
place which alter the accessibility of UV induced lesions to repair 
enzymes. 
Glucose appears to exert a considerable influence on 
photoz'eactivability and its decline during liquid holding. The 
effect of the presence of glucose at the time of irradiation In the 
rad iuxs6 Bran is of interest, particularly with respect to. the 
RMc& and SELW (1972) proposals mentiâned above: The response 
of the double mutant strain irradiated in the presence of glucose 
suggests that the DV induced lesions when they arise are in fact 
non-photor sac tivable (but do nevertheless include tbyvdne diners). 
Alternatively, it could be proposed that the early steps in dark 
repair (as proposed by Resnick and Setlow) occur extremely rapidly 
and render lesions non-photoreactivable before the photoreactivating 
system has a chance to function. If this were the case however, 
the rad1  strain irradiated in the presence of glucose would be 
expected to show a similar response since with its altered 
sensitivity it is only marginally more resistant to 1W than is the 
double mutant strain. This clearly is not the case, the rad 11 
strain taking up to twelve hours to lose photoreactivability 
after irradiation in the presence of glucose • The evidence would 
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therefore seem to favour the first alternative • All the 
available evidence, when taken together does not therefore support 
the widely held view that in yeast a decline in photoreactivability 
during liquid holding reflects excision-repair. Rather, it strongly 
suggests that in fact no causal relationship exists between loss 
of photoreactivability and repair. If this is true, the 
paradoxical response of wild-type strains to liquid holding And 
photoreactivation treatments may have an explanation. If, during 
liquid holding, photoreactivaW.lity is rapidly lost in wild-type 
strains by a means quite unrelated to repair, while liquid 
holding treatment leads to increased cell viability by whatever 
mechanism, then If the kinetics . of these two processes are 
similar., loss of photoreactivability will occur concomitantly with 
the increase in viability, and after a period of time. giving 
maximal liquid holding, recovery, photoreactivation will have no 
further effect on survival. 
IV. SummarY 
Based on the conclusion drawn in Chapter 1* that variation 
in excision-repair capacity was the cause of variation in the UV-
sensitivity of uxa6 strains, it was predicted that the moat 11? 
resistant uxs6 isolates would show the least phàtoreactivation 
and the most sensitive the greatest. This prediction was found 
not to be fulfilled. If. any correlation between sensitivity 
and photoreactivability existed it was the opposite to that 
predicted. On the basis of the extreme UV sensitivity of 
rad11uxs6 strains, a PES approximately equal to the proportion 
of pyriznidine diners amongst UV induced photoproducts was 
expected. Again this prediction was not fulfilled.. Measurements 
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of the PBS in tad1 1uza6 strains varied between 0.50 and 0.60. 
This figure could not represent the real proportion of 
photoreactivable lesions induced in this strain by UV irradiation 
since a measurement of 0.66 - 0.70 has been obtained for the 
rad1i strain, and there is no evidence to suggest that IN-
inactivation of strains bearing the uzs6 allele is other than by 
genetic damage. These observations, together with the 
difficulties in measuring the PBS with any. degree of accuracy 
led to the conclusion that measurements of the PBS had very little 
predictive value. 	. 
Turning to the effects of liquid holding treatments on 
photoreactivaMi Ity, it was demonstrated that strains bearing the 
wcs6 allele showed an increase in can viability after liquid 
holding and that photoreactivability was progressively lost,, such 
that after nnnl liquid holding, photoreactivation had no' 
further effect on survival. . This is an identical response to 
that shown by wild-type strainS • Double mutant strains were 
found to show an unusual response. When cells were irradiated in 
the presence of glucose little or no photoreactivation was apparent 
Immediately after irradiation. This was in marked contrast to the 
observations made . when irradiation was in the absence of glucose. 
Clearly the presence of glucose at the time of irradiation and 
photoreactivation was responsible for the abolition of 
photoreactivability. . When cefls, irradiated in the absence of 
glucose, were liquid held for up to 48 hours in its presence, 
photoreactivability was seen to decline 'This decline was 
not however associated with aw LHR. In cells liquid held for 
the same period in the absence of glucose, little or no reduction 
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in photoreactivability was observed. 
In previous experiments where the effect of liquid 
ho1d{rg treatment on photoreactivability had been examined, 
periocb of up to six hours in the presence of glucose had been used 
since this period was sufficiently long in which to observe the 
response of wild-type and uxsó strains to go to completion. 
With the observation that extensive periods of liquid holding 
were necessary for the rad1 1uxs6 strain, it became necessary to 
test the response of rad11 strains to similar liquid holding 
periods. These experiments were performed at a much later date, 
at a time when the characteristic response of the strain to UV 
irradiation had changed. For this reason, the results obtained 
from this set of experiments cannot be directly related to 
previous experiments involving the rad1 .1  or rad1 ,yxs6 strains. 
It as observed that during 12-24 hours liquid holding in the 
presence of glucose, photoreactivability was completely lost. 
This occurred irrespective of the presence or absence of glucose 
at the time of irradiation. The effect of the liquid holding 
period on con viability was varied. Normally viability stayed 
the same or declined slightly. However in two experiments 
where glucose was absent during irradiation but present during 
)quit holding cell viability increased. The number of 
experiments is too small to warrant any definite conclusion. 
regarding • this effect. . When cells were irradiated and liquid 
held in the absence of glucose, photoreactivability was again seen 
to decline, but at a lower rate. These results are in complete 
contrast to those previously reported for the rad1 strain 
(KILBEX and SMITH, 1969) where, a decline inviability during liquid 
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holding was observed and photoreactivabiiity was retained. None 
of the results reported for the rad1 or  rad iuxa6 strains can be 
explained by any model which assumes that tbymlne dimera remain  
photoreactivable until excised from the DNA. It has been suggested 
that the early steps in excision-repair, prior to the removal of 
lesions, might render thymine dimez's non-pbotoreactivable 
(1*SNICK and S&LGJ, 1972). This argument was initially proposed 
to account for . the loss of . photoreactivabil.ity unaccompanied by 
excision S :irradiated stationary phase wild-type yeast incubated 
in growth medium. It is possible to extend the argument to cells 
Incubated in non-nutrient medium and hence to explain the loss 
of photoreactivability in excision-deficient strains • However 
an explanation of this type was considered unable to explain the 
abolition of photoreactinbility when rad 1uxe6 strains were 
irradiated in the presence of glucose. An alternative suggestion 
was put forward proposing that loss of photoreactivability was not 
causally related to excision-repair but might in fact reflect 
changes in the state of the chromosomal material occurring during 




THE DWWflICE . OF LIQUID HOLDING TREATMENT ON SENSITIVITY 
In this chapter experiments will be described in which 
the effect of liquid holding treatments on the sensitivity of 
surviving populations to further DV inactivation were examined. 
These results will' be discussed in the light of a model proposed 
by PARRY and PARR (1972) to explain the effects of liquid 
r.t rw 
PATRICK and R&XNFS (1968) have demonstrated that when 
diploid cultures of yeast are irradiated either with DV or I 
irradiation, and liquid held for 4 days in distilled water, the 
surviving population is more resistant to subsequent DV irradiation 
than was the original culture. This phenomenon has been called 
'Repair Resistance' • The change in sensitivity is seen in 
survival curves both as an increase in the shoulder width and a 
decrease in the exponential slope. Sensitivity .to  subsequent 
X irradiation was not decreased in these experiments, but if 
anything slightly increased. PARRY and PARRY (1972) have named 
the effects of DV irradiation following liquid holding on the 
induction of intragenic and intergenic recoSination, and imitation 
to prototrophy. They observed that the second DV treatment was 
not effective in producing either intergenic recombination or 
mutation to prototrophy but was more effective than the initial 
treatment in inducing intragenic recombiation. On the basis of 
these results they proposed that liquid holding treatment results 
in an increase in the proportion of lesions repaired by an error-free 
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excision-repair system, and a decrease in the proportion repaired 
by an error-prone post-replicative repair process. They further 
concluded that excision-repair may result in intragenic 
recombination while post-replicative repair may result in intergersic 
recombination or mutation to prototrophy. The model therefore 
proposes that DIR arises as a consequence of the repair. of lesions 
by an error-free system which would, on direct plating, have been 
repaired by an error-prone system. The authors consider that this 
model applies equally well to both haploid and diploid cello. 
Negative liquid holding (a decline in viability during liquid 
holding) they consider to occur in excision-deficient strains and 
to result from a reduction in the capacity for post-replicative 
repair during liquid holding which cannot be accompanied by any 
Increase in excision-repair. It should perhaps be pointed out 
that the extent of Repair Resistance as observed by Parry and 
Parry is considerably greater than that reported by PATEICX. and 
H&ThFS (1968). From Parry's data, the increase in resistance is 
achieved in both .haploids. and diploids not by an increase in 
shoulder width and decrease in exponential slope, but by a complete 
alteration in the survival characteristics, the survival curve for 
the second UV irradiation lacng any shoulder and having a 
continuously decreasing slope. There are therefore unknown factors 
which can alter the way in which repair resistance is expressed. 
What effects such factors might have on the induction of 
recombination and mutation by secondary UV irradiations is not 
known. However, repeated attempts in this laboratory to obtain 
the results described by 'PARRY and PARRY (1972) have not met with 
success. (KflRR! and WNHAEDT, Unpublished). 
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I Repair-resistance In wild-type strains. 
The experimental procedure in all the experiments to be 
described was as follows:- - One, or a series of 25 ml samples of 
stationary phase cells suspended in phosphate + glucose were 
irradiated with a particular flY dose or series of doses. 
Irradiated suspensions were then Incubated for 24 hours at 32 0C. An 
unirradiated control sample was incubated in the same way. After 
214 hours, treated and untreated samples were irradiated with a series 
of fly doses and the suspensions diluted and plated In the norma]. way. 
In comparing pre-UV-treated and non-pre-treated suspensions a 
decision must be made as to which of two possible comparisons is 
made. A pre-treated suspension can be compared either with the 
fresh suspension from which it was derived, or with the same 
suspension but after 214 hours incubation. If one considers 
experiments of this type to be a special case of a split-dose 
experiment, then the Loner comparison should be made. This 
however does not take into account any effect that incubation 
of non-irradiated cells might have on sensitivity to subsequent 
Irradiation. Therefore, the second comparison is also required. 
In practice, only the comparison between 214 hour-incubated 
suspensions has been made. 
Under these conditions, changes in the sensitivity of 
haploid wild-type cells were found not to be particularly marked. 
The best example from several experiments is shown In Figure 35, 
where the data is plotted in three different ways:- 
1) the viability of the pretreated culture is taken, as 100% 
survival. 
2) the viability of the pretreated culture is taken relative to 
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that of the unirradiated fresh suspension. 
3) the viability of the pretreated culture is calculated as in 
2). but the data are plotted aS one would plot a óplit-dose 
experiment. 
From an these methods of presentation the conclusion is 
always the samoa The pretreated suspension is more resistant to 
UV inactivation than is the non-pretreated culture. There will 
however be later examples where correct interpr$tation demands 
plotting the data in the correct manner. If, when plotted in the 
first way (with the survival of pretreated cultures normalised to 
100%) the sunival curves for both treated and untreated suspensions 
coincided, one might draw the conclusion that the pretreatment and 
• liquid holding had had no effect on sensitivity. 'This would be 
an incorrect conclusion. If the pretreatment takes survival down 
to a. point on the exponential portion of the survival cune, and if 
the liquid holding treatment, has no effect, then the inactivation 
kinetics for the second .UV treatment should be exponential with the 
sane slope as before. If however the pretreated culture displays 
a shouldered survival curve for the second treatment, liquid 
holding between irradiations has altered the characteristici of the 
cell population. . 
PARRY and PARRY (1972) consider repair-resi8tance to be 
a phenomenon associated with liquid holding recovery. However, it 
was noted in the previous chapter that the response to liquid 
holding shown by wild-type cells could varyá In some instances 
there is no change in survival and occasionally a decline in 
viability is observed. A negative liquid holding effect in 
excision-sufficient cells might be explained on the Parry model by 
Figure 3. 	The effect of liquid holding on the 
sensitivity of a wild-toe strain to 
further VV-irradiation. 
•s- No TN + LU + UV 
As- TN + LB + TN 
See text for explanation of plots 1, 2 and 3. 
igure 35. 
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a. reduction in post-replicative repair without a concomitant 
increase in excision capacity. In this situation an increase In 
sensitivity towards subsequent UV. irradiation would be expected. 
Data derived from experiments in which a negative liquid holding 
effect in wild-type cells was observed is available - See Figure 36. 
Since all the survival curves possess a shoulde; for convenience, 
the data is plotted with control survivals normalised to lOC. 
The extent of decline in viability for two separate irradiated and 
liquid held cultures is shown on the vertical axis. It is seen 
from Figure 36 that a shoulder is reintroduced into the survival 
curves for both pretreated cultures. In addition there is a 
very marginal change in the exponential slopes although perhaps too 
small to be significant. It is however clear that increased. 
resistance to subsequent irradiation produced by the reintroduction 
of a shoulder into the survival curve does not depend upon an 
Increase in viability during liquid holding being observed. 
To suzmnarise briefly the results this far., it seems that 
'repair-resistance' in wild-type strains may be expressed in a 
variety of ways. In nq case, resistance is achieved by the 
reintroduction of a shoulder into the survival curve where none 
could be expected, and by a slight change in exponential slope. 
The extent of this change in slope may vary, in some instances 
being barely significant. From the evidence presented it is dear 
that at least the reintroduction of the shoulder in liquid held 
cultures is not dependent upon an increase in viability during 
liquid holding being observed. 
II. Repair resistance in strains bearing the rad1  allele. 
It has been demonstrated that the rad 1 strain is 
Figure 36. 	The effect of liquid holding on the sensitivity 
of a wild-type strain to further UV-irradiation. 
et- No UV + LR + DV 
•:- 1350 ergs/mm2 + lB + DV 
is:- 2020 ergs/mm2 + Lii + UV 
The extent of decline in viability, during liquid 
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incapable of excision-repair (UNRAU, WHZ&TCROYT and COX, 1971). 
Therefore, on the Parry model there is a clear prediction for the 
effect of liquid holding treatment on UV. sensitivity in this 
strain. If during liquid holding, the capacity to carry out 
post-replicative repair declines, then sensitivity to subsequent 
irradiation should increase throughout the liquid holding period. 
Three experiments have been carried out using the radL 1 strain all 
of which gave the same result • A t)'pical exAnple is shown in 
Figure 37. It will be noted that the red 1 strain used in these 
experiments displayed the original UV-inactivation characteristics. 
It is clear from the data in Figure 37 that the sensitivity of the 
pre-irradiated culture is not altered by the liquid holding 
treatment despite the observed decline in viability during liquid 
holding. No shoulder is introduced jAto the survival curve and the 
exponential slope remains unchanged. There is therefore no 
evidence from this experiment to support the hypothesis that a 
negative liquid holding effect is the result of a reduction in 
repair capacity. A similar proposal was at one time put forward by 
HARM and HWNER (1968) to explain the decline in viability during 
liquid holding observed in wild-type cultures of Schizosaccharonwces 
pombe and E. coli C. They themselves tested this hypothesis by 
re-irradiating liquid held cells and found that in both organisms 
the inactivation caused by the second dose was no greater but 
perhaps smaller in liquid held cells. 
III. Repair resistance in strains carrying the uxs6 allele. 
In both the wild-type and tad11 strains tested; the UT 
inactivation curve displayed, a shoulder and an exponential slope. 
Many of the uxs6 isolates however were found to possess a UT 
Figure 37 • 	The effect of liquid holding an the sensitivity 
of a rad11 strain to further UV..rrn4jAtj(n. 
- No DV + LU + Dv 
us- DV .+ LU + Ut 
The extent of decline in viability during 
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inactivation curve characterised by a continuously decreasing slope. 
Repair resistance in these strains one would expect to be r.i*nl  feat 
as an increased rate of change of slope conwared  with that expected 
on the basis of a split-dose experiment. A typical example of 
the results obtained with the uxs6 strain is shown in Figure 38, 
where survival curves have been normalised to 100%. iàofring at the 
data as plotted, one might be tempted to conclude that repair 
resistance does indeed occur in these strains. However,, plotting 
the data in this way bides an important point. In Figure 39, the 
data is plotted es though it were derived from a split-dose 
experiment, and a very different picture emerges. It is seen that 
the effect of liquid holding treatment' is to return the surviving 
population to a point at which its sensitivity to further irradiation 
is similar to that of an unirradiated culture. This in a sense is 
the same effect as is seen it wild-type cultures. However in the 
case • of wild-types the reintroduction of a shoulder increases. 
resistance to 1W irradiation while, in the case at the uxs6 strain an 
Increase in sensitivity is obtained. One might also wish to 
consider that in the uxsG strain the increased rate of change of 
slope observed when survival curves are normalised to. 100% is!,in 
some way equivalent to the decrease in 'exponential slope observed 
in wild-type strains. therefore, while liquid holding may have 
similar effects in both wild-type and uxs6 strains, the term 
"repair resistance" is rather unsuitable for the uxs6 situation 
where sensitivity is in fact increased, not decreased.. In this 
respect, since the as6 strain is capable of excision-repaSt, the 
predictions of the Parry model are not fulfilled. 
Figure 38. 	The effect of liquid holding on the sensitivity 
of a uxa6 strain to further TJV-irradiation. 
•:- No UT + LII + tJV 
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Figure 39. 	The affect of liquid holding on the sensitivity 
of a tnsó strati to further UV-Irradiation. 
•z- No UV + LH + Ifl 
•s- 1W + UI + IN 
ROOM 
IV. Can repair-resistance and liquid holding recovery be 
considered as different aspects of the same process? 
Quite apart from questioning the details of the Parry 
model on the basis of the experimental evidence described above, 
I would also wish to question two assumptions implicit in the model. 
Firstly, can repair-resistance and liquid holding recovery be 
considered as different aspects of the same process; and secondly, 
can a model derived from data on diploids be satisfactorily applied to 
.haploid strains. . As regards the first point, it is interesting to 
note that PATRICK and RAllIES (1966) came to the conclusion that 
their observations could not be interpreted 'in terms of any of the 
current models for dark repair in bacteria'.: Their - reason for 
coming to this conclusion was the difference in the effect liquid 
holding had on UT and X-ray sensitivity. PATRICK, RAllIES and 
URETZ (1964) showed that liquid holding recovery occurred in 
diploids irradiated either with UV or X-rays. . The extent of 
recovery was found to be quite marked for each type of radiflon, 
if anything being more pronounced for X-rays than for UT 
irradiation. As was previously mentioned, pre-irradiation with 
X-rays led to increased . resistance to subsequent UT irradiation but 
slightly increased sensitivity to further X-irradiation. If the 
Increased resistance to the original X-ray treatment, seen as 
liquid holding recovery, is explained on the basis of an increased 
repair capacity, it seems paradoxical that for subsequent X-
irradiation sensitivity is increased rather than decreased. The 
Parry model does not seen to have overcome this problem. Indeed 
it is difficult to envisage how any model based solely on changes 
in repair capacity can account for these observations. By itself 
10].. 
this observation is perhaps sufficient to indicate that repair-
resistance and liquid holding recovery are not two aspects of the 
sane thing. ZV observation that repair resistance may be Sound 
In wild-type cultures which display a negative liquid holding 
effect points to the sane conclusion. 
As far as extrapolation from haploida to diploids and 
vice versa is concerned, several points require mentioning. 
a) The dose-modifying effects of liquid holding. 
It should be noted that when liquid holding recovery is 
observed in haploid yeast, it is expressed as a change in the width 
of the shoulder portion of the survival curve without a 
significant change in the exponential slope. (PATRICK, M&'IXThS 
and URRVZ (19614). Similarly a negative liquid holding effect 
does not result in a change in exponential slope (PARRY, 1972). 
In this respect liquid holding treatment is im11ke photoreactivation. 
Any treatment for which a constant VHF can be calculated is referred 
to as !dose-modifying' as distinct from non-dose-modifying, where no 
constant DHF exists. Thus in haploid yeast, liquid holding 
treatment given after UV irradiation is not a dose-modifying agent. 
However, in diploid strains a different picture emerges. PATRICK, 
HKZtThZ and uim'rz (1964) have shown that the liquid holding recovery 
observed following irradiation of wild-type diploids with either UV 
or X-rays is dose-modifying, the constant VHF's being 1.7 and 2.0 
respectively under their conditions. It is also notable that the 
extent of recovery from UV irradiation seen in haploi4 strains is 
very small compared with that seen In diploids.. This difference is 
1' 
even more marked for X-irradiation where in diploids the VHF for 
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observed. (PATRICK, HAINBZ and UBflZ, 	9614). There is therefore 
a certain amount of evidence to support the view that liquid 
holding recovery in haploid and diploid strains is not 
necessarily achieved by the same mechanism. 
b) The involvement of excision-repair in liquid holding 
recover7. 
It is a fundamental part of the Parry model . that 
excision-repair is involved in liquid holding recovery in both 
haploid and diploid strains. As far - as haploida are concerned the 
evidence certainly supports this view. Of the alleles at the 
r&d 1 locus, only the most 1W resistant show WE, while the more 
sensitive alleles show either no change or a decline in viability 
during liquid holding. Similarly, at the red 3. locus,, the most 
resistant alleles show WE while the more sensitive display a 
negative liquid holding effect. The r&d 3 alleles have not bed 
tested biochemically for excision capacity but their, involvement 
In excision repair can be concluded on the . basis of their 
epistatic interaction with red 1 alleles. (GAME and 0W, 1972). 
In diploids however, evidence for and against the 
involvement of excision repair in liquid holding recovery is fairly 
evenly balanced. WAT$BS and PARRY (1973) in a study of r&d 3 
alleles observed that the only homo allelic diploids Scit showed ta 
were those cases in which the red 3 allele involved permitted LUlL to 
be observed in haploid strains. Clearly if red 3 alleles are 
typical of excision-deficient mutants then excision-repair is 
required before LEE in diploids can be observed. On the other 'hand 
MOUST&CCHI and BUTERIC (1970) obtained data which strongly suggests 
that the integrity of the rad 1 locus is not necessary for LUlL to 
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occur in diploids. They have shown that in log phase cultures of both 
wild-type and r&d1 haploid strains, a proportion of the cells 
posSesses the ability to undergo extensive .L}1R. This recovery in 
both strains appears from the data to be accurately dose-modifying. 
However, stationary phase cultures of the rad 3 strain display a 
decline in viability during liquid holding, as does the major 
proportion of the log phase cells. Diploid cells carrying the 
red, .3 allele in the homozygous state were also found to show LHR-
On 
 
the basis of these observations the authors proposed: the 
existence of two mechanisms of dark repair, one of which occurred 
in stationary phase haploids and required the rad 1 function 
(excision repair) and a second which occurred in diploida and the 
budding population of log phase haploid cells which did not require 
the integrity of the ra4 1 locus (Diploid repair).. These authors 
also demonstrated' that UIE in Stationary phase wild-type haploids 
could be Inhibited by the presence of caffeine, while the recovery 
( 
displayed by homozygous r&d13 strains was not significantly 
altered. Similarly the dose-modifying LHR shown by the budding 
population of wild-type log phase haploid cultures was not 
significantly changed by the presence of caffeine during the 
liquid holding period. Thus from their data, MOUSTACCHI and : 
ITFBIC (1970) appear to have demonstrated the existence of two 
mschanl ma whereby Lilt may occur, which can be separated on the 
basis of cell stage, ploi4, dose-modification characteristics, 
and sensitivity to the effects of caffeine.. For the purposes of 
distinguishing between these two liquid holding mechanisms, 
caffeine's mode of action is not important. However the fact 
that caffeine inhibits the excision dependent LIlK shown by 
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stationary phase haploid cells is in general agreement with the 
bacterial situation where caffeine inhibits excision-repair. 
(szncw and CARRIflt, 1968). 
Additional evidence pointing towards the, existence of 
two liquid holding recovery mechanisms comes from experiments in 
which the kinetics of liquid holding recovery were examined. 
MOUST&CO& and ENTERIC (1970) demonstrated that the dose-modifying 
recovery observed in log phase haploid cultures occurred at a 
lower rate than the non-dose-modifying recovery seen in stationary 
phase cultures and the non-budding population of log phase cells. 
It has also been observed in this laboratory that the presence of 
glucose in liquid holding medium does not increase the rate of 
recovery in diploid cells in contrast to the situation found in 
stationary phase haploids (KTtRRY and WEINHARDT, Unpublished). 
On balance then, the evidence clearly points to the 
existence of two liquid holding recovery mechanismsj one of which 
does not require excision-repair capacity. This conclusion is 
not in accord with the results obtained by WATERS and PARRY (1973). 
It is possible to consider the rad 3 as a àpecia]. case. In some 
respects rad 3 alleles do not behave in the same way as their 
fellow excision-deficient alleles at the r&d 1, r&d 2 and rail 4 
loci. The most notable feature of red 3 alleles which 
distinguishes them from alleles at the other three loci has already 
been mentioned. In haploid r&d 3 mutant strains which show rat, 
photoreactivation is retained. Red 3 alleles also differ from 
mutants at the other loci in their interaction with the X-ray 
sensitive mutant red 50-1 (GAME and COX, 1913). There are 
therefore reasons for not considering rail 3 alleles as simply 
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'excision less' but rather as having several pleiotropic effects, 
being involved in excision-repair, liquid holding recovery In 
diploids and loss of photoreactivability. Considering the red 3 
alleles to be atypical simplifies interpretation of liquid holding 
data since it abolishes the need to involve excision-repair in 
diploid LUR. Apart from this being in line with the conclusion 
drawn by MOUSTACCHI and ENTERIC (1970) it also allows . liquid 
holding recovery in diploids after DV and I-irradiation to be 
interpreted in similar terms. This could not be done if excision-
repair were involved since little evidence exists for the 
involvement of the excision process in the repair, of damage 
Induced by ionising radiation either in haploids or diploids. 
Evidence that recovery . from UT and I-irradiation should be considered 
in the ,same terms comes from the study by PATRICK and R4INFS . (19). 
They demonstrated that LEE for each type of radiation damage 
responds in the same way to various changes in environmental 
conditions during the holding period. For example, the 
kinetics, .temperature dependence, pH dependence and oxygen 
dependence of liquid holding recovery is the same for both DV 
and I-irradiated cells. Both are Inhibited by the ingredients 
of complex media and by metabolic Inhibitors. While these 
findings do not prove the point, they certainly 8uggeat a common 
mechanism for the repair of UT and X-ray induced damage. 
To return ' to the original question, i.e • should repair-
resistance and liquid holding recovery be considered as different 
aspects of the same process, it would appear from 'all the 
evidence that since repair-resistance appears essential37 ittical 
in both haploid and diploid wild-type strains, while liquid 
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holding recovery is achieved by different mechanisms, any 
causal relationship between repair-resistance and 1icid 
holding recovery must remain in some doubt. 
PATRICK and H&XNES (1968) concluded that during liquid 
holding initial steps of repair occurred which changed the physical 
state of the DNA. This change they concluded must be the same 
irrespective of the typo of radiation, and must be such that the 
cells were rendered simultaneously more resistant to DV and 
slightly more sensitive to X-rays 	I have argued that the 
evidence does not in fact suggest a correlation between 
'repair-resistance' and 'repair' rnan4 feat as liquid holding 
recovery. Any proposed model for repair-resistance must at this 
stage be highly speculative. (be point however which may be 
worth considering is that if repair-resistance is not in fact a 
manifestation of - repair s it could conceivably represents, change 
in target size. For example, localised changes in the 
chromosome structure in the region of pyrimidine diners and X-ray 
induced damage,. might render neighbouring t)qmine-th'mine pairs 
non-dimerisable. Such alterations would not be expected to 
effect the target size for ionising radiation to any great extent 
by virtue of its mode of action • While this might explain the 
observed change in exponential slope in 'v experiments and those 
of PATRICK and R&XN (1968) it yields no information on. the 
reintroduction of the Shoulder into the survival curves for 
pre-treated cultures, nor indeed on the complete change in 
survival characteristics observed by PARRY and PARRY (1972). 
It is perhaps not an understatement to conclude that repair-
resistance is a complicated physiological problem to which no 
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simple answer exists. 
One constructive point can be made concerning the 
Parry model as it applies to the effect of liquid holding on 
haploid survival. The reduction in viability during liquid 
holding seen in excision-deficient mutants does suggest that 
a further limitation is being imposed on the repair capacity of 
these atrains • The evidence I have presented does not however. 
support the view that this limitation arises from the decay of 
the repair enzymes involved. Consideration of the dose 
modifying characteristics for haploid liquid holding effects may 
help to solve this particular problem. It was noted earlier in the 
chapter that for a strain which displayed a negative liquid 
holding effect, the slope of the exponential portion of the 
survival curve was unaffected by liquid holding treatment. Thus 
the sensitivity of a surviving population derived from the 
exponential region, as defined by the effect on survival of 
subsequent dose increments, is the same both before and after 
liquid holding. Therefore, since in my experiments liquid 
holding treatments were performed on samples derived from the 
exponential region of the survival curve, no change in the 
sensitivity of the rad1 1 strain, to. a. second irradiation is 
expected, and none was observed. On the same basis, no change 
in sensitivity is expected in wild-type strains following 
liquid holding recovery, unless liquid holding treatment moves 
a sample taken from an exponential . portion into the shoulder 
portion. The observation of repair resistance in therefore 
unexpected. 
To say that the sensitivity of two populations is the 
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same when their survival levels may differ by a factor of ten may 
seem illogical. The difference in survival in fact arises, from 
a difference in sensitivity at low doses, on the 'shoulder portion 
of the curve. This illustrates a fundamental property of 
sampled populations, which is that the survival level obtained for 
an irradiated sample is not associated with the sensitivity of that 
sample, but with the range of sensitivities Seen in the survival 
curve. See Figure L&O. This is perhaps an obvious point but its 
appreciation may be important in understanding liquid holding 
responses. What in fact do we mean by saying that the survival 
level, reflects the survival level reflects the survival curve 
rather than the sensitivity of the sample? The simplest 
explanation is that not all cells in an irradiated sample have 
received the same dose, in terms of potential lethal hits'. Now 
If the sensitivity of a cell is dependent on the number of 
potential lethal hits it has received, as one would deduce from 
the shoulder in survival, curves, then it follows that any irradiated 
sample contains cells responding to different levels of damage 
with different sensitivities. Going back to liquid holding, it 
seems reasonable to conclude that its effect is limited to a 
fraction of the population, in particular that fraction which has 
received the smallest number of potential lethal hits and therefore 
Is least sensitive. The fact that survival curves possess a 
shoulder followed by an exponential portion indicates that there 
is a dose at which the sensitivity of the population has reached 
a maximal value, In other words the increase in sensitivity with 
increasing dose reaches a limit. It is therefore possible to 
imagine liquid holding as a change in this limit. 
Figure 40. 	The relationship between survival and sensitivity. 
Cell populations sanled at points A and B have 
the same sensitivity, as defined by their 
response to subsequent treatment • Their 
survival levels however differ by a factor 
greater than a hundred. Clearly, this arises 
through differences in the rate of change of 
population sensitivity with increasing 
radiation or chemical dose, in the low dose 
range • Thus the survival level obtained for a 
cell population after any particular dose is 
dependent not upon the sensitivity of that 
samples but upon the relationship between dose 
and population sensitivity seen in the low dose 
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In E. coil B, liquid holding can increase the growth 
and division delay induced by far UV (JAaGflt, WISE and STAFFORD, 
1964; AIP&t and GILLIFS, 19 60). These finding by Jagger et al 
together with the observation that on various criteria liquid 
holding recovery and photoprotection showed a complete overlap, 
led these authors to propose that the essential effects of 
liquid holding treatment and photoprotection were the same., i.e. 
both treatments induced a division delay, which they suggested 
might permit more time for the operation of intracellular ropair 
mechanisms. As a general model for the effects of liquid holding 
treatments this hypothesis appears to have much to commend it. 
Particularly appealing is its inherent flexibility. Although 
when the model was proposed the authors considered liquid 
holding recovery to result from an increase in the time available 
for repair, the variation in the t'pee of liquid holding response 
shown by different organisms or different strains of the same 
organism could be considered simply to reflect differences in the 
way particular strains responded to an increased division delay. 
Thus, while the essential effect of liquid holding would be the 
same in an instances, the way in . which this effect was translated 
into an effect on survival could be different in individual 
cases. This, infáct, brings us back to a point made earlier in 
Chapter Five. With but a single scorable parameter available 
(survival) it is very difficult to make any firm decisions 
concerning the interacting systems responsible for a particular 
level of survival. Nowhere does this appear more true than In 
the case of liquid holding responses. 
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V. Summary 
Liquid holding of U? Or X-irradiated haploid or diploid 
wild-type strains of S • cerevisiae has previously been shown to 
result in increased resistance to subsequent U? irradiation (but 
not to X-irradiation). This phenomenon we know as repair. 
resistance. These observations have been explained, by PARRY and 
PARRY (1972) as the result of loss, during liquid holding, of an 
error-prone repair capacity balanced by an increase in the 
capacity of the error-free excision, system. The subsequent. 
increase in fidelity of repair was considered to explain both LUll 
and repair-resistance. A prediction of this model would appear 
to be that excision-deficient mutants should show a decline in 
viability during liquid ho3tng after UV-irradiation and should be 
more sensitive to subsequent. 1W-irradiation. This prediction has 
ben tested using the rad.1 1 strain. The affects of liquid 
holding on the sensitivity of wild-type and uxs6 strains were also  
examined. It was noted that the way repair-resistance is 
expressed appears to vary considerably between laboratories. 
In rW case, increased resistance to liv is seen as a 
re-introduction of a shoulder into the survival curve and a 
decrease in the exponential slope. H In the case of PARRY and 
PARRY (1972) repair-resistance ,nan4 fests Itself as a 'tail' at 
relatively low doses. 
It was previously noted that the liquid holding response 
of wild-type strains could vary, occasionally a decline in 
viability being observed. (be such occasion was encountered 
during the series of experiments in which repair-resistance in 
the wild-type strain was being examined. Surprisingly, it was 
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found that repair-resistance was manifest in the same way as for 
cases where IS occurred. Thus it seems that LEt is not a 
prerequisite for the observation of repair-resistance. 
In the rad 1 strain, liquid holding treatment was found 
to have no effect on sensitivity to further irradiation. No 
re-introduction of the shoulder occurred and the exponential 
slope was unchanged. The prediction of the Parry model does not 
therefore appear to be fulfilled. 
Liquid holding treatment was found to alter the 
sensitivity of uxs6 strains to subsequ t irradiation with 1W. 
However, this change could not really be considered to be towards 
increased resistance • The particular uxs6 isolate used possessed 
a U'! survival curve characterised by a continuously decreasing 
slope, i.e. sensitivity decreased continuously with dose.. The 
effect of liquid holding was to return the irradiated saziple. to 
the sensitivity of unlrradiated cultures. Thus after liquid 
holding, irradiated suspensions became more sensitive. It was 
observed that for subsequent irradiation the rate of change . of 
slope was increased compared with the control culture. No 
obvious explanation for the effect of liquid holding in this 
strain could be found. 
Parry seeks to explain IS and repair-resistance in 
haploid. and diploid strains on a single model. This appears an 
over-simplification in the light of the evidence.. Evidence was 
reviewed which indicates that LEt in haploid and . diploid strains 
is in fact achieved by different mechanisms. In particular it 
was noted that the dose modification characteristics are quite 
different for haploid and diploid Lint and that alleles which block 
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excision repair in haploid strains do not necessarily prevent LULl 
In diploids. The case of r&d 3 alleles which appear to block both 
processes was noted, and it was proposed that for various reasons 
the red 3. alleles should not be considered as typical excision-
deficient mutants. Therefore, since UIR is achieved by 
different mechanisms in . haplold and diploid strains, while from 
the available evidence repair-resistance is similar in strains of 
either ploi, it was concluded that a . causal relationship between 
lifE and repair-resistance is far from proved. 
Reconsideration of the dose-modifying characteristics 
for the negative liquid holding effect in haploid excisióá, 
deficient strains led to the conclusion that in fact no increase 
in sensitivity towards subsequent irradiation should be expected. 
The observed results with the rad1  strain were therefore in 
agreement with this expectation. . Similarly, for wild-type cells 
sampled from the exponential portion of survival curves, no 
decrease in sensitivity can be expected. Since repair resistance 
is shown by such populations this again suggests that LIfE and 
repair-resistance are not simply different msni festations of the 
same effect. PIMUy, a model put forward by JAGG, WISE and 
STAFFORD (1964) proposing that the essential effect of liquid 
holding treatment was to produce a growth and division delay was 
briefly discussed. 
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In E. coli most mutations which result In UV-aensitivitq 
as a consequence of interference with a repair process also affect 
UV-mutability. For a review see WITKIN (1969). For example, In 
excision-deficient. strains, the yield of UV-induced reversions to 
prototrophy at a particular dose is increased compared with wild-
type strains. In contrast, strains carrying the recA mutation 
have been found to be non-mutable with ultra-violet, as have 
ezrA (in E. con B) and lex (In E. coli K-U) strains. Genetic 
evidence indicates that the ezrA and lax loci are identical 
MOUNT, LW and ELCESTW, 1972; WITEIN and GEORGE,* 1973). The 
original belief that mutations arose during, the recombination. 
process no longer appears to be true. Rather, it seems likely 
that a substrate produced by the pro-recombination stages of post-
replicative repair can be utilised by the system responsible for 
the production of mutations. Thus it is possible to find 
decreased recombination frequencies without a correlated 
reduction in fly-mutability (TltTt  and NESTMANN (1972; 1973). 
The exrA gene product appears to be a bifunctional enzyme involved 
In both processes (BRIDGES, 1973). 
A possible analogy between reck and the asó mutation 
has already been suggested. Clearly it is of interest to 
determine whether or not the similarity between uxs6 and alleles 
at the reck locus extends to an effect on fly-mutability. A 
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comparison of UT-induced, reversion of the ar 17 allele in wild- 4 . 
type and uxs6 strains is shown in Figure JS2. It is immediately 
clear that the large UT-induction of reversions at high levels of 
survival in the wild-type strain is lacking in strains carrying 
the uxsó allele • Whereas in the wild-type, at 50 survival, 
mutations are induced at a frequency of 100 per 106  survivors, 
in the uxsó strain. Induced mutation frequency does not rise above 
g per 106  sutvivora • in this respect, the uxs6 allele appears 
to be an anti-mutator. Variation was found between experiments, 
but was insufficient to mask the qualitative difference between 
irs.s6 and wild-type strains. The &t% plotted as in Figure 
indicates that in the uxs6 strain the proportions of lethal and 
mutagenic damage induced by UT is changed compared with wild-type 
strains. The proportion of mutagenic damage is greatly reduced. 
Thus, comparing wild-type and uxs6 strains at equivalent survival, 
many fewer mutations are seen in the uxs6 strain. UV-induced 
reversion of the ar 17 allele has also been examined . in the 
rad iuxs6 strain. Cumulative data era several experiments are 
shown in Figure 42 where comparison is made between the uxs6 
and red1 1uxs6 strains. Clearly the proportions of lethal and 
mutagenic damage repaired are the seine in both strains • One can, 
therefore, conclude that the excision-repair system in yeast is 
not a source of imitations, at least in the reversion system used 
here • This conclusion is in line with unpublished observations 
made in this laboratory that at the same level of survival UT is 
equally efficient in the production of mutations in wild-type and 
rad1 strains. 	. . 
LEMWTT (1973i) selected directly for strains shbtiing 
S 
Figure hi. 	Comparison of UV-Induced reversion of the 
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reduced UV-induced reversion of the arg4 17 allele. Five 
mutant strains representing three loci were obtained. Mutations 
at each of these loci in addition to reducing the frequency of 
UV-induced reversion in haploid strains also resulted in sensitivity 
to inactivation with both UV and ionising radiation. Synergistic 
Interactions between these alleles and the excision-deficient 
mutant red 2 .16  were observed with respect to UV-sensitivity 
(LPI(ONTT, 1971b). The available information therefore suggests 
that in haploid yeast, reversion to prototroplv arises as a 
result of repair by the non-excision system. L!M(2(TI (1971a) was 
able to produce diploids homozygous for the 'reversionless' 
mutants and subsequently demonstrated that UV-induced reversion in 
diploids was also dependent upon the wild-type alleles at the 
three loci concerned. There is therefore no evidence at the 
• moment to suggest that the induction of mutations by 1W occurs 
• via different mechanisms in haploid and diploid strains.. 
The effects of liquid holding treatment on the frequency 
of UV-induced reversion has not been extensively studied. There 
are however a few observations which are worthy of mention. 
RLSNICK (1969b) observed a decline in the frequency of reversions 
• during liquid holding recovery in the haploid UV-sensitive strain 
tad216. If one makes the assurtic*i that this mutant is 'leaky', 
the observation is in agreement with the view that LBR in haploid 
strains reflects excision-repair and that mutations are produced 
as a result of repair by the non-excision system. In diploid 
wild-type strains,. PARRY and PARRY (1972) observed a slight 
• decline in the frequency of mutations after liquid holding 
treatment. It should however be noted that the frequency of 
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mutations dropped by less than a factor of two, while survival 
Increased by more than a factor of ten. The absolute number 
of reversions must therefore have increased during liquid holding s  
but not to the same extent as did survival. This observation 
does not necessarily warrant Parry's conclusion that LHR in 
diploids is the result of repair exclusively by the mutation-free 
excision-repair system. If, as seems likely in yeast, mutations 
arise during the course of repair after plating, then if during 
liquid holding treatment the mutation-prone system declines in 
capacity by whatever means, on subsequent plating a complete 
absence of mutations, or at the very least a considerable 
reduction in both absolute numbers and frequency of mutations, 
is expected compared with plating Immediately after irradiation. 
Nor, do Parry's data 'fit the hypothesis that UIR results from an 
increase , in the capacity of an .error.prone repair mechanism. 
If this were the case one would predict an increase in both 
absolute numbers and frequency of mutations after liquid holding. 
A possible way of overcoming this difficulty might be to propose 
that repair by the error-prone system is less error-prone after 
liquid holding than on direct plating. Thus an. increase in the 
extent of repair by the non-excision system would tend to increase 
while the decrease in the extent of error-proneness would tend 
to decrease the frequency. The net result of such a situation 
might be an increase in absolute numbers but a. decrease in 
frequency of reversions • It is interesting to note that in 
E. coli physiological conditions have been found which can modify 
the mutaguiic activity of the exrA gene product without 
affecting its repair capacity. (BRIDGES, 1973). There is of 
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course no evidence that the non-excision pathway is involved in 
diploid LUlL. However, since the excision process is apparently 
not involved, the non-excision system, as defined by mutants with 
the uxs phenotype, would seem a logical, candidate for this role. 
Because of the difficulty in producing diploids honozygous for 
the uxsó allele, I have been unable to test this possibility. It 
should perhaps be pointed out that in this laboratory liquid 
holding treatment has consistently been found to result in an 
increase both of the absolute number and frequency of reversions 
In diploid strains (KILBZY and WIPI4HA1WT, Unpublished observations). 
In view of the relationship between recombination and 
mutability seen in Z. col&, it is of interest to determine the 
effect on genetic recombination of those mutant alleles responsible 
for reduced UV.ctab&lity. Such a study has been carried out by 
LE2fl4TT .(1971c) who observed that none of the 'reversionless' 
strains were deficient in mitotic intra or intergenic 
recombination induced either with UT or i-irradiation. The 
conclusion was therefore drawn that mitotic recombination 
although induced by UV damctge was not correlated with UT 
mutágenesis. As far as the ws6 mutation is concerned, no data 
Is available regain its effect on radiation induced mitotic 
recombination. However, very 'li'tted data to be described in 
Appendix One indicates that meiotic recombination can occur in a 
diploid homozygous for the uxs6 allele,. 
If recombination does not play a vita], role in 1W-
tmitagenesis, the question one must ask is: Is recombination 
involved in repair? The answer may come from a , study of repair- 
capacity in strains selected on the basis of their inability to 
undergo radiation-induced intragenic recombination. (RODARTE-
RAfli, 1972; RODAItTE-RAMON and MORTE4&t, :1972)..... . Of seven intents: 
selected on this basis, two were sensitive to I-rays, one was 
sensitive to both liv and X-rays while four were not sensitive to 
either radiation. None of these intents affected radiation-
induced intergenic recombination, a finding which supports the 
hypothesis put forward by PARRY and PARRY (1972) that radiation-
induced intra- and intergenic recombination occurs via different 
mechanisms. On the other bad BURST, FWEL and HORTIt (1972) 
concluded that all recombination could be accounted for on the 
basis of intragenic recombination. Even it ail recombination 
does occur by a single mechanism it is possible that 
differences might be found between intra and intergenic 
recombination since In the former case one is selecting 'for 
hybrid DNA involving one site and ending between the two sites 
Involved, while in the later case neither site need be involved 
as long as a hybrid region associated with a cross-over event 
Iles somewhere between them. Thus it is conceivable that an 
apparent distinction between intra- and intergénic recombination 
might be an artifact of the distances between the markers involved. 
No mechanism which could generate such an artifact comes to mind 
but it is interesting to note that BUNNABLE and 001 (1971) could 
find no distinction between intragenic recombination at the try 5. 
locus and thtergenic recombination between the ends of tQ) his 14 
operon. One thing is clear, and that is that at the moment it 
would be unwise to be too dogmatic about the involvement of 
recombination in repair. It must be pointed out that the finding 
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of one mutant which is both UV and X-ray sensitive in addition to 
being deficient In radiation-induced intra.genic recombination is 
certainly not sufficient evidence for a recombination-mediated 
repair mechanism. It may only infer the involvement of a 
particular enzyme at some stage In the two processes. 
Summary 
Evidence was produced which Indicates that UV-induced 
reversion In yeast occurs as a consequence of repair by the non-
excision system. The uxs6 strain was found to display a greatly 
reduced frequency of reversion for the arg4.17  allele. This is 
it complete agreement with the finding by LEMONT? (1971a) that 
mutants selected on the basis of non-UT-revertability of the 
allele were at the same time UV and X-ray sensitive. The 
evidence relating recombination to mutability and repair was 
briefly reviewed. It was concluded that no evidence exists for 
the involvement of recombination In the production of 
mutations. This is therefore more or less in line with current 
thinking in B. coli. It was also concluded that the involvement 
of recombination in repair is as yet far from proved, 
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One theme has emerged from the preceding chapters; 
the extent to which radiation responses may vary twder the 
influence of genetic background and environmental influences.. 
In reviewing some . of the major findings of this thesis in this 
short final chapter I should like also to consider, the ways in 
Which the presence at such variation might influence the models 
one might 'propose in atteapting to explain recovery from 
Inactivating treatments. 	. 	. 	. 
In Chapter Four, quantitative variation was found 
between isolates carrying the UK56 allele but not between Isolates 
canting the rsd1 allele either by itself or in conjunction with 
the uxe6 allele. The conclusion was drawn that the excision. 
repair mechanism was Inherently sensitive to modification both by 
background genetic and environmental  influences, while the system 
in which the uxs6 matant is Involved was insensitive. 
Nevertheless a qualitative change, as distinct from a quantitative 
variation, was seen in the UV response of the red1 , strain, a 
change which the evidence suggested was brought, about under. 
environmental  influence. Staple bacterial repair models do not 
predict the existence of . such variability, nor are they of great 
help in interpreting the observations • While the influence of 
plating media on radiation responses (seen as minimal medium 
recovery) can be partly explained an these models, they give no 
hint as to the nature of the parameters capable of modification. 
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To be fair, it should be pointed out that this is essentially. 
because the exciston/pQst-replicative model is primarily concerned 
with the nature of the enzymatic steps. involved in etlmnr. 
excision and the recombination-mediated repair process, rather 
than the factors which exert coarse and fine control over these 
activities • These models are therefore in-quipped to deal 
with information relating to what one might call the physiology 
of repair processes. Even photoreaotivàbility and its decline 
during liquid holding s hitherto an apparently simple phenomenon 
readily explained on the basis of presence or absence of 
tlwmine diners in the DNA, has been found to be considerably 
more complicated. A decline in photoreactivability has been 
demonstrated in the r4ç 1 strain, a strain known to be incpable 
of lUnAr excision, and in the double mutant red1 1wcs6 strain 
UV-induced damage was found to be non-photoreactivable after 
irradiation in the presence of glucose. Similarly, variation 
in the photoreactivability of wcs6 isolates was found not to 
agree with the prediction that, the most sensitive uxs6 isolates 
should have the highest degree of photoreactivabfltty and floe 
versa. ' i:hava proposed as a possible explanation of these: 
observations that the localised conditions nay influence the 
degree to which thymine diners can be photoreactivated. . The 
may not be the correct explanation; however, any model which 
claims to encompass all the facets of photoreactivation now has 
this unknown additional variable with which to deal., , If this 
should prove to be a quantitative variable, and one which cannot 
readily be measured, then pizotoreactivability will have lost 
much of its significance except as a qualitative measurement. 
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It is perhaps in the explanation of the results of 
liquid holding treatments that siuple bacterial models are most 
obviously inadequate when applied to S. cerevisiae. The point 
has been made that in yeast, a haploid wild-type Strain may show 
liquid holding recovery to a variety of extents, and, can even 
display a decline in viability during liquid holding. In 
S. pømbe the hid-type strain characteristically declines in 
viability while an excision-deficient normally shows liquid 
holding recovery. Here again the extent to which wW effect 
of liquid holding on viability to seen can be modified by 
background genetic influences. Thus, it is not a general rule 
that excision-sufficient strains show liquid holding recovery. 
The correlation noted by HARM and HNNt (1968) that the kind 
of liquid holding response shown tended to depend on the relative 
UV-sensitivity of the organism (i.e. that organisms which were 
• 	
. relatively resistant tended to show a decline in viability while. 
the more sensitive organism showed liquid holding recovery) 
• seems a particular case of the well known principle that the 
better adjusted a system is, the less . likely it is to be 
improved by interfering with it.' Clearly a principle of this 
nature applied to repair systems is not going to have a simple 
explanation, but the first requirement is that any hypothesis be 
flexible. Flexibility, as distinct from vagueness,, may be best 
introduced into a model by the addition of . quantitative 
variables. Indeed there are some aspects of radiation biology 
which cannot be understood except in terms of continuously 
varying parameters, e.g. the existence of a shoulder in survival 
our 	at low UV doses. The shoulder in effect:reflects dose 
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dose dependent quantitative variation in the sensitivity of 
irradiated suspensions, with a threshold at higher doses. 
Since in haploid S. cereflsia, post-irradiation treatments 
frequently exert their influence on the shoulder portion of the 
survival curve, no real understanding of their effects can be 
achieved until more information concerning the nature of the 
shoulder is obtained. Similarly, the reintroduction of a 
shoulder associated with repair-resistance in wild-type strains 
at the moment defies explanation in terms of repair mechanisms. 
There is in fact considerable evidence to suggest that the answer 
to liquid holding treatments lies not in repair processes but 
rather with general cell metabolism (AIPER and GItLI, 1960; 
ALPt and HODGXINS, 169 RUDE and ALPFJI, 1972). Although, 
In the final analysts, whether or not a radiation induced 
lesion becomes a lethal event depends upon repair, nevertheless 
it appears to be the relationship between growth and repair that 
determines any radiation response"Given that - the extent to 
which radiation induced damage interferes with cellular 
metabolism will depend at least to some degree on the level of 
damage and on the extent to which damage is removed before or ,  
after plating, it is clear that particular environmental 
conditions need not have the same influence on strains of 
different repair -capacities. A. full understanding of radiation 
responses must therefore depend upon a knowledge of those 
metabolic factors of prime importance in controlling repair 
capacities. Information of this nature will not come from a 
study of 117-sensitive mutants and the effects of liquid holding 
post-treatments. What is required is a study of such features 
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as, rates of DNA, MA and protein synthesis and the influence 
of environmental conditions upon themj and the energy require-
merits of repair processes together with the effects of 
environmental factors on the energy levels available in the call. 
If it is decided that the rewards information of this nature gives 
are not worth the effort involved in obtaining it, then one must 
simply admit that the repair models currently available are 




In Chapter Three, the meiotic products derived. from 
diploid 7001 (a cross between 1138-6 and z19-15D &Al,. arg417 
leul.12 were found to segregate in an aberrant manner. The 
finding of normal segregation in diploid 7011, in which the 
same radiation sensitive markers were segregating, rules out any 
direct connection between the uxs6 allele and the . aberrant 
behaviour • This phenomenon therefore falls outside the strict 
limits of this thesis. Nevertheless, the observation, is so 
striking that it was felt at least a preliminary investigation 
was required. For reasons which will become apparent this 
investigation has been severely handicapped, and little progress 
has in fact been made. 	 . . 
i) The observation of aberrant segregation. 
The tetrad data Originally described in Chapter Three 
are for convenience repeated overleaf In Table ('n. Apart from 
the ectraor4nary degree of non-Mendelian segregation, two 
Important points stand outs 
a) taking the data as a whole, the segregation at each locus. 
is 1 wild-tvpes 3. mutant. The precise data ares-. 
TETRAD AT) ARG . LEU R&D IJXS TETRAD AD ARG TEl BAD UXS 
+ 4- - - + 7-1 - - - - - 
1-2 - - - + - 7-2 + - + + 
1-3 - - + + - 7-3 + + + - + 
1-4 - - + - + 744 - - -v + 
2-1. + + - + + 8-1 - .+ - 
2-2 - - - + - 8-2 ± + - + 
2-3 + - + _ - 8-3 + + - 
2-4 - - + - •+ 8-4 - - + + 
3-1 + - - + + 9-1 - - - - + 
3-2 + - + - - 9-2 - + +.+ - 
3..3 - - + + + 9_3 - 	. - + - + 
3-4 - - - + + 9-4 + + + - + 
4-1 - - + + - 101 + + + - + 
4-2 - + - - + 10-2 - + + + .+ 
4-3 - - + - 
4-4 - - + - .+ 10-4 + - -. +. - 
5-1 - + - + + 11-1 + - + - + 
5-2 + - 4- + - 11-2 - + - + + 
5-3 - - - - + 11-3 + + + + - 
5-4 - + - - +. fl-b + - - - - 
6-1 - + - + - 
6-2 + - + - - 
6-3 + + - + .+• 
6-h + + - + + 
TABLE II. Marker segregation from Diploid 7001 including 
auxotrophic and IN-sensitive markers. 
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Al) locust- 	19 wild-types 25 mutant. 
MW locust- 	18 wild-types 26 mutant. 
LEU locus:- 	22 wild-type; 22 mutant. 
MD1 locust- 	22 wild-types 22 mutant. 
1)18 locus;- 	.25 wild-types 19 mutant. 




 segregations may. be  
observed. 
These two facts would appear to :rule out any of the 
obvious chromosomal aberrations as the basis for aberrant 
segregation. For example, were spores derived from diploid 
7001 aneuplotd, an excess of wild-types would be expected. 
Similarly, It diploid 7001 were in fact po)'pioid, this situation 
would be detected by an excess of non-mutant spores and by the 
existence of spores capable of .aporula.tion. None of the 
ascospore clones derived from diploid 7001 were found to 
sporulate. Non-disjunction is ruled out, again on the basis of 
the equal number of mutant and Don-mutant spores. Mitotic 
recombinatiozi, and the existence of iml4nteed suppressors may also 
be ruled out as a cause of non-Mendelian segregation on the basis 
of the observed segregation patterns. By a process of 
eflnr1nation one is therefore led to conclude gene conversion as 
the Likely cause of the observed aberrant behaviour. The 
observed frequencies of 3 4 sf and l 'sf asci are In agreement 
with the observation that in S. cerevisiae these ascus types are 
equally freiuent amongst gene conversion asci. (FOGEL and 
MORflNflt, 1971). It must however be pointed out that the 
frequency iqith which gene conversion asci normaijy ,  arise is very, 
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small compared with the frequency of aberrant asci derived from 
diploid 7001. A feature which might distinguish gene 
conversion from chromosomal aberrations as a cause of non-
Mendelian segregation is the behaviour at meiosis of two closely 
linked heterozygous sites • While chrctosane iberrations are 
likely to affect closely linked markers simultaneously and in the 
same way, gene conversion may occur at one, but not it the other, 
of two adjacent sites. Accordingly, the U38-6 strain was 
crossed to a strain carrying mutations at the his 8 and set 1 
loci, closely linked loci. on Fragment 1 of the S. cerevisise 
genoma (RAWTHBNE and MORTIMilI, 1968).. The diploid was. 
produced on minimal medium using the UV-sensitivity of the U8S-6 
parent as a forcing marker. From 20 dissected asci, 5 complete 
tetrads were obtained. The segregation of UV-senaitive markers 
was not determined, but on the basis of growth rate the uxs6 
allele segregated 2s2 in all 5 asci. Similarly, the ser 1 
allele shared nonna]. segregation. However, for the his 8 allele, 
3 asci showed 2:2 segregation, one showed a 3+:l_ segregation, 
and one a 1 ' 33' segregation. Two points emerge from this 
linti tad data. Firstly, the frequency 4th which aberrant asci 
are found is considerably reduced compared with diploid 7001, 
and secondly, the his 8 allele is seen to 'convert' without 
of the set 1 allele. In this respect the 
data is in agreement with the tentative conclusion that the 
source of aberrant tetrads is indeed meiotic gene conversion. 
Ii. The genetic basis of aberrant . behavior. 
If aberrant segregation is the result of a nuclear 
mutation, then this . mutation must be dominant. . As far as the 
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origin of such a mutation is concerned, several possibilities 
exist. It could have arisen in the IJSS-6 strain independently 
of the uxs6 mutation, or it could be a dominant pleiotropit 
effect of either the rad1 àr ux86 mutations. Nor can it be 
ruled out that the imitation already existed in the Z149-]$D 
multiply auxotrophic strain. These possibilities have been 
investigated in a series of crosses. In the first of these, 
the Z149-151) strain (ad3. erg4 17  1eu,1  12 was crossed with a 
rad. .1  ad2 1  strain. From 8 dissected asci, 5 complete tetrads 
were obtained In which an segregations were normal With the 
exception of one tetrad in which the erg417 marker segregated 
i;f. Gi the basis of these results, a danSant pleiotropiC 
effect of the raç 1 allele, and a 4tn4nAnt mutation carried by 
the Z119-15D strain can be ruled out as possible explanations 
of the aberrant segregation seer among the metotic products of 
• diploid 7001. The subsequent analysis of diploid iOn 
S.1 ra&J  1  x arg4 uxs6) described in Chapter Three led 
to the same conclusion regarding the rad11 allele and extended 
it to include the ns6 mutation. If a dominant mutation is the  
cause of aberrant segregation from diploid 7001 and the uss-61 
hisS sen. diploid, it should itself segregate from these  
diploids. Crosses were therefore made in an attempt to detect 
such a mutant. Initial crosses were set up using the members of 
tetrad 4 derived from the U3S-641e8 earl diploid. The genotypes 
of the four aecospore clones were as tonowa:. 
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it-i 	 - 	 -- 	+ 	- 
4-2 	 - 	+ 	- 	+ 
It-) 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
4-4 	 + 	+ 	+ 	+ 
Diploids were readily formed between the first three members 
of the tetrad and an ad2 .0 strain available in both mating-
types. However, no method existed of selecting diploids 
produced with the fourth member, since it was prototrophic 
and had wild-type UV-seneitivity. Attempts were therefore 
made to produce diploids by rnicrcwan1pulating cells of the 
parental types into close proximity on Xfl medium. Regrettably 
these .attempts failed. Of the remaining three diploids, two 
failed to produce any complete tetrads after ascus dissection, 
presumably due to the presence of the uxs6 mutation. Attempts 
to Analyse this tetrad were therefore abandoned, but not before 
the remaining diploid had been dissected and analysed and found 
to show no evidence for aberrant segregation on the basis of 
2*2 Segregation for the ad 2.0  allele as detected by the red 
colour produced by mutant clones. Attention was therefore 
focused on tet,rad, 2 of the USS-6/hisO sorl cross, whose 
constitution was as follows. 
Isolate 	HIS 	SM 	BAD 	•UxS 
2-1 	- 	- 	+ 	+ 
2-2 	 + 	 + 	- 




Diploids were readily formed between each member of the tetrad 
and the ad 20 strain (the VV-sensitivity of the prototrophic 
isolate being used as a forcing marker). Briefly, the results 
of genetic analyses performed on these diploids was as follows:. , 
From the first diploid, 12 tetrads were obtained in which 
segregation at the AD, HIS and SER loci was normal In all cases. 
From the second diploid,, sixteen tetrads were obtained in which 
segregation at the AD, SM and UXS tooL was again entirely 
normal. From the third diploid, 15 tetrads were obtained in 
which segregation was again normal with the . exception of a single 
segregation at the A0 locus. The UV-sensitive marker 
failed to segregate from . the cross presumably having been lost 
by mitotic exchange at en early stage after diploid formation. 
The fourth diploid gave good sporulation but from repeated ascus 
dissections no fun tetrads were obtained. The diploid 
therefore could not be analysed with respect to its segregation 
characteristics. It is therefore not possible from the data 
presented so far to conclude that aberrant segregation is not 
the result of a nuclear mutation. However, on statistical 
grounds it would seem unlikely. In a cross involving two 
members of an incomplete tetrad derived from diploid 7001, the 
details of which will be presented in later pages, no aberrant 
behaviour was found. Thus in all, seven isolates, taken from 
crosses showing aberrant segregation, have been used in 
subsequent crosses, all of which have segregated normally. 
These seven comprise 7001-5-2 (the uxs6 beating isolate used in 
the construction of diploid ion); one member of tetrad L 
derived from the USS-6/his8 serl diploSdj three members of 
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tetrad 2 derived from the same diploidg and two members of an 
incomplete tetrad derived from diploid 7001. The probability of 
not finding a dominant mutation responsible for aberrant 
segregation amongst these seven isolates cannot accurately be 
calculated, but clearly it is very low.. For this reason, in the 
absence of any evidence favouring genetic transmission of the 
character, the above approach was abandoned, and the conclusion 
reached that aberrant segregation was almost certainly not the 
result of a nuclear mutation. 	H 
MQUSTLCCHI, HOTTINGUP2t-de-MABGfltIE and FiBRE (1967) have 
reported an extreme form of aberrant segregation. However, 
unlike the pattern of segregation seen in diploid 7001, in their. 
case an excess of non-mutant phenotypes were generated during 
meiosis • An extensive analysis indicated that the ascospore 
clones produced were in fact partially diploid. 
MABGUtIE, 1967). Furthermore, the author was able to. demonstrate 
non-nuclear control of the aberrant behaviour. Ineuploid Fl 
clones during 'segetative growth lost chromosomes to become. 
haploid. When these Fl haploids were outcrossed, no evidence of 
abnormal segregation appeared. However, when Fl haploid clones 
from within an a.scus were crossed, the resulting diploid did behave 
in an aberrant manner. Since the experimental design ruled out 
simple recessive inheritance as an explanation, the  author 
proposed control over the aberrant behaviour by a. cytoplasmic 
component whose concentration required to be above a certain 
threshold before the aberrant behaviour was seen. In outcrosses 
this threshold was not reached, but in within ascus crQsSes it was 
exceeded, and aberrant segregation observed. . 
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In an attempt to test whether a similar mode of 
inheritance might exist for, aberrant segregation In my case s 
diploid 7031 was reaporulated to obtain fresh asci showing 
aberrant segregation. In contrast to previous experience with 
this diploid, sporulàtion frequency was high. From 110 dissected 
asci, 2 tetrads and 31 triplets were obtained. Amongst these, 
no evidence for aberrant segregation could be found. Three 
triplets showed 3:0 segregation at the AM-locus., but this 
could be accounted for by mitotic exchange 	Clearly the 
aberrant behaviour had been lost during storage of the diploid. 
(The. period of storage exceeded 12 months). Although the 
original tetrads derived from diploid 7001 had been discarded, 
several triplets isolated at the same time had by chance been 
retained. Within one of those triplets, two isolates existed 
with genotypes suitable for diploid fonizatiàn. . The diploid 
was therefore produced, sporulated and dissected. Despite the 
presence of the uxs6 allele segregating in the cross, 6 tetrads 
and II triplets were obtained. Analysis of auxotrophic 
requirements (AD, AM and LEU) indicated that the pattern of 
segregation was entirely normal, except for a 	segregation 
at the AM locus in one tetrad and a 3:0ff segregation at the 
same locus in one triplet. No conclusion regarding the 
tranamissability or mode of transmission of the character can 
therefore be made. No evidence, for its transmission through 
meiosis has been obtained. 
iii) Attempts to re-establish aberrant behaviour. 
It was noted that when the baa of the aberrant 
behaviour from diploid 7001 was observed, a groat improvement in 
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aporulaticca frequency was also detected. It is obviously 
impossible to demonstrate any causal connection between these 
two observations. However, in flew of the influence on genetic 
recombination in Neurospora crassa shown by agents capable of 
lowering Internal ATP pools (Wu)Nat, 1971) and the well 
established Inability of 'petite' diploids to .sporulate, it would 
seem a possibility that there might indeed be a connection. 
Although the 'petiteness' shown by the USS-6 strain was 
considered to be recessive non-nuclear, by virtue of the 'grands' 
phenotype of 21 clones., it remains a possibility that the 7001 
diploid did suffer from a partial respiratory defect, accounting 
for the low sporulation frequency. Attempts were therefore made 
to. reduce sporulation to a very low level by the  use of the 
metabolic Inhibitors dinitrophenol (EN?). and. sodium azide 
(NaN3 ) and examine segregation behaviour under these conditions. 
Because of the higher spore survival found in previous 
dissections of asci derived from diploid 7011, this diploid was 
used in preference to diploid 7001. Initial experiments were 
performed to determine the concentration of MP in sporulation 
medium (PA) required to reduce sporulátion to a low level. This 
was found to be. between 3 and 5 parts per million (ppm). DNP was 
added to molten PA medium as a 0.1% w/v solution made up In 
99.8%, Analpi-  ethanol. Concentrations of EN? greater than Sppm 
completely abolished sporulation. In one experiment, after 
sporulation in the presence of Spprn EN?, US asci were dissected. 
Sporulation frequency in this experiment was reduced to . about 
1$. From the asci dissected 21 tetrads and 17 triplets were 
obtained. Segregation at the AD, RAD1 and US loci. in each 
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tetrad was entirely normal. A further experiment was performed 
in which, NaN3 replaced DNP as the metabolic inhibitor. The 
reasons for this change were two-fold. PUGLISI and Z4NARO (1971) 
found that sporulation could be Inhibited by concentrations of 
erythrozqtin which did not affect respiration. It therefore is 
conceivable that the reduction in sporulation frecuency found with 
DNP was not produced by a reduction in energy levels but by some 
other unknown mechanism. PATRICK and R&TIThS (1964) found that 
liquid holding recovery in diploid yeast was fairly insensitive 
to DNP but very sensitive to both NaN3 and KCN. They give 
1 x 10 3M NaN3 as a non,letha3. concentration. This was found to 
completely abolish sporulation under my conditions. The 
concentration finally chosen to give reduced aporulation was 
4 a 10 -4X. In one experiment where Na25 at this concentration 
was incorporated into sporu].ation medium, diploid ton was 
dissected. Tetrad analysis data is only available for the. AD 
locus where in an tetrads segregation was nonnal, as Judged by 
the red colour produced by clones carrying the ad 2.1 allele. 
Experiments of the type involving DNP and Nat% are open 
to the criticism that a negative result has no meaning. One can 
always argue that the correct conditions were not achieved. For 
this reason, and since the aberrant segregation was peripheral to 
this thesis, no further attempts were made to re-establish the 
aberrant behaviour. 
Iv) Segregation in diploids homozygous for the uxs6 allele. 
In an earlier chapter, it was stated that following the 
sole successful attempt to form diploids hcmozygoui for the uxs6 
allele s the diploid obtained was aporul.ated and asous dissection 
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performed. From 16 asci dissected, 1 tetrad and 2 triplets 
were obtained. The analysis of auxotropbic marker segregation 
Is given below:- 
Tetrad 
1-2 	 + 
1-3. 	. 	- 	 + 
1-4 	 + 	 + 
2-1 	 •- . 	 + 
2-2  
2-3  
3-1 	 - - 
3-2 	. 	 . 	+ 
3-3 	 - 	 - 
Although the data is clearly limited, it does allow the conclusion 
that meiotic recombination can occur in diploids carrying the uxs6 
allele in the homazygous state, since tetrad 1 comes from a 
tetratype ascue. Similarly the three members of tetrad 2 would 
appear to come from a tetratype ascus if one assumes that the 
genotype of the fourth member would have fulfilled the 
prediction based on Mendelian segregation. 
Clearly the data adds nothing to the previous 
conclusion regarding aberrant segregation; (bly one conclusion 
is possible: No evidence exists for the trausv&asion of the 
character through meiosis. 
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Summary. By using the UV-sensitive yeast mutant twa-i (Nakai and Matsumoto, 1967) 
as starting material, a series of hypersensitive strains have been isolated. Two of these strains 
are described here. In addition to being hyper-LTV-sensitive, they are also sensitive to gamma 
radiation and one is sensitive to visible light; a characteristic which was first observed as an 
apparent failure to photoreactivate. Both strains are cytoplasmic petites. The value of this 
method of isolating strains winch have progressively lost their dispensible repair functions is 
discussed. 
Introduction 
Mutants of Saccharomyces cerevisiae which are sensitive to various chemical 
and physical agents have proved relatively simple to isolate (Cox and Parry, 
1968; Snow, 1967; Nakai and Matsumoto, 1967; Zimmerman, 1968). In a few 
cases, similarities with UV-sensitive bacterial mutants have suggested that some 
of the yeast mutants may be deficient in systems of repair analogous to those 
studied extensively in bacteria (Brendel, Khan and Haynes, 1970; Kilbey and 
Smith, 1969). However, the variety of phenotypes exhibited by UV-sensitive 
yeast mutants suggest that causes of sensitivity exist which are unrelated to the 
repair of DNA damage. Indeed, in organisms with the complexity of eukaryotes, 
it would be surprising were this not the case. The present work was started as a 
conscious attempt to isolate mutants damaged in several cellular repair mecha-
nisms. The rationale was simple: Mutations affecting one and the same system of 
repair are less likely to be additive in their effects than mutations affecting un-
related processes. Accordingly, rather than start with wild-type yeast, we chose a 
UV sensitive strain which has properties consistent with its lacking excision 
repair. Mutants with enhanced UV-sensitivity were isolated for study. Although 
these strains may, of course, affect processes of DNA repair other than excision, 
it is also' possible that some may be sensitive by virtue of damage to systems 
unrelated to DNA repair. 
This first paper deals with the phenotypic properties of two such hypersensitive 
strains. In a later paper we shall deal with the genetic analysis of their properties. 
Materials and Methods 
a) Strains ad-2.0. An adenine requiring strain with wild-type UV-sensitivity. um-l. This 
strain has been designated U9 by Nakai and Matsumoto (1967) who first isolated it. It is 
prototrophic and sensitive to ultraviolet light. 
6) Media. Suspensions were grown up in Glucose Nutrient Broth at 32°C until stationary 
phase was reached. Normally this was 48 hours but in the case of hyper-sensitive strains the 
slow rate of growth necessitated 5-6 days' incubation. Matings were done on Yeast Extract 
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Agar supplemented with 20 1zg/ml adenine sulphate. Plates were incubated at 32°C for 
4-7 days before counting depending on the strain being studied. 
Mutation Induction and Detection. A stationary phase culture of uvs-1 was washed in 
0.067 M KH2PO4  twice and treated with N.methyl-N.nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (NTG) at a 
cell density of 2-3 x 107 coils/mi: 10 mg NTG were dissolved in 13.8 ml of sterile Phosphate 
Buffer at pH 7. 2 ml of the freshly prepared solution were added to 18 ml of cell suspension 
and shaken at 30°C for 30 minutes. Treatment was terminated by dilution into 0.067 H 
K112PO4  before plating. Colonies growing after treatment were replicated twice onto two fresh 
plates of yeast extract agar plus adenine. One replica was exposed to 7 ergs of DV, a dose 
insufficient to kill uvs-1 replicates. Colonies failing to form after irradiation and subsequent 
incubation were isolated using the non-irradiated replica or the master plate. These were 
retested and only those showing extra sensitivity were kept for further study. 
U17-treatment and Photoreactivation. Stirred samples were exposed to UV in open 
plastic petri-dishes. The source of DV in these experiments was a Philips TUV 15 watt medium 
pressure mercury vapour lamp. The dose rate used for wild-typo yeast was 12 ergs/mm 2/sec. 
For turn-i it was 0.7 erg8/min 2/sec. For hyper-sensitive strains it was convenient to reduce 
the average dose rate to 0.07 erg/mm 2/sec by means of a 36° sector. In practice this is a highly 
fractionated dose at a dose rate of 0.7 ergs/mm 2/sec. Doses were monitored using a "Jagger 
Meter". Photoreactivating light was provided by a high pressure mercury are enclosed in a 
glass envelope. Samples were exposed in glass bottles maintained at 30°C in a glass bottomed 
bath for one hour. Dark samples were maintained at the same temperature for a similar 
period. 
Gamma Radiation. The Gamma radiation source was a Cobalt 60 "Hot Spot". Samples 
of washed suspension (3.5 ml) were placed in a glass bottle through which oxygen was bubbled 
continuously. The dose rate was 8,500 Had/mm. 1 ml samples were withdrawn at various 
intervals and kept at 0°C before diluting and plating them. 
Results 
A. Isolation and UV Response of Hypersensitive Strains 
A washed suspension of cells of ntis-i was treated with N.T.G. to give a 
survival of approximately 10%. 16,000 colonies arising when the treated sus-
pension was plated were examined for their sensitivity to low doses of UV by 
the Replica Plating technique. Nine clones were finally isolated as being extremely 
UV sensitive. 
The symbols used for these supersensitive strains are uss followed by the 
isolation number. In this report we shall be concerned exclusively with uss-i and 
uss-O. 
Fig. 1 shows typical UV-response curves for uss-1, 'ass-6, and ntis-1. The 
response of the wild-type strain ad-2.0 is also indicated for these doses. 
From these and other experiments it is known that a shoulder exists on both 
the ntis-i and ad-2.0 survival curves. In contrast, neither hypersensitive strain 
shows evidence of a shoulder; killing is exponential throughout the inactivation 
curve. For this reason the dose modifying factor relating the hypersensitive strains 
and nvs-i varies with dose. However where both curves are exponential, five 
times the DV dose is required to give the same survival levels in nvs-i as in the 
two hypersensitive strains. Both strains show a marked "tail" on the survival 
curve at about 0.01% survival. The reason for this is not known. 
B. Sensitivity to Gamma Radiation 
Fig. 2 shows the sensitivity of ntis-1, uss-i and use-6 to gamma radiation. Exposure 
to the radiation was done under aerobic conditions. All three strains exhibit 
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Fig. 1, Response of itv8-1 (.), us8-1  (.), and usa-C (a) to DV 
Fig. 2. Response of usa-i (a), usa-i (o), and usa-C (a) to gamma radiation 
similar gamma sensitivity at doses giving 10% survival. As the dose increases, 
uvs-i and usa-i become inactivated at ever decreasing rates. However even at 
these doses the rate of inactivation of usa-i is greater than for usa-1. u8s-6, in 
contrast, shows little change in the rate of inactivation over this dose range. 
Although not shown here, ad-2.0 has a similar sensitivity to gamma radiation as 
uvs-i. 
C. Photoreactivation, and Light Sensitivity 
We have studied the response of the hyper-UV-sensitive strains to photo-
reactivation in an attempt to obtain further information concerning the causes of 
the additional UV sensitivity. 
If the photoreactivable sector for a sensitive mutant is significantly larger than 
that of the less sensitive parent material, it seems likely that the system of repair 
damaged in the mutant is capable of acting on pyrimidine dimers. 
Photoreactivation using the standard conditions already described gave the 
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UV dose in crgslmm2 
Fig. 3 	 Fig. 4 
Fig. 3a and h. Photoreactivation of lASS-i (a), and u8s-6 (b) 
Fig. 4. Light inactivation of lzss-6 in aerobic and anaerobic conditions 
use-i displayed normal photoreactivation with a photoreactivable sector close 
to that of the parent strain (0.7). In contrast uss-6 was apparently unable to 
photoreactivate 1W-induced lethality. A common feature of the experiments with 
use-C, however, was the reduction in survival of the control samples exposed to 
photoreactivating light. This suggested that the strain is sensitive to photo-
reactivating light and that failure of photoreactivation is apparent rather than 
real, resulting from the opposing effects of reactivation and inactivation by the 
light. Fig. 4 shows the effects of visible light alone in use-C. As expected, prolonged 
exposure rapidly inactivated the population. Inactivation was exponential. The 
results in Fig. 4 also demonstrate that the lethal effect of visible light can be 
modified by the oxygen tension during illumination. The strain is less light sensi-
tive when kept anoxic. Although the dose modifying factor varied between 
experiments it was constant for all levels of survival within each experiment. The 
light wavelengths emitted by our photoreactivating source extend into the ultra-
violet, and, although the light was filtered through three layers of glass before 
falling on the suspension, it seemed necessary to exclude any possibility that 
pyrimidine dirnerisation was causing the lethal effect. Accordingly samples were 
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Fig. 5. Photoreactivation of W95-6 at 00 and 32°C 
Fig. 6. The time course of photoreactivation and light-induced killing in uss.G 
exposed to light which had been passed through a filter excluding all wavelengths 
below 3,900 A. Inactivation occurred as before. It is unlikely, therefore, that 
pyrimidine dimers form a significant contribution to the lethal effect. 
Two experiments were designed to demonstrate photoreactivation in uss-6. 
Both depend on the differential response of the two light effects to changes in 
physical conditions during photoreaetivation. 
a) Low Temperature Versus High Temperature 01  Photoreaetivation. These ex-
periments were made on the assumption that the lethal and reactivating effects 
of the light would have different temperature coefficients. At temperatures close 
to 0° C enzymatic photoreactivation should be severely curtailed and the lethal 
effect should predominate. At higher temperatures both processes should occur 
simultaneously. Samples were inactivated with a series of till doses and exposed 
to photoreactivating light at either 2 or 32°C. The results are shown in Fig. 5. 
At first sight the photoreactivation pattern obtained at 32°C with uss-6 
appears to be different from that shown in Fig. Sb. Closer inspection will show 
that the only difference lies in the extent to which the curve is displaced down the 
ordinate, in other words, the extent to which the cells are inactivated by the 
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photoreactivating light alone. As the UV dose increased the curves for inactivation 
with and without photoreactivation converged. At 2 ° C, as expected, the lethal 
effects of the photoreactivating light predominated and the curves ran parallel. 
b) Time Course of Photoreactivation at Low Light Intensities. It is known that 
the photoreactivation conditions used routinely in our experiments are not limit-
ing. The intensity of illumination can be considerably reduced without affecting 
the time taken to complete photoreactivation. In contrast eelis of us8-6 are killed 
rather slowly even at high light intensities. We therefore attempted a partial 
separation of the two light effects by lowering the intensity of the visible light, 
and following the course of photoreactivation with time. The results of a typical 
experiment are shown in Fig. 6. 
Short exposures to photoreactivating light after UV inactivation do indeed 
increase the survival. A peak is reached after approximately one hour and there-
after a steady decline in viability ensues. This result clearly demonstrates that 
wss-8 is capable of photoreactivation and that, subsequently, inactivation can 
cancel its effect completely. With the high intensity photoreactivating light we 
use routinely the two effects tend to cancel each other out. 
B. Respiratory Competence 
Growth tests have been made with glycerol as the sole carbon cource in the 
medium. Neither uss-6 nor uss-i grow under these conditions. They are therefore 
respiratory deficient strains. In crosses to grande strains of yeast the deficiency 
disappears. They are therefore cytoplasmic petites. Loss of the petite character 
does not destroy the hyper-UV sensitivity nor the gamma sensitivity in the case 
of use-C. The effects of the petite mutation on light sensitivity are complex and 
require further analysis. 
Discussion 
Two mutant strains have been obtained in Saccharomyces which show a con-
siderable enhancement of UV sensitivity. Both are sensitive to gamma radiation 
although not to the same extent. Since they were both derived from an already 
ITV-sensitive strain, nyc-i, they are at least double mutants and it may be ex-
pected that, in each strain, the two mutations affect different processes of repair. 
Genetic analyses at present being completed will provide further evidence on 
this point but it is already clear that in both strains, use-i and 'a88-6, hyper-UV 
sensitivity behaves as if it is the result of a single second mutation. Sensitivity to 
gamma rays in use-C also segregates as if it is the result of a second mutation 
although it is not yet certain that it is the same as that causing extra-UV sen-
sitivity. These preliminary results do not permit us to decide whether the pheno-
types observed are the product of an interaction between the nyc-i and the second 
mutations or whether their individual effects are simply additive. The effects of 
each mutation alone will form the subject of a further publication. 
Gamma sensitivity differences between these strains develop only at higher 
doses of radiation. At a survival level of about 10% there is no detectable dif-
ference between them. However, as the dose increases the rates of inactivation fall. 
This is greatest for nrc-i and least for usc-C which continues to be inactivated at 
the same high rate over the whole dose range covered. use-i is intermediate in 
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this respect. The appearance of resistant "tails" on the gamma-inactivation 
curves may indicate that the initial populations are heterogeneous with respect 
to their radiation sensitivity. However there is no evidence from these experi-
ments that this is related to the cell stage reached at the time of irradiation. In 
contrast to theft responses to gamma radiation, the two strains behave in a 
similar way towards UV. Here again there are "tails" on the inactivation curves. 
They occur at the same point on the survival curve for both mutants but, in con-
trast to the tails on the gamma inactivation curves they are very marked. In view 
of the prevailing uncertainty concerning the reasons for the appearance of a more 
radiation resistant fraction in yeast populations, further examination of these 
strains from this point of view might be worthwhile. 
Besides being hyper-UV sensitive and sensitive to gamma radiation, use-C is 
sensitive to visible light. 
The emission spectrum of the mercury vapour lamp used for photoreactivation 
extends into the ultraviolet and it remained a possibility that at least part of the 
inactivation resulted from the formation of dimers between adjacent pyrimidine 
residues in the DNA. The fact that before the light reached the cells it passed 
through three layers of glass made this less likely and the finding that light of 
wavelengths in excess of 3,900 A also inactivated the suspension provided further 
support for the conclusion that dimerisation can only be a minor cause of lethality 
under the conditions described. A more probable cause of lethality is photo-
dynamic inactivation. It has been shown that the lethal effect is consider-
ably reduced by exposure under anoxic conditions, an observation which is con-
sistant with a photo-oxidative step. A clearer picture may be obtained when the 
action spectrum for visible light-induced lethality is known. It is obvious, how-
ever, that the failure of this strain to photoreactivate UV damage is apparent and 
not real. By careful adjustment of the experimental conditions it is possible to 
separate the photoreactivating and inactivating effects of the light. It is therefore 
accidental that, under our normal experimental conditions, the two effects of the 
visible light tend to cancel each other out. 
Elkind and Sutton (1957a, 1957b) described a petite strain of yeast which 
developed light sensitivity upon storage. Appearance of light sensitivity was 
dependent on the storage conditions. No attempt was made to determine the 
sensitivity of the strain to either UV or gamma radiation but it was shown that 
the sensitivity disappeared if the strain was irradiated under anoxic conditions. 
The fact that use-C is also petite in phenotype led us to examine its properties 
under similar conditions to those employed by Elkind and Sutton. In contrast to 
their findings, use-C does not show enhanced light sensitivity if it is stored for 
several hours. Furthermore the lack of complete dependence upon oxygen for 
inactivation also suggests that the two strains are different. However, the fact 
that both uss-6 and the strain studied by Elkind and Sutton are petites, raises 
the question of the involvement of the petite mutation in the expression of light 
sensitivity. At present our results reveal that, if any relationship exists, it is a 
complicated one. It is certain at this stage that petite-ness alone does not always 
result in light sensitivity since use-i is light insensitive. On the other hand a 
petite has been isolated by acridine mutagenesis in uvs-i which has become 
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slightly light sensitive. It is hoped that further study will help to clarify the 
situation. 
The experimental procedure described here provides the means of isolating 
yeast strains which are progressively more deficient in systems which reduce the 
effects of radiation. It is also apparent that, by this means, mutants may be 
obtained which might alone produce too small an effect on the phenotype for 
them to be detected in mutation experiments with wild-type strains. Provided 
genetic analysis can be accomplished at each stage in the process it should be 
possible to study the effects of each new mutation as it arises either alone or in 
combination with others. Just how far this can be pursued is not known, however 
it holds out the possibility of obtaining strains which have lost all their dispen-
sable systems of repair. Such material should be of value in studying further the 
mechanisms of inactivation, mutagenesis and recombination. 
Note added in proof: Because of a change in sensitivity in the UV-meter used, the dose 
rates given should all be multiplied by a factor of 4. 
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